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BRIEF OF APPELLEE 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
Defendant appeals from convictions of burglary and theft, both third degree 
felonies, in the Sixth Judicial District, Sanpete County, the Honorable David L. Mower 
presiding. This Court has jurisdiction over the appeal under Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-
3(2)(e).1 
ISSUES ON APPEAL AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
1. Did police have reasonable suspicion to support a 3:00 a.m. investigative stop, 
where a citizen informant had reported a burglary in progress, where defendant's vehicle 
was the only vehicle anywhere near the burglary site, and where defendant's vehicle was 
stopped less than five minutes after the suspect vehicle was last seen and within two or 
three miles of its location? 
1
 Unless otherwise stated, all citations to the code are to the West 2004 
publication. 
2. Where the suspected crime was a burglary, did police have reasonable 
suspicion to support a frisk for weapons? 
3. Was the vehicle search constitutionally permissible as part of a limited search 
for weapons or, alternatively, because police had probable cause to believe that the 
vehicle contained evidence of a crime? 
Standard of review. A trial court's ruling on a motion to suppress is reviewed for 
correctness, including its application of the law to the facts. State v. Brake, 2004 UT 95, 
Tf 15, 103 P.3d 699. The trial court's underlying factual findings are reviewed for clear 
error. State v. Krukowski, 2004 UT 94, f 11, 100 P.3d 1222. 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, AND RULES 
The following constitutional provision is relevant to the issues on appeal: 
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and 
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, 
and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or 
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the 
persons or things to be seized. 
U.S. Const, amend. IV. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The State charged defendant with burglary, a third degree felony, in violation of 
Utah Code Annotated § 76-6-202; theft, a third degree felony, in violation of Utah Code 
Annotated § 76-6-404; possession of a controlled substance (marijuana), a class B 
misdemeanor, in violation of Utah Code Annotated § 58-37-8; possession of drug 
paraphernalia, a class B misdemeanor, in violation of Utah Code Annotated § 58-37a-5; 
and speeding, a class C misdemeanor, in violation of Utah Code Annotated § 41-4-46. 
2 
Rl-3. The trial court dismissed the charge for possession of a controlled substance, but 
bound defendant over court on all other counts. R21. 
Defendant filed a motion to suppress. R135-41, 151-56. Following a hearing, the 
court denied the motion. Rl 80-83; 192-200 (findings of fact and order) (attached in 
Addendum A); R302 (transcript of hearing) (attached in Addendum B). 
On November 23, 2005, defendant entered a plea of no contest to the burglary and 
theft counts, reserving the right to appeal the denial of the motion to suppress. R210-11; 
R340:2, 4 (transcript of plea hearing); R222-31 (plea statement). The State dismissed the 
remaining charges. R227. 
The trial court sentenced defendant to a prison term of zero to five years on the 
burglary count and to a concurrent prison term of zero to five years on the theft count. R 
245-48. 
Defendant timely appealed. R281. 
STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 
The crime 
Kurt Parry owned a cabin in Aspen Hills, a gated subdivision in the mountains 
three or four miles northeast of Mt. Pleasant in Sanpete County. See R301:6, 8, 19. On 
December 3, 2003, Travis Williams and Daniel Wendler, driving Williams's 1991 Toyota 
4-Runner, met defendant at her grandparents' home in Mt. Pleasant. R301:20-21. The 
threesome drove to Aspen Hills. R302.T2. Williams said they planned to go four-
wheeling. Id. 
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Defendant insisted on driving. R301:21-22. After getting stuck in the snow, 
defendant remained with the 4-Runner while Williams and Wendler walked some 
distance to the Parry cabin. R301:22. Williams said that they found the cabin's garage 
door open four or five inches, allowing them access. R301:23. When they opened the 
garage and entered, they found two four-wheelers with keys in their ignitions and a tow 
strap, which they took back and used to free the 4-Runner. R301:22. 
Wendler and Williams then drove the four-wheelers back to the cabin. R301:23. 
Defendant drove the 4-Runner behind them. Id. When the group got back to the cabin, 
they did not put the four-wheelers back in the garage. Id. Instead, they backed the 
4-Runner down to the garage door. Id. Williams, Wendler, and defendant loaded it with 
tools. R301:23-24. They then headed down the hill. R301:24. Defendant was driving. 
R301:25. 
Police, alerted to the incident by a watchman who had heard the sounds of the 
burglary, stopped the threesome after they came down. R302:78. They found Parry's 
tools in the 4-Runner. R302:132; State's Exhibit 4 (9/23/05) (evidence receipt and 
property report). 
Testimony at hearing on the motion to suppress 
Round Hills Road, which is also called Mountainville Road or Mountainville 
Highway, is a county road running north and south along the eastern edge of Mt. 
Pleasant. R302:9, 94. It runs parallel to State Highway 89. R302:10; see also State's 
Exhibit 1 (9/23/05) (diagram of area); Defendant's Exhibit 2 (9/23/05) (diagram of area); 
(diagrams reduced in size and reproduced in Addendum C); maps of area (attached in 
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Addendum D). Two parallel gravel roads, a mile or so apart, run east from Round Hills 
Road, providing access to the Aspen Hills subdivision—Aspen Hills Road on the 
northern end of the subdivision and Parley's Lane on the southern end. See State's 
Exhibit 1; Defendant's Exhibit 2; maps of area (Addendum D). 
Albert Polumbo lived in a trailer in Aspen Hills about 600 yards from the Parry 
cabin. R302:39. He worked for a group of property owners who had asked him to 
observe and report unsafe and illegal activities on the mountain. R3 02:3 9-40. He was 
watching television in his cabin on December 3, 2003, at about 2:30 or 3:00 a.m., when 
he heard "what sounded like a truck and a couple of ATV's . . . stuck in the snow." 
R302:40-41, 44-45. It was "non-typical" for someone to get stuck up there at that hour of 
night. R302:42. 
Polumbo got dressed and, carrying his cell phone, went to see if he could help. 
R302:41, 70. As he walked, he "heard some commotion over by Kurt Parry's cabin" and 
"noticed that there weren't any lights on over there." R302:41. That was unusual 
The maps are provided for the convenience of the Court. They show the 
locations referenced in the testimony and provide scale for the diagrams drawn during 
testimony. If necessary to the determination of this appeal, the State asks this Court to 
take judicial notice of the geography as shown by the maps. "A court may take judicial 
notice, whether requested or not." Utah R. Evid. 201(c). "A judicially noticed fact must 
be one not subject to reasonable dispute in that it is either (1) generally known within the 
territorial jurisdiction of the trial court or (2) capable of accurate and ready determination 
by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned." Utah R. Evid. 
201(b). Courts may "take judicial notice of geographical facts and locations. Such 
judicially noticed facts include the geography of the state and of foreign countries which 
are matters of common knowledge or readily ascertainable by reference to official charts, 
maps, or various other trustworthy sources of information." 22A CORPUS JURIS 
SECUNDUM CRIMINAL LAW § 925 (database updated April 2007) (available on Westlaw). 
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because "usually the first thing [Kurt Parry] does when he comes up to his cabin is turn 
on his lights." Id. Standing about 250 yards away, he also heard "three distinct voices, 
some cursing, so [he] knew it wasn't Kurt and the lights weren't on and that indicated it 
wasn't him." R302:42. He heard someone shout, "Open the garage door." R302: 67. 
"[I]t sounded like somebody was loading items in the back of a pickup." R302:43. He 
heard the word "load" and an expletive when somebody dropped something heavy. 
R302:61. 
Polumbo called 911 and told the sheriffs department that he "thought that a 
burglary might have been in progress at my neighbor's cabin." R302:42. He "stayed on 
the phone for a little while and told them what [he] was hearing and everything." 
R302:71. 
Dispatch then called Sanpete County Sheriff Kay Larsen, who was at his home in 
Mt. Pleasant. R302:5. Dispatch also called Mt. Pleasant police officer Jeff Greenwell, 
who was on patrol in Mt. Pleasant at the time and received the call at approximately 3:00 
a.m. R302:74-75. 
At approximately this point, Polumbo heard the vehicle leave and then saw it 
heading toward the southern part of the subdivision. R302:52. He called dispatch again 
to report that the vehicle was on Lodge Drive "above the air strip, traveling down toward 
the southern part of the subdivision." Id. Sheriff Larsen, who got Polumbo's number 
from dispatch, called him back. R302:23. Polumbo told the sheriff about what he had 
heard and seen at the Parry cabin. R302:24. He also told the sheriff that Parry owned a 
large number of tools and that the burglars may have taken them. Id. 
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Shortly after 3:00 a.m., Officer Greenwell arrived at the north gate to the 
subdivision, which is located on Aspen Hills Road. R302:76. When Sheriff Larsen met 
Officer Greenwell there, he knew he was looking for a vehicle "[b]ecause in the interim 
[between his receiving the dispatch call and his arriving at the north gate] Mr. Polumbo 
had told [him] that the vehicle had left the residence of the burglary." R3 02:26. 
Sheriff Larsen and Officer Greenwell found the north gate locked. R302:76. 
Sheriff Larsen asked Officer Greenwell to remain at the north gate, "in case [the burglars] 
came back down that direction." R302:11. Sheriff Larsen then proceeded to the south 
gate on Parley's Lane "so that if [the burglars] c[a]me out that gate, [he] would be there 
to meet them." R302:12. 
Sheriff Larsen drove west from the north gate on Aspen Hills Road back to Round 
Hills Road, south on Round Hills Road to Parley's Lane, and then east on Parley's Lane 
to the south gate. R302:13-15; see also State's Exhibit 1; Defendant's Exhibit 2; and 
maps of area (Addendum D). It took him five or ten minutes to drive the three or four 
miles between the gates. R302:14. As he was traveling, he saw a vehicle in the 
subdivision near the air strip or "old airport." R302:15-16.3 He therefore positioned 
himself near the south gate and waited. R302:16. 
While Aspen Hills Road and Parley's Way are the only roads leading from Round 
Hills Road to the subdivision, people sometimes travel from Round Hills Road across a 
The air strip or airport was a runway that had been prepared years earlier, but had 
never been used. R302:16. 
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field to "a break in the fence where there's kind of a haphazard gate" permitting access to 
and from Aspen Hills subdivision. R302:45. This broken-fence access lies between 
Aspen Hills Road and Parley's Way. See State's Exhibit 1 (showing access route as 
broken line running parallel to and between Aspen Hills Road and Parley's Way). 
Waiting at the south gate, the sheriff lost sight of the vehicle coming down from 
the subdivision. R302:17. Suspecting that the vehicle may have exited the subdivision 
through the broken-fence access, he asked dispatch to notify Officer Greenwell that he 
had lost sight of the vehicle and have him "head back down and see if [the burglars had] 
come down this other way to access to the Round Hills Road." R302:17. 
Officer Greenwell then left the north gate on Aspen Hills Road, traveling west to 
Round Hills Road, and turned south on Round Hills. He observed a set of taillights 
heading southbound on Round Hills, caught up with them, clocked the vehicle traveling 
65 m.p.h. in a 45 m.p.h. zone, and initiated a stop as the vehicle, a Toyota 4-Runner, 
entered Mt. Pleasant. R302:77-78; see also State's Exhibit 1 ("x" marking point of 
interception; 200 North 900 East marking point of stop). Officer Greenwell had seen no 
other vehicles while waiting at the north gate. R302:76. He also saw no other vehicles 
on Round Hills Road at the time. R302:77. Sheriff Larsen also saw no other headlights 
during the entire incident, other than the headlights of Officer Greenwell's police car. 
R302:30. 
With the report of a possible burglary, Officer Greenwell treated the stop as a 
felony stop. R302:78. After stopping the vehicle, he ordered defendant, the driver, out of 
the vehicle, frisked her, and had her sit down on the opposite side of the road. R302:79. 
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At that time, Captain Gary Larsen, a Sanpete County sheriffs officer, arrived on the 
scene. R302:80, 111-12. 
Officer Greenwell and Captain Larsen then approached the vehicle and smelled a 
strong odor of alcohol coming from inside it. R302:80-81, 116. Captain Larsen had his 
gun drawn. R302:l 15. He got the front seat passenger and car owner, Travis Williams, 
out of the car. R302:l 15, 120, 128. As Williams exited the car, Captain Larsen could see 
a fairly large knife protruding out from underneath the seat, beer cans on the floorboard, 
and what appeared to be empty shell casings. R302:l 15-16. Captain Larsen frisked and 
handcuffed Williams. R302:l 16. He asked Williams whether there were any weapons in 
the vehicle. R302:l 17. Williams answered, "No." Id. Captain Larsen then said, "I'm 
going to look, is that okay?" Id. Williams answered, "Okay." Id. 
Sheriff Larsen arrived at this point. R302:118. When he got there, he told the 
other officers that he had received information from Polumbo indicating that there was "a 
high probability" that tools had been taken from the cabin in Aspen Hills. Id. Sheriff 
Larsen helped Captain Larsen and Officer Greenwell get the backseat passenger, Daniel 
Wendler, out of the vehicle. Id. As they were getting him out, they saw tools 
"protruding out from underneath a blue tarp." R302:119. Because the sheriff had said 
that tools had likely been taken, and because Williams had given Captain Larsen consent 
to look for weapons, the officers began to search the vehicle. R302:120. They found not 
only the tools, but also marijuana pipes and marijuana. R302:120-21. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
1. Police had reasonable suspicion to support an investigative stop of the vehicle 
defendant was driving. A citizen informant had reported a burglary in progress to the 
sheriffs office dispatcher and shortly thereafter called again to report that the vehicle was 
leaving the mountain subdivision and on its way south and down out of the mountains. 
The informant repeated the details of the burglary, the vehicle's departure, and the 
vehicle's direction of travel to the sheriff himself. The informant not only reported that 
someone was breaking into the Parry cabin, but also described to both the dispatcher and 
the sheriff the observations upon which he based his report. 
Police also had a reasonable basis to suspect that the stopped vehicle was the same 
vehicle that had been involved in the burglary. The stopped vehicle was the only vehicle 
police saw in the area from the time the suspect vehicle left the burglary scene until the 
stop. Moreover, although police had briefly lost sight of the suspect vehicle, they had 
tracked it from the scene and knew that it was traveling south and down out of the 
mountains, a direction consistent with the direction of the stopped vehicle. Police also 
knew that the stopped vehicle, a Toyota 4-Runner, was the kind of vehicle that could 
have made it up into the mountains through the snow-covered ground on the date of the 
incident. 
2. Where Officer Greenwell reasonably suspected that defendant had been 
involved in a burglary, he had reason to suspect—based on the nature of that crime—that 
defendant might be armed and dangerous. His weapons frisk of her person was therefore 
constitutionally permissible. 
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3. Where defendant reasonably suspected that defendant and the other occupants 
had been involved in a burglary and might be armed and dangerous and where he also 
saw a weapon protruding from under the passenger seat, his limited search of the vehicle 
for weapons was constitutionally permissible. The search was also permissible because 
police, having seen tools protruding from under a tarp, had probable cause to believe that 
the vehicle contained evidence of a crime. 
ARGUMENT 
I. 
POLICE HAD REASONABLE SUSPICION I O SUPPOR I1 A N 
INVESTIGATIVE STOP OF THE VEHICLE 
Defendant claims that Officer Greenwell "had no reasonable suspicion to 
effectuate a felony stop" or to "detain her past what would have been necessary in 
relation to the speeding violation." Appellant's Br. at 25.4 She claims that he had no 
information other than "the limited information . . . that a possible burglary had taken 
place." Id. at 24. She claims first that he had "no verification that a burglary had actually 
occurred" and second that he had "no evidence . . . [of her] involvement in the alleged 
burglary." Id. at 25. But as explained below, relying in part on reports from other 
As a preliminary matter, defendant claims that the trial court's findings are not 
supported by the evidence. See Appellant's Br. at 25-28. The findings, prepared by the 
prosecutor after the ruling on the motion to suppress, are consistent with the testimony 
given at the hearing on the motion to suppress. See Rl 92-200 (reproduced in Addendum 
A). Misstatements, if any, are minor. In setting forth its statement of the facts and in 
making its argument, the State cites to the testimony given at the motion to suppress. 
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officers, Officer Greenwell reasonably suspected both that a burglary had occurred and 
that defendant and the other occupants of the vehicle were the burglars. 
"The Fourth Amendment prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures by the 
Government, and its protections extend to brief investigatory stops of persons or vehicles 
that fall short of traditional arrest." United States v. Arvizu, 534 U.S. 266, 273 (2002) 
(citing Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968); United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 417 
(1981) (internal quotation marks omitted)). The Fourth Amendment, however "is 
satisfied if the officer's action is supported by reasonable suspicion to believe that 
criminal activity may be afoot." Id. (citing United States v. Sokolow, 490 U.S. 1, 7 
(1989); Terry, 392 U.S. at 30) (internal quotation marks omitted)). 
"When discussing how reviewing courts should make reasonable-suspicion 
determinations," the United States Supreme Court has repeatedly said "that they must 
look at the totality of the circumstances of each case to see whether the detaining officer 
has a particularized and objective basis for suspecting legal wrongdoing." Id. (citation 
and internal quotation marks omitted). "Reasonable suspicion, like probable cause, is 
dependent upon both the content of information possessed by police and its degree of 
reliability. Both factors—quantity and quality—are considered in the totality of the 
circumstances—the whole picture." Alabama v. White, 496 U.S. 325, 330 (1990) 
(internal quotation marks and citations omitted). 
Looking at the totality of the circumstances "allows officers to draw on their own 
experience and specialized training to make inferences from and deductions about the 
cumulative information available to them that might well elude an untrained person." 
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Arvizu, 534 U.S. at 273 (citations and internal quotation marks omitted). While "an 
officer's reliance on a mere hunch is insufficient to justify a stop, the likelihood of 
criminal activity need not rise to the level required for probable cause, and it falls 
considerably short of satisfying a preponderance of the evidence standard." Id. at 274 
(citations and internal quotation marks omitted). 
In addition, under what is sometimes called the "collective knowledge doctrine" or 
the "fellow officers' rule," an officer who makes an investigative stop in reliance on a 
report from another law enforcement officer or agent need not have personal knowledge 
of the facts that underlay the report so long as "the police who issued the [report] 
possessed a reasonable suspicion justifying the stop." United States v. Hensley, 469 U.S. 
221, 233 (1985); see also Kimberly J. Winbush, Annotation, Application in State 
Narcotics Cases of Collective Knowledge Doctrine or Fellow Officersy Rule Under 
Fourth Amendment, 12 ALR 6th 553 (2006). "Stated another way, the legality of a stop 
based on information imparted by another will depend on the sufficiency of the 
articulable facts known to the [officer] originating the information or bulletin 
subsequently received and acted upon by the investigating officer." City of St. George v. 
Carter, 945 P.2d 165, 168 (Utah App. 1997) (citation and internal quotation marks 
omitted). Where "articulated facts supported the forming of reasonable suspicion by [a] 
dispatcher of the commission of an offense," an "arresting officer [may] properly rel[y] 
on the dispatch in executing the stop." State v. Roth, 827 P.2d 255, 247 (Utah App. 
1992). "[T]he investigating officer need not be actually informed of all the underlying 
13 
facts known to the originating officer that establish reasonable suspicion." City of St. 
George, 945 P.2d at 168. 
A. Both dispatch and Sheriff Larson reasonably suspected that the cabin had 
been burglarized. 
Albert Polumbo lived in the Aspen Hills subdivision about 600 yards from the 
Parry cabin and was employed by property owners as a watchman. R302:38-39. On 
December 3, 2003, at about 2:30 or 3:00 a.m., he heard what sounded like a truck and a 
couple of ATVs stuck in the snow. R302:40-41. He got dressed and went out to see if he 
could help. Id. When he was about 250 yards from the Parry cabin, he "heard some 
commotion over by Kurt Parry's cabin" and "noticed that there weren't any lights on over 
there, and usually the first thing [Parry] does when he comes up to his cabin is turn on his 
lights." R302:41-42. 
It sounded like "a burglary might have been in progress." R302:42. It was not 
typical for someone "to get stuck up [in the Aspen Hills subdivision]" at that time of year 
or that time of night. Id. Polumbo heard what sounded like "three distinct voices, some 
cursing, so [he] knew it wasn't [Parry] and the lights weren't on and that indicated that it 
wasn't him." Id. He heard what sounded like somebody "loading items in the back of a 
pickup." R302:43. 
He therefore called 911 and told the Sheriffs department dispatcher that he 
"thought that a burglary might have been in progress at his neighbor's cabin." R302:42. 
He told the dispatcher "that someone was breaking into Kurt Parry's cabin and it wasn't 
Kurt Parry." R302:50. He mentioned that "it sounded like there was at least two, 
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possibly three people there." Id. He "stayed on the phone for a little while and told 
[dispatch] what [he] was hearing and everything." R302:71. Dispatch got Polumbo's 
telephone number. See R3 02:23. 
Polumbo called dispatch back when the vehicle "had started pulling out" from the 
cabin "to inform the Sheriff what road they were taking and how they were coming down 
from my area down to the lower part of the mountain." R3 02:23, 43. He could not 
describe the vehicle, but told the dispatcher that he "thought it was a small pickup or a 
mid-sized vehicle." R302:51-52. 
Dispatch therefore called Sheriff Larsen; Sheriff Larsen, who got Polumbo's 
number from dispatch, called Polumbo. R3 02:23. Polumbo told the sheriff about hearing 
someone get stuck in the snow, about their getting out of the snow, and about hearing 
"people moving around, banging around, [and] moving things." R302:24. "Mr. Polumbo 
relayed by cell phone that it was Kurt Parry's residence." R302:36. Polumbo also told 
the sheriff that "there was a large number of tools that had been there, because he knew 
the individual that owned that, and there was possibly tools taken from that dwelling." 
R3 02:24. Sheriff Larsen relayed the information that Mr. Polumbo had given him to the 
other officers. Id. 
When Sheriff Larsen met Officer Greenwell at the north gate, he knew he was 
looking for a vehicle "[b]ecause in the interim [between his receiving the dispatcher's 
call at his home and his arriving at the north gate] Mr. Polumbo had told [him] that the 
vehicle had left the residence of the burglary." R3 02:26. 
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Based on these facts, both the dispatcher and Sheriff Larsen reasonably suspected 
that a burglary was in progress. Both the dispatcher and the sheriff had received a 
citizen's report of a crime in progress. Courts assume the veracity and reliability of 
citizen informants. See State v. Deluna, 2001 UT App 401,f14, 40 P.3d 1136. A 
citizen's report of a crime in progress, by itself, generally provides police with reasonable 
suspicion to support an investigatory stop. See, e.g., Adams v. Williams, 407 U.S. 143, 
145, 147 (1972) (unverified tip by informant known to officer "that an individual in a 
nearby vehicle was carrying narcotics and had a gun at his waist" carried enough indicia 
of reliability to justify investigatory stop); City of St. George v. Carter, 945 P.2d 165, 169 
(Utah App. 1997) (drive-through restaurant employee's tip that he had seen customer 
drink from an open beer constituted reasonable suspicion of illegal activity and, together 
with employee's description of car, justified investigatory stop of customer's vehicle). 
Here, dispatch received a tip from Albert Polumbo, a citizen, "that someone was 
breaking into Kurt Parry's cabin and it wasn't Kurt Parry." R302:50. In addition, 
dispatch was provided with the details concerning the basis for the report. Polumbo 
stayed on the phone with dispatch to tell them what he was hearing that led him to 
believe that a burglary was in progress. R302:71. He called dispatch a second time to 
report that the vehicle had started pulling out and was heading south down the mountain. 
R302:23, 43. Polumbo's report of a crime in progress, either by itself or together with 
Polumbo's report of the details upon which he based his report, sufficed to provide 
dispatch with reasonable suspicion that the cabin had just been burglarized. 
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Sheriff Larsen also possessed reasonable suspicion. Dispatch had contacted him 
to inform him of the burglary. R302:5. In addition, the sheriff got Polumbo's number 
from dispatch and called him. R302:23. Polumbo told the sheriff about the burglary, 
detailing the sounds of "people moving around, banging around, [and] moving things." 
R3 02:24. He also told the sheriff that the cabin owner had a large number of tools and 
that tools may have been taken during the burglary. Id. Polumbo's report to the sheriff 
provided reasonable suspicion to believe that a burglary had just occurred and, in 
addition, reasonable suspicion to believe that tools had been taken. Id. 
The facts supporting reasonable suspicion that a crime had occurred are at least as 
strong as those in State v. Markland, 2005 UT 26, 112 P.3d 507, where the Utah Supreme 
Court found that officers had reasonable suspicion that criminal activity was afoot, where 
the only evidence that a crime had occurred was a call from dispatch that someone was 
"screaming or crying out for help" near the eastern end of an apartment complex. Id. at 
Tf 2. Here, the report of a burglary in progress was made by a known informant, who 
gave both dispatch and the sheriff the details upon which he based his report. 
B. Police reasonably suspected that the occupants of the stopped \ chicle limit 
participated in the burglary. 
Defendant claims that the police had received "no descriptions as to the alleged 
individuals [or] the alleged vehicle [or] what was possibly stolen . . . or any other 
descriptive information" to support reasonable suspicion to stop the vehicle she was 
driving. Appellant's Br. at 33. Looking at the totality of the circumstances, however, 
police did have reasonable suspicion to stop the vehicle. 
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Among factors relevant to a determination of reasonable suspicion is the 
information that police observed or received regarding the vehicle that left the scene of 
the burglary. These factors include any description of the vehicle, the size of the area in 
which the vehicle might be found as indicated by the facts, the number of vehicles about 
in the area, and the direction of the vehicle's flight. Cf. WAYNE R. LAFAVE, 2 SEARCH 
& SEIZURE § 3.4(c), at 254-66 (4th ed. 2004) (setting forth factors relevant to a 
determination of probable cause).5 
Here, Polumbo provided some information. He told dispatch that he thought the 
vehicle "was a small pickup or a mid-sized vehicle." R302:51. He could not, however, 
remember whether he had told the dispatcher anything about the vehicle's color. 
R302:51-52. He heard the vehicle leave the Parry cabin, noted it had its lights on, and 
saw the taillights go "south, southwest" down Lodge Drive toward the airport. R302:48. 
He called dispatch to report "these happenings." Id. 
Sheriff Larsen provided additional information. When Sheriff Larsen arrived at the 
north gate, he stayed only long enough to find that it was locked. R302:27. During the 
approximately five-or-ten-minute/three-or-four-mile trip between the north and south 
gates, Sheriff Larsen could see a vehicle coming south through the Aspen Hills property, 
5
 There is no formula "which can effectively communicate precisely what kind of 
description by a . . . witness together with what kind of attendant factors adds up to 
probable cause." WAYNE R. LAFAVE, 2 SEARCH & SEIZURE § 3.4(c), at 254 (4th ed. 
2004). Likewise, there is no formula which can effectively communicate precisely what 
kind of description by a witness with what kind of attendant factors adds up to reasonable 
suspicion. 
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near the "old airport," a never-used airstrip. R302:13-16. He thought it would probably 
come out through the south gate. R302:15. When he lost sight of the vehicle, he called 
Officer Greenwell to have him head back down from the north gate to "see if they'd 
come down this other way [the broken-fence access between Aspen Hills Road and 
Parley's Way] to access the Round Hills Road." R302:17; see also State's Exhibit 1 
(broken line on diagram). 
Sheriff Larsen and Officer Greenwell knew the area where the burglary had 
occurred and where the stop was made. The sheriff lived in Mt. Pleasant and owned 
property in the Aspen Hills subdivision; Officer Greenwell had worked for the Mt. 
Pleasant police department for over three years. R302:6, 11, 74. The area involved was 
small. It was only three or four miles from Mt. Pleasant to the north gate of the Aspen 
Hills subdivision. R302:6. Travel from the north gate to the south gate required 
backtracking toward Mt. Pleasant. See State's Exhibit 1; Defendant's Exhibit 2; maps of 
area (Addendum D). It was three or four miles from the north gate to the south gate, a 
distance that could be driven in about five or ten minutes. R302:13-14. The diagrams 
and maps of the area suggest that it was only about half that distance and about half that 
traveling time to the place where Officer Greenwell, backtracking from the north gate 
toward Mt. Pleasant, sighted defendant's vehicle. See State's Exhibit 1; Defendant's 
Exhibit 2; maps of area (Addendum D); see also R302:77-78 (While on Round Hills 
Road, before reaching Mt. Pleasant, Officer Greenwell "observed a set of taillights 
southbound, caught up to them,. . . locked radar at 65 miles an hour" in a 45 miles per 
hour zone, and initiated a stop.). 
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Officer Greenwell testified that he remained at the north gate "observing] the 
area" about ten minutes. R302:76-77. During this period of time, Sheriff Larsen traveled 
to the Parley's Lane gate. R3 02:12-13. Sheriff Larsen said that this trip took him five or 
ten minutes. R302:13-14. During this period, Sheriff Larsen saw the vehicle heading 
south and down out of the mountains. R302:15-16. When Sheriff Larsen lost sight of the 
vehicle, he called to ask Officer Greenwell to head back to Mt. Pleasant to see if he could 
intercept it. The interception point, marked on State's Exhibit 1 (diagram), shows that 
Greenwell saw the defendant's vehicle about halfway between the two gates, indicating 
that it probably took him between two and five minutes (half the estimated travel time 
between the gates) to get from the north gate to the point of interception and also 
indicating that defendant's vehicle was only two or three miles from the subdivision 
where the suspect vehicle was last seen. Thus, the period of time between the last 
sighting of the vehicle coming down the mountain and the stop of the 4-Runner would 
have been no more than about five minutes. 
Based on all of this information, Greenwell reasonably suspected that the stopped 
vehicle was the vehicle involved in the burglary. Although Polumbo's description of the 
vehicle was minimal, his report established the vehicle's location up in Aspen Hills 
subdivision in the mountains above Mt. Pleasant. R302:48. It also established the 
direction the vehicle took as it started down the mountains to exit the subdivision. Id. 
Officer Greenwell, apprised of this information by Sheriff Larsen, considered the 
information when he stopped the vehicle. He was looking for a vehicle that had the 
capacity to get up into the mountains during December when there was snow on the 
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ground. R302:24, 95. He stated that he "wouldn't have stopped [a small passenger car] 
because it couldn't have got up there." R302:95. Defendant's vehicle, a Toyota 4-
Runner, unlike a small passenger car, was a vehicle capable of traveling up into the 
mountains. 
Greenwell also relied on the information he either possessed himself or had 
received from others indicating that the burglary, sightings of the suspect vehicle, and the 
location of the 4-Runner at the time of the stop were all in close temporal and physical 
proximity. See R302:6, 13-14, 77-78; State's Exhibit 1; Defendant's Exhibit 2; maps of 
area (Addendum D). He further relied on the fact that the vehicle was traveling south and 
away from the Aspen Hills subdivision. R302:15. Asked if he would have stopped any 
car he saw after Sheriff Larsen asked him to try to intercept the descending vehicle, he 
stated that it would "depend on where the vehicle came from." R302:95. He was looking 
for a vehicle that was traveling away from Aspen Hills subdivision, a vehicle last seen 
traveling south. Defendant's vehicle was traveling south two or three miles from the 
subdivision when stopped. R302:77; see also State's Exhibit 1; Defendant's Exhibit 2; 
maps of area (Addendum D). 
Moreover, Officer Greenwell relied on his own observations that little additional 
traffic would be expected in the area—it was winter, the incident occurred in the very 
early morning hours in an isolated mountain subdivision, and the vehicle stopped was on 
a county road rather than the main highway through the area. R302:5, 10. Officer 
Greenwell, like Sheriff Larsen, had seen no other non-police vehicles in the area during 
the entire incident. R302:30, 76-77. Based on these observations and, as explained, 
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because the 4-Runner appeared to have the capacity to have climbed up into the Aspen 
Hills subdivision, was located within two or three miles of the subdivision, and was 
sighted within a few minutes of the sighting of the suspect vehicle in the subdivision, 
Officer Greenwell reasonably suspected that the 4-Runner was the same vehicle that had 
been involved in the burglary.6 
For this reason, Officer Greenwell, traveling south from the junction of Aspen 
Hills Road and Round Hills Road, had reason to surmise that the 4-Runner had exited the 
subdivision through the broken fence, traveled through the field until it reached Round 
Hills Road, turned south onto Round Hills, and traveled south very briefly before he 
sighted it. R302:45. 
Thus, based on the totality of the circumstances, Officer Greenwell reasonably 
suspected that the vehicle he stopped on Round Hills Road was the same vehicle that 
Albert Polumbo had seen leave the burglary site and that Sheriff Larsen had tracked as it 
started south down the mountain and out of the subdivision. 
C. Under the collective information doctrine or fellow officers' rule, Officer 
Greenwell was entitled to make the stop based on Sheriff Larsen's report. 
Defendant claims that, because Polumbo had reported the burglary to dispatch and 
Sheriff Larsen, but had not spoken to Officer Greenwell, "Greenwell possessed no 
information that would allow him to effectuate a felony stop on the vehicle driven by 
Because the vehicle was traveling over the speed limit, Officer Greenwell also 
had grounds to stop the vehicle for a traffic violation. The State, however, analyzes the 
stop as an investigatory stop based on reasonable suspicion that the vehicle's occupants 
were leaving the scene of a burglary. 
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Prows." Appellant's Br. at 31. As explained, however, under the collective knowledge 
doctrine or fellow officers' rule, an investigating officer may make a stop based on the 
report of another officer, even if the investigating officer is not "actually informed of all 
the underlying facts known to [an] originating officer that establish reasonable 
suspicion." City of St George, 945 P.2d at 168. 
Here, Officer Greenwell was entitled to stop the suspect vehicle upon Sheriff 
Larsen's request where the underlying facts known to Sheriff Larsen established 
reasonable suspicion that a burglary had occurred and that the occupants of the stopped 
vehicle were involved. 
II. 
BECAUSE OFFICER GREENWELL REASONABLY SUSPECTED 
THAT DEFENDANT WAS ARMED AND PRESENTLY 
DANGEROUS, THE FRISK FOR WEAPONS WAS 
CONSTITUTIONALLY PERMISSIBLE 
Defendant claims that Officer Greenwell "was not justified in ordering [her] from 
the vehicle and patting her down." Appellant's Br. at 38. Because Officer Greenwell 
reasonably suspected that defendant was involved in a burglary, he reasonably suspected 
that she was armed and dangerous, thus justifying the weapons frisk.7 
Defendant also claims that the pat down "exceeded the permissible scope of a 
traffic stop." Appellant's Br. at 38. While Officer Greenwell had reasonable suspicion to 
conduct a traffic stop for speeding, he also had reasonable suspicion to conduct an 
investigatory stop to determine whether defendant had been involved in a burglary and 
reasonable suspicion to believe that she was armed and dangerous. Whether the pat 
down exceeded the scope of the traffic stop is irrelevant. It did not exceed the scope of 
the investigatory stop. 
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The United States Supreme Court recognized in Terry that "[a] policeman making 
a reasonable investigatory stop should not be denied the opportunity to protect himself 
from attack by a hostile suspect. When an officer is justified in believing that the 
individual whose suspicious behavior he is investigating at close range is armed and 
presently dangerous to the officers or to others, he may conduct a limited protective 
search for concealed weapons." Adams v. Williams, 407 U.S. at 146 (quoting Terry, 392 
U.S. at 24) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
The Utah State Supreme Court explained that the reasonableness of a protective 
frisk is "evaluated objectively according to the totality of the circumstances." State v. 
Warren, 2003 UT 36, If 14, 78 P.3d 590 (citation omitted). "To determine 
reasonableness, a court should question whether the facts available to the officer at the 
moment of the [frisk] warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief that the action 
taken was appropriate." Id. (citing Terry, 392 U.S. at 21-22) (internal quotation marks 
and additional citation omitted). 
There are two basic scenarios that may warrant a Terry frisk. State v. Lafond, 
2003 UT App 101, If 19, 68 P.3d 1043 (citation and internal quotation marks omitted). 
"In the first, facts and circumstances unique to a particular suspect and/or factual context 
may give rise to reasonable suspicion the suspect may be armed, such as a suspect with a 
bulge in his clothing that appears to be a weapon . . . . " Id. (citation and internal 
quotation marks omitted). "In the second scenario . . . the inherent nature of the crime 
being investigated [may] lead[] to the reasonable suspicion that the suspect may be 
armed . . . ." Id. (citation and internal quotation marks omitted). Burglary is one of 
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those crimes. "Crimes that, by their nature, suggest the presence of weapons include: 
robbery, burglary, rape, assault with weapons, homicide, and dealing in large quantities 
of narcotics." Id. (quoting Warren, 2001 UT App 346, f 15) (in turn quoting 4 WAYNE 
R. LAFAVE, SEARCH AND SEIZURE § 9.5(a), at 255-56 (3d ed. 1996) (internal quotation 
marks omitted). Here, police reasonably suspected that defendant had committed a 
burglary and, therefore, that she might be armed and dangerous. Officer Greenwell 
therefore reasonably ordered her from the car and frisked her for weapons. 
III. 
THE VEHICLE SEARCH WAS CONSTITUTIONALLY 
PERMISSIBLE 
Defendant challenges the constitutionality of the vehicle search. She claims that 
Williams "was not free to leave the scene or disregard [the police] request" for 
permission to search. Appellant's Br. at 48. She therefore claims that Williams's 
consent to search the vehicle was not voluntary. Id. She also claims that police obtained 
his consent through "exploitation of the prior police illegality pertaining to the stop and 
the detention or seizure." Id. at 47. Defendant cannot prevail on this claim because no 
consent was necessary. Police may search a vehicle for weapons where they reasonably 
suspect that the occupants are armed and dangerous. Police may also search a vehicle 
where, as in this case, they have probable cause to believe that evidence will be found in 
the car. In any case, Williams's consent to the search of his vehicle was voluntarily given 
and was not tainted by any prior illegality. 
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A. Defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in the vehicle or its 
contents; in other words, she lacked Fourth Amendment standing to 
challenge the search. 
As a preliminary matter, defendant, who was driving the vehicle, had no 
reasonable expectation of privacy in the vehicle. In other words, she had no Fourth 
Amendment standing to challenge the search. "[T]he rights assured by the Fourth 
Amendment are personal rights, [which] . . . may be enforced by exclusion of evidence 
only at the instance of one whose own protection was infringed by the search and 
seizure." Illinois v. Rakas, 439 U.S. 128, 138 (1978) (quoting Simmons v. United States, 
390 U.S. 377, 389 (1968)) (internal quotation marks omitted). A non-owner driver of a 
vehicle has no expectation of privacy in the vehicle where the owner of the vehicle is 
present. See United States v. Jefferson, 925 F.2d 1242, 1249-51 (10th Cir. 1991) 
(discussing why a non-owner driver had an insufficient interest in a car to challenge a 
vehicle search where the owner was present during the search); United States v. Lochan, 
61A F.2d 960, 965 (1st Cir, 1982) (where passenger-owner was present in car, non-owner 
driver with no luggage or personal effects in car had no standing to challenge vehicle 
search); People v. Flowers, 444 N.E.2d 242, 246 (111. App. 1982) (where defendant was 
driver, but passenger was owner, and where defendant claimed no property interest in the 
items in the car, defendant had standing to challenge stop and detention but lacked 
standing to challenge the search of the vehicle); McKee v. State, 917 P.2d 940, 942 (Nev. 
1996) (where driver was not owner and where owner was present in car, driver was 
without standing to object to search of car). 
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In this case, defendant was not the owner of the vehicle she was driving. See 
R302:20-21. Williams, the vehicle's owner, was present. See id; see also 302:119-20. 
Defendant claimed no property interest in the items in the car. See R302. Therefore, 
while Williams may have had an expectation of privacy in the vehicle, defendant did not. 
See Jefferson, 925 F.2d at 1249-51 (noting that "mere control" of a vehicle does not 
establish a protectable Fourth Amendment privacy interest). 
B. Because police reasonably suspected that the vehicle occupants were armed 
and dangerous, they were entitled to search the vehicle for weapons. 
Even if defendant had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the vehicle, as 
explained under Point II., above, Officer Greenwell reasonably suspected that the 
occupants of the stopped vehicle were armed and dangerous because they had been 
involved in a burglary. Based on that circumstance, he was entitled not only to frisk the 
suspects, but also to conduct a limited search of the vehicle for weapons. In addition, 
Officer Greenwell saw a weapon in the vehicle. R302:l 15-16. He therefore knew that 
Williams had lied when he said there were no weapons in the vehicle. See R302:117. 
These circumstances further supported Greenwell's reasonable suspicion that a weapon 
would be found in the vehicle and justified a limited search of the vehicle for weapons. 
The United States Supreme Court has recognized that "investigative detentions 
involving suspects in vehicles are especially fraught with danger to officers." Minnesota 
v. Long, 463 U.S. 1032, 1047 (1983). Police may order persons out of an automobile and 
frisk those persons for weapons "if there is a reasonable belief that they are armed and 
dangerous." Id. at 1048 (citing Pennsylvania v. Mimms, 434 U.S. 106 (1977)). The 
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permissibility of that practice rests in part on the "inordinate risk confronting an officer as 
he approaches a person seated in an automobile." Id. (citing Mimms, 434 U.S. at 110). It 
is "reasonable for the arresting officer to search the arrestee's person and the area within 
his immediate control." Id. (citations and internal quotation marks omitted). 
Accordingly, "the search of the passenger compartment of an automobile, limited to those 
areas in which a weapon may be placed or hidden, is permissible if the police officer 
possesses a reasonable belief based on 'specific and articulable facts which, taken 
together with the rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant' the officers in 
believing that the suspect is dangerous and the suspect may gain immediate control of 
weapons." Id. at 1049 (quoting Terry, 392 U.S. at 21). The suspect need not be arrested. 
Id. at 1050. 
Moreover, the limited search of the vehicle is permissible even where all 
occupants have been removed from the vehicle and are under police control. "[A] Terry 
investigation . . . involves a police investigation at close range, when the officer remains 
particularly vulnerable in part because a full custodial arrest has not been effected." Id. 
at 1052 (citations and internal quotation marks omitted). The suspect, even if under 
police control, may break free and retrieve a weapon from her automobile. Id. If not 
arrested, she will be permitted to reenter her vehicle and will then have access to any 
weapons inside. Id. She may be permitted to reenter the vehicle before the Teriy 
investigation concludes and will again have access to any weapons. Id. For these 
reasons, where police reasonably believe that a vehicle's occupant may be armed and 
dangerous, they may both remove the occupant and search the vehicle for weapons. 
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As explained above, police here reasonably suspected that the occupants of the 
stopped vehicle were armed and dangerous because they had been involved in a burglary. 
In addition, they reasonably suspected that the occupants were armed and dangerous 
because Captain Larsen had seen a weapon in the vehicle. For those reasons, the 
officers' frisk of the occupants and the officers' search of the vehicle for weapons were 
both constitutionally permissible. The trial court properly denied the motion to suppress 
evidence found during the search. 
C. The search was also justified by probable cause to believe that the vehicle 
contained evidence of a crime. 
The officers not only had reasonable suspicion to search for weapons, but also 
probable cause to search for evidence of a crime. Where police have probable cause to 
believe that a vehicle contains evidence of a crime, they may search the vehicle: "If a car 
is readily mobile and probable cause exists to believe it contains contraband, the Fourth 
Amendment. . . permits police to search the vehicle without more." Pennsylvania v. 
Labron, 518 U.S. 938, 940 (1996); accord Maryland v. Dyson, 527 U.S. 465, 466-67 
(1999); State v. Mehew, 2003 UT App 166U. Probable cause exists where there is "a fair 
probability that contraband or evidence of a crime will be found in a particular place." 
Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 238 (1983). 
Here, before conducting a search, police had not only reasonable suspicion that the 
vehicle occupants were armed and dangerous, but also probable cause to believe that the 
vehicle contained evidence of a crime. Albert Polumbo had conveyed to Sheriff Larsen 
that the burglars had likely taken tools. R302:24. When removing Wendler, the third 
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occupant from the behind-the-driver passenger seat, the officers observed tools sticking 
out from under a tarp. R302:118. Together with the circumstances enumerated above as 
establishing reasonable suspicion, the sighting of the tools established "a fair probability" 
that evidence of the burglary would be found in the vehicle.8 
CONCLUSION 
The trial court properly denied the motion to suppress. Police reasonably 
suspected that defendant had been involved in a burglary, which permitted them to 
conduct an investigatory stop. Police also reasonably suspected that defendant and the 
other occupants of the vehicle were armed and dangerous, which permitted them to frisk 
the occupants and conduct a weapons search of the car. While searching for weapons, 
police discovered stolen tools, drugs, and drug paraphernalia. Thus, the evidence was 
found during the course of a permissible weapons search. The search was also 
The search was also permissible because Williams, who owned the car, gave 
valid consent to the search. Defendant claims that Williams's consent was involuntary 
because he "was not free to leave the scene or disregard [the police] request" for 
permission to search. Appellant's Br. at 47-48. Defendant's claim fails, however, 
because a person may voluntarily consent even when he is detained. See Ohio v. 
Robinette, 519 U.S. 33, 39-40 (1996) (legally detained defendant); see also State v. 
Hansen, 2002 UT 25, \ 47, 63 P.3d 650 (illegally detained defendant); State v. Pebley, 
2005 UT App 312U (same). Moreover, Williams was given an opportunity to refuse the 
request. When Williams said there were no weapons in the car, Captain Larsen said, 
"I'm going to look, is that okay?" Larsen's question, "Is that okay?" conveyed to 
Williams that he was free to refuse. See United States v. Drayton, 536 U.S. 194, 206 
(2002) (observing that officers "asked first if [defendants] objected, thus indicating to a 
reasonable person that he or she was free to refuse"). 
Defendant also claims that consent was obtained through "exploitation of the prior 
police illegality pertaining to the stop and the detention or seizure." Id. at 47. This claim 
fails because, as explained in the foregoing analysis, no prior illegality occurred. 
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permissible because, before completing the investigatory stop, police saw tools sticking 
out from under a tarp, which, together with the other information they possessed, gave 
them probable cause to believe that evidence would be found in the vehicle. 
For these reasons, defendant's conviction should be affirmed. 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED 
The State requests oral argument. "[OJral argument is a tool for assisting the 
appellate court in its decision making process," Perez-Llamas v. Utah Court of Appeals, 
2005 UT 18, If 10, 110 P.3d 706, and "the only opportunity for a dialogue between the 
litigant and the bench." Moles v. Regents of Univ. of Cal, 654 P.2d 740, 743 (Cal. 1982). 
In the case at bar, the decisional process would "be significantly aided by oral argument." 
Utah R. App. P. 29(a)(3). 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND ORDER 
Case No.: 031600162 
Judge: DAVID L. MOWER 
On May 26, 2005, Defendant filed a Motion to Suppress evidence that officers obtained 
from her following Defendant's arrest. Defendant filed a Supplement to her Motion on August 
12, 2005. The Court conducted a hearing on Defendant's Motion on September 23, 2005. The 
Court now enters its following Findings and Order: 
1. Albert Pulumbo ("Pulumbo") is person who lives at the Aspen Hills Subdivision. 
Polumbo has lived there for the past four years and is employed by a group of 
Aspen Hills property owners to be a security guard or watchman. 
2. On December 3, 2003 at or about 2:30 a.m., Albert Pulumbo was at his trailer, 
which was parked in the campground of Aspen Hills Subdivision. At that time 
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he was awake and watching television inside his trailer. He heard some noises so 
he exited his trailer and went outside to investigate. 
3. On that date there was snow on the ground in Aspen Hills Subdivision. 
4. While outside, Pulumbo heard sounds that he associated with a vehicle being 
stuck and two four wheelers being operated. Pulumbo also saw a vehicle moving 
toward the cabin of Kirk Peery ("Peery"), which is located about 600 yards away 
from the location of Pulumbo's trailer. Pulumbo was not certain in his 
identification of the vehicle, but did testify that he thought the vehicle was "light 
colored." 
5. Pulumbo knew Peery. On occasions previous to December 3, 2003, Pulumbo 
had watched Peery come to Aspen Hills and work on the cabin. Not only did 
Pulumbo watch Peery come and go, but he knew Perry's habits when he arrives, 
such as how Perry always turns on the lights when working on his cabin. 
Additionally, Pulumbo has been inside Peery's cabin and knows what kind of 
tools Peery owns. 
6. Pulumbo moved within 250 yards of the cabin where he heard people talking and 
could identify three distinct voices. He heard some words, some that he referred 
to as cuss words, others that he identified as "help" or "load," or "open the garage 
door." Also, Pulumbo heard other noises that he associated with items of 
personal property being loaded into a truck. 
Pulumbo did not enter Perry's cabin prior to speaking with any law enforcement 
officers. 
Next, Pulumbo dialed 911 on his cell phone. The dispatch at the Sanpete County 
Sheriffs Office answered Pulumbo's call. Pulumbo talked to the dispatcher. 
The dispatcher used the radio to contact Officer Jeff Greenwell ("Greenwell"), 
who was patrolling for the Mt. Pleasant City police department. 
Mt. Pleasant City, Utah is a city that is in the north part of Sanpete County. It sits 
at the base of high mountains which are part of the Manti LaSal National Forest. 
The Aspen Hills Subdivision is located at the base of the Manti Lasal mountain 
range, north of the city of Mt. Pleasant, both of which are in Sanpete County. 
After receiving the report at approximately 3:00 am, Greenwell traveled towards 
the Aspen Hills Subdivision. 
Meanwhile, the dispatcher called Sheriff Kay Larsen ("Sheriff Larsen" or "the 
Sheriff) on the telephone. The Sheriff, who resides in Mt. Pleasant, arose, got 
out of bed, got dressed, got in his police car, and then traveled towards the Aspen 
Hills Subdivision. 
The Sheriff asked the dispatcher to call Captain Gary Larsen (" Capt. Larsen") of 
the Sanpete County Sheriff s Office. The dispatcher did so. At the time of the 
call, Capt. Larsen was asleep at his home in Ft. Green, Utah. Capt. Larsen arose, 
got dressed, got in his car and then traveled towards the Aspen Hills Subdivision. 
13. Three roads lead from the Aspen Hills Subdivision traveling west, or southwest 
towards Sanpete County as drawn on Exhibit #1. The most northern road is 
known as the Aspen Hills Road, which leads to a locked gate, known as the 
"North Gate." The middle road is unnamed, very rough and located on Exhibit 
#1 as a dotted line. The most southern road leading from the Subdivision is 
known as Parley's Lane. The three roads all converge with Round Hill Road at 
their west ends. 
14. Aspen Hills Subdivision may be exited on the north side; however, that road 
leads to another subdivision where at the time of this event there was a locked 
gate. It is also possible to exit Aspen Hills Subdivision on the east, which road 
leads to the Skyline Drive, which is fifteen to twenty miles further east from 
Aspen Hills Subdivision. Such road does not lead to other towns unless one 
travels north or south along the length of the Skyline Drive and then drops down 
into either Carbon, Emery, or Sanpete Counties to get back to a town. 
15. The Sheriff traveled to the Aspen Hills Subdivision and met Greenwell at the 
"North Gate" on the Aspen Hills Road. The gate was locked. They engaged in a 
brief conversation, then the Sheriff asked Greenwell to remain at that Gate. 
16. The Sheriff then traveled south to another road called Parley's Lane, which he 
also referred to as the "South Entrance," then traveled to another gate which he 
referred to as the "South Gate." The Sheriff then waited at the South Gate. 
17. The Sheriff received Pulumbo's cell phone number and then called Pulumbo. 
The Sheriff had a cell phone conversation with Pulumbo, who told him that he 
heard things being loaded into a vehicle near a cabin owned by Perry. At some 
point, Pulumbo told the Sheriff that he knew Perry, and that he knew Perry 
owned yellow, Dewalt power tools, which he kept in the cabin. However, 
Pulumbo did not have knowledge of specific items that may have been taken by 
the alleged intruders. Pulumbo also told the Sheriff that he heard words being 
spoken by three distinct voices. 
18. While at the South Gate, the Sheriff saw headlights moving towards the south on 
a road that would have been inside the Aspen Hills Subdivision. 
Contemporaneously, while still speaking by cell phone. Pulumbo spoke into his 
phone and described to Sheriff Larsen what he was observing. Pulumbo said he 
could hear the vehicle leaving the cabin and see it moving south in the 
Subdivision. 
19. The Sheriff lost sight of the headlights he saw moving south on a road inside the 
Subdivision. The Sheriff called Greenwell on the radio, told him to leave the 
North Gate, and go back to the Round Hills Road, then to go south towards Mt. 
Pleasant to see if he could see a vehicle moving south. 
20. Greenwell obeyed the Sheriffs orders. He drove west on Aspen Hills Road, then 
south on the Round Hills Road, where he saw taillights moving away from him. 
Greenwell matched the speed of the other vehicle with his police cruiser, locked 
his radar, then executed a traffic stop of the vehicle. 
21. Just prior to stopping the vehicle, Greenwell had picked up his radio and used the 
phrase to "go 10-60" - which interpreted means, that he picked up the radio in 
his patrol vehicle, contacted the dispatcher and said, "I'm stopping the vehicle at 
a certain location." 
22. From the moment that Greenwell arrived, none of the three people in the vehicle 
were free to go, although no one specifically told them, "you are under arrest." 
23. The Sheriff and Capt. Larsen heard Greenwell's message in their cars. Greenwell 
provided his location over the radio. 
24. The Sheriff and Capt. Larsen traveled toward Greenwell's location. Capt. Larsen 
arrived first. When Capt. Larsen arrived he observed a dark colored Toyota Four 
Runner stopped that appeared to have been traveling southbound on 900 East in 
Mt. Pleasant. 
25. Greenwell's car was parked about one hundred feet behind the Four Runner. 
Capt. Larsen parked his car behind Greenwell's. Prior to Capt. Larsen's arrival, 
Greenwell, standing behind the open door of his police cruiser, spoke to the Four 
Runner to indicate who he was and to provide instructions. 
26. The driver's door opened and Taecia Prows ("Prows") exited the vehicle. 
Greenwell spoke again and directed Prows put her hands up over her head. 
Prows complied with Greenwell's order. Greenwell approached Prows, 
handcuffed her, then walker her across the street at 900 East where he had her sit 
down. At that time it was approximately 3:40 in the morning. 
27. Greenwell went back to his car, where Capt Larson met with him. They had a 
conversation. Next, Capt. Larsen went to the passenger side and asked the 
passenger to exit the vehicle. The vehicle door opened, and a person got out. 
Capt. Larsen later learned that the passenger was Travis Williams ("Williams"). 
28. Capt. Larsen was standing very close to Williams. Capt. Larsen saw inside the 
interior of the vehicle, and observed the handle of a large, fixed blade knife under 
the seat. 
29. Both Greenwell and Capt. Larsen also knew that there was a third person in the 
vehicle who was sitting in rear seat behind the driver's seat. 
30. Capt. Larsen spoke to Williams, told him that he planned to look for weapons 
inside the vehicle and asked, "is that ok?" Williams said "yes." Capt. Larsen 
secured Williams with handcuffs, then led him back to the front of Greenwell's 
car and asked Williams to sit on the ground. 
31. Capt. Larsen and Greenwell then returned to the rear door, driver's side of the 
Four Runner and asked the other passenger, later identified as Daniel Wendler, to 
exit the vehicle. They placed him in handcuffs then took to Greenwell's police 
car and asked him to also sit on the ground. 
32. When Greenwell and Capt. Larsen had returned to the vehicle, after Prows was 
secured, they could smell the odor of alcohol emanating from the interior of the 
vehicle. 
33. In the process of opening the rear door, Greenwell and Capt. Larsen observed 
tools, partially covered by a blue tarp. The tools they observed were yellow in 
color. 
34. After Williams granted Capt. Larsen consent to search the vehicle for weapons, 
the glove compartment was searched and a marijuana pipe was located. 
Additionally, the officers located a tin can containing marijuana, inside a bag 
found within the vehicle. 
35. Before Greenwell and Capt. Larsen had went to the rear driver's side door, 
Sheriff Larsen had arrived at the scene. At that time, Sheriff Larsen spoke with 
Capt. Larsen and Greenwell and said that he'd had a conversation with Polumbo. 
Sheriff Larsen described his conversation with Polumbo to Greenwell and Capt. 
Larsen, indicating to them that Polumbo specifically told him to look for tools 
that are yellow in color. 
36. Within three to five minutes after the suspects were placed in handcuffs, Capt. 
Larsen interviewed both Williams and Wendler in his patrol car after providing 
them with Miranda warnings. Williams and Wendler both accused Prows of 
participating in removing items from Perry's cabin. 
37. Eventually the three suspects were transported away. 
38. The Four Runner was taken to Mt. Pleasant to the public works yard. The yard is 
a secure facility. The Four Runner was searched at the public works yard. 
The Court fmds that on December 3.2003 at 3:00 am. the lights from the burglary 
suspect's Four Runner were the only such vehicle and lights observed by Polumbo and Sheriff 
Larsen in the vicinity of Aspen Hills Subdivision. The Court additionally finds that the stop of 
the Four Runner was close in time to Polumbo and Sheriff Larssn observing the vehicle traveling 
away from Aspen Hills Subdivision, then being located by Grecnwell traveling south on the 
Round Hills Road. Finally* the Court finds that everything which occurred subsequent to the 
officer's stop of the suspact vehicle was baaed on probable cause. 
Therefore, based on the above-listed findings, Defendant's Motion to Suppress is hereby 
denied. 
DATED h NeN .2005. 
JUDGE DAVID L. MOWER 
cfeMfigATE OP SERVICE 
1 hereby certify that on the _ j £ r d a y of November, 2005,1 faxed a true and i ac 
copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND ORDER by First Class mail to the ft 
Jim R. Scarth 
Attorney for Defendant 
32 East 100 South, Ste. 204 
St. George, Utah 84770 
Fax: (435)628-2179 
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(Friday, September 23, 2005, 1:04 p.m.) 
THE COURT: Thank you al l . Good 
af ternoon. I t 's September 23rd , 2005, about five 
after 1:00. 
Mr. Keise! is here. Mr. Scarth is here. 
Ms. Prows is wi th Mr. Scar th. 
Mr. Keisel, what are you expecting wil l 
happen this af ternoon? 
MR. KEISEL: I suspect we will have a 
mot ion on the hearing to suppress. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
MR. SCARTH: Same, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Before we start with evidence, 
are there prel iminary matters to talk about , 
Mr. Keisel? 
MR. KEISEL: I don' t th ink so, Judge. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
MR. SCARTH: Noth ing, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Exclusionary Rule is not going 
to be invoked by either side? 
MR. SCARTH: I don' t plan to. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel, are you going to 
go first and call witnesses? 
MR. KEISEL: Your Honor, I could, or I can 
3 
give you a brief synopsis of what the State expects. 
THE COURT: Let's j us t s tar t with the 
witnesses. 
MR. KEISEL: We'll do tha t , Judge. 
THE COURT: I'd rather do tha t . 
MR. KEISEL: The State would call Sherif f 
Kay Larsen to the s tand. 
THE COURT: Sheriff, if you'd come up, 
please, raise your r ight hand and listen to the Clerk. 
KAY LARSEN, 
called as a witness by the State, having 
been duly sworn , was examined and 
test i f ied as fol lows: 
(Discussion off the Record.) 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MR. KEISEL: Do you want me to go ahead, 
Judge? 
THE COURT: Yeah. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KEISEL: 
Q. Would you introduce yourself for the 
Court? 
A. I 'm Sher i f f K.P. Larsen , Sheri f f of 
Sanpete County . 




Q. Okay. Were you employed in that capacity 









t ime in th< 
A. 
Yes, sir. 
Do you recall that date? 
I do. 
And I want to take you to the middle of 
Dn that date and ask you where you were at 
I was at home in bed. 
Okay. Did you receive a phone call some 
2 middle of the night? 
I did. I received a call f rom the 








Okay. And what was the nature of that 
A burglary in progress. 
Where was it at? 
Aspen Hills. 
Okay. After you received that call, what 




Got dressed and proceeded to the Aspen 
i, the gate at Aspen Hills, the north gate. 
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Okay. Sheriff, let's go back a little 









625 South 100 East. 
Okay. And could you tell the Court where 
s is in relation to Mount Pleasant? 
I t ' s approximately three or four miles 
1 north and east of Mount Pleasant. 
I Q. 
I did you gc 
! A. 
1 Q. 






Okay. So you got in your truck, and where 
) after that? 
Went to the north gate a t Aspen Hills. 
When you got to the north gate, what did 
The gate was locked. 
Okay. 
Unable to gain entry through it. 
And was anyone else with you at the time? 
There was, Officer Jeff Greenwel l of the 
> Mount Pleasant Police Depar tment had responded also. 
1 W e w e r e both a t the gate at the same t ime . 
! Q. Okay. The two of you get to the gate, 
\ what happened next? 
[ A. 
> Officer Gi 
The gate was closed, and I indicated to 



















































Lane. I asked him to remain at the gate in case they 
came down wi th the key and could get through that ga te 
tha t there would be somebody there . 
Q. Okay. Sheriff, I'm going to stop you jus t 
because there's a lot of ~ we are talking about a lot 
of different places and so for th , and I wanted the 
Court to know what we are talking about as far as 
locations? 
A. Okay. 
Q. We go from Mount Pleasant, we go to what 
you refer to as Aspen Hills — 
May I approach, Your Honor, the clerk and 
the witness? 
THE COURT: Certainly. 
(Discussion off the Record.) 
MR. KEISEL: And, Your Honor, can I ask 
the witness to step down from the stand just 
indicating on the scratch pad? 
THE COURT: Well, here's the problem: As 
soon as he steps away from the microphone, he doesn't 
show up on the record. 
Is there a solution to that here; portable 
microphone that feeds into the record? 
THE CLERK: Not unless he talks real loud. 
7 
MR. KEISEL: We've done it before at 
t r ia l . 
A VOICE: Put the pad right here. 
THE COURT: Then why don't you just lay 
the pad on the witness stand so it's flat and he can 
sit there — 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. 
THE COURT: — and make his marks, and 
Mr. Scarth can come up and watch. 
MR. SCARTH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. KEISEL: That will work out well. 
Let's start out: Where's Mount Pleasant? 
A. Mount Pleasant would be down in this area 
( Ind ica t ing ) . 
Q. Okay. And you indicated an Aspen Hills 
area. Where are you going to locate that at? 
A. I t wil l be up in here. 
Q. Okay. You testif ied that you traveled 
from Mount Pleasant to a north gate? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Please indicate on the pad where the north 
gate is that you were pointing to? 
A. I t would be right in here ( Ind icat ing) . 
Q. Okay. And you met Officer Greenwell 
there? 
8 
2 Q. At that time when you met Officer 
3 Greenweil, what information did you have, Sheriff? 
4 A. That there was a burglary in progress and 
5 that the vehicle had left the scene of the burglary 
5 and was proceeding out of the Aspen Hil ls. 
7 Q. And where did you understand the burglary 
B to be at that time? 
9 A. In the area around the tennis court. 
3 Q. Okay. 
1 THE COURT: Sheriff, when you left your 
2 house and drove north, what street did you drive on? 
3 THE WITNESS: I come up State Street, 
I Highway 89 to 200 North. 
3 THE COURT: Okay. 
5 THE WITNESS: And turned right at 
r 200 North and followed that to the city limits, and 
J then the county road from there that connects back 
) into Fairview. It's called the Round Hills Road or 
) the Mountainville. 
I THE COURT: Does that road go north? 
> THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
\ THE COURT: So, after you turn right on 
!• 200 East, you go east for a few blocks? 
» THE WITNESS: Approximately 900 East is 
9 
I where it turns and goes north. 
! THE COURT: Just so you know, Mr. Keisel, 
i Mr. Scarth, I'm looking at the USGS Quadrangle Map 
• called "Mount Pleasant, Utah"; and I can see where the 
» Sheriff's traveling east to a place that's marked 
"BDY"; probably stands for "boundary". I'm trying to 
see if I can find out which boundary it stands for, 
but I haven't found that yet. And then the road turns 
north, so that's why I was asking these questions. 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. 
THE COURT: What was the name of that road 
again, "Round Valley"? 
THE WITNESS: "Round Hills." 
THE COURT: "Round Hills Road." 
THE WITNESS: Uh-huh, it's a county road 
that connects Mount Pleasant with Fairview on the back 
side of — or on the east side of Highway 89. I t runs 
parallel with Highway 89. 
THE COURT: Here's the road going back 
past the place called Round Hills, goes past a place 
called Birch Creek. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: Did you go as far as Birch 
Creek? 
THE WITNESS: I'm not sure - I think 
10 
2 THE COURT: So you are on this Round Hills 
3 Road and you come to a gate. 
4 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
5 THE COURT: That's where you met Officer 
6 Greenweil? 
7 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
8 THE COURT: Back to you, Mr. Keisel. 
9 MR. KEISEL: Sheriff, have you been in the 
10 Aspen Hills area prior to this date? 
11 A. Yes, sir, I own property in Aspen Hills. 
12 Q. Okay. How familiar would you say you are 
13 with the roads that are in and around Aspen Hills? 
14 A. Relatively. 
15 Q. Okay. You got there and you met with 
16 Officer Greenweil. What did you do next? 
17 A. I — I asked him if he would wait at that 
18 gate in case they came back down that direction, and I 
19 would go backtrack and go to Parley's Lane. 
20 Q. Okay. Would you please indicate on the 
21 pad where Parley's Lane is at, in your estimation? 
22 A. (Marking) 
23 Q. Did Officer Greenweil stay at the gate? 
24 A. He did. 
25 Q. Okay. And so you travel back down this — 
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1 what do you call this road here? 
2 A. That's the Aspen Hills Road. 
3 Q. Back Aspen Hills Road down to Round Hills 
4 Road? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Okay. If I understand you right, then you 
7 travelled south on that? 
8 A. (Marking). Yes. 
9 Q. Okay. Eventually came to where you 
10 started Parley's Lane? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And you get to the intersection around the 
13 road, Parley's Lane, where did you turn next? 
14 A. Turned left and went eastbound on Parley's 
15 Lane. 
16 Q. Okay. And how far did you travel up 
17 Parley's Lane? 
18 A. Up to where there is a place that they 
19 had been doing some — building some log homes, 
20 preparing the logs to make log homes and I stopped at 
21 that gate so that if they come out of the gate, I 
22 would be there to meet them at that intersection 
23 there. 
24 Q. Is that a mile up Parley's Lane, or two? 
25 A. Mile, mile and a half, something like 
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Q. Okay. How was the visibility on this 
night, Sheriff? 
A. Fine. 
Q. Okay. One other — 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel, how about giving 
us some times to go along with these events? 
MR. KEISEL: Fine. Thank you, Your Honor. 
What time wouid you estimate that you met 
with Officer Greenwell? 




A. Somewhere in there. 
Q. How long did you remain with Officer 
Greenwell? 
A. Just moments; just long enough to find out 
that we could not get access through that gate. And 
then I asked him to remain there and then returned 
back and went up to Parley's Lane. 
Q. At the time you left Officer Greenwell and 
travelled over to Parley's Lane and then had come to 
the next gate, how long do you think that took you? 
A. I don't know, probably anywhere from three 
13 
and a half to four mile trip, so five, ten — five 
minutes, ten minutes, I don't know. 
Q. You estimate again, it's shortly after 




MR. KEISEL: Satisfied, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Uh-huh, yes. 
MR. KEISEL: What other avenues of exit 
are there that you are familiar with Aspen Hills? 
A. There's another road that — well, it's 
not really a road, but an access that can come down in 
between Parley's Lane and Aspen Hills Road that ends 
up back at the Round Hills Road. 
Q. You say it's not really a road. What do 
you mean by that? 
A. Well, it's not regularly used-. It 's --
the access roads are — that are normally used are the 
Aspen Hills Road and Parley's Lane. 
Q. That brings up a good point, Sheriff: You 
talked about the Aspen Hills Road and the Parley's 
Lane Road, what kind of roads are they? 
A. Gravel roads. 
Q. Gravel? 
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Q. Two-lane roads? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. But the one that you are testifying 
to in the middle is not that sort of road? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So, Officer Greenwell is at the 
north gate, and you are over at the gate at Parley's 
Lane, and did anyone wait at the bottom of the other 
access that you are referring to? 
A. No other officers were at the scene. 
Q. In fact, Sheriff, would you just indicate 
that middle access with a dotted line? 
A. (Marking) 
Q. Okay. So Greenwell is over at the north 
gate, you are over at Parley's Lane. What happened 
next? 
A. As I was traveling, I could see a vehicle 
coming south, so I thought that, "Well, if they are 
coming south, then they will probably come out here at 
that gate by the Aspen Hills property." 
Q. So you see a vehicle traveling south — 
where do you estimate the vehicle was when you saw it, 
first saw it? 
A. Probably the area of the airport at --
15 
there's ~ was an airport runway prepared years and 
years ago when Aspen Hills was first started, and it's 
never been used for that to the best of my knowledge, 
but it's referred to as the "airport." 
Q. So where would you estimate that is in 
relation to the map that you are drawing out? 
A. Probably right in here (Indicating). 
Q. Okay, you indicated that. Could you write 
on there "old airport"? 
A. (Marking) 
Q. When you first saw the vehicle, you said 
it was traveling south? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What road would it have been on? 
A. Just one of the access roads. There's a 
myriad of roads that are in that subdivision because 
it's a subdivision that has roads that go to different 
cabins and cabin sites. 
Q. Okay. That's what I'm talking about, any 
other roads that lead off of the map? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. You see a vehicle traveling south. 
What happens next? 
A. I position myself up here and wait and 



















































2 oak, and everything, that's between us; and call 
3 dispatch and asked dispatch to notify Officer 
4 Greenwell that I have lost sight of them, to head back 
5 down and see if they'd come down this other way to 
6 access to the Round Hills Road. 
7 Q. Okay. Did you ever see the vehicle you 
8 are describing driving on either of these three exit 
9 ways? 
3 A. I did not. 
1 Q. Okay. How long would you say that the 
I vehicle was out of your view? 
5 A. I don't know. I wouldn't have any idea. 
1- Q. Okay. Okay. What other information, if 
5 any, did you have about that vehicle at the time that 
> you lost contact with it? 
r
 A. I 'm not sure what you are asking. 
I Q. Did you have any other information about 
I the vehicle when you saw — when you lost contact with 
I it in the oak? 
A. No. 
! Q. Okay. All right. What happened next? 
I A. Then Officer Greenwell left the north gate 
and came down and made a traffic stop on the vehicle 
in Mount Pleasant. 
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Q. Okay. And how do you know that? 
A. Radio traffic. 
Q. Okay. 
A. On the two-way radio in the vehicle. 
Q. Okay. 
A. But at that time I'd left this position 
and came back down that Parley's Lane and met with 
them at approximately 50 North 900 East. 
Q. Okay. One step at a time: You testified 
that Officer Greenwell left the position at the north 
gate? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then through radio traffic you said 
that you knew — you went back on Aspen Hills Road? 
A. Round Hill Road. 
Q. Round Hill Road? 
A. Yes, off the Aspen Hills Road on to Round 
Hill Road proceeding south. 
Q. Okay. And you are still on Parley's Lane? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. And then you heard radio traffic 
that he had pulled over a vehicle? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you do next? 
A. Proceeded to the point of the traffic 
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2 Q. And where was the point of the traffic 
3 stop? 
4 A. 900 East, approximately 50 North. 
5 Q. Okay. What road? 900 East 50 North? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Could you indicate that on your — 
8 A. The Round Hill Road turns and comes down 
9 into Mount Pleasant at 900 East and 200 North. The 
10 road also goes straight and then there's an access 
11 that comes back in like this at that intersection. 
12 This is 900 East and it was at 50 North where the stop 
13 is made on 900 East. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. Inside of the city limits of Mount 
16 Pleasant. 
17 Q. Okay. What time was that at? 
18 A. I don't have that in my report. I 'm not 
19 sure what time that would have been. 
20 Q. Okay. So you hear that he's got a vehicle 
21 stopped and you traveled to the location, correct? 
22 A. Yes, sir. 
23 Q. Okay. What did you do next? 
24 A. There were three people in the vehicle. 
25 They were getting the last individual out as I 
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1 arrived. I arrived and we used my handcuffs to 
2 handcuff the third individual in the vehicle. 
3 Q. I'm going to stop you right there. 
4 A. Okay. 
5 MR. KEISEL: Your Honor, I think I'm done 
6 with this sketch for this point. If we can mark that 
7 and return to our seats. Your Honor, at this point 
8 I'm going to ask that this be marked. 
9 THE COURT: Then take it to the clerk. Do 
10 you want to mark the whole pad or just the drawing? 
11 MR. KEISEL: Just the drawing. May I 
12 remove it? 
13 THE COURT: Yeah, are other people going 
14 to make marks on it? If you don't need — 
15 MR. SCARTH: Perhaps on the same page but 
16 we'll use a different color. 
17 THE COURT: Then leave it on there. It's 
18 a better writing surface. 
19 MR. KEISEL: Your Honor, at this time, 
20 I'll offer State's Exhibit Number 1 into evidence. 
21 THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
22 MR. SCARTH: No objection, Your Honor. 
23 THE COURT: One is received. 
24 (State's Exhibit No. 1 Admitted.) 
25 THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, cross-examination? 
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Judge. 
THE COURT: You're not done yet? I 
thought you were. Sorry about that. 
MR. KEISEL: So you handcuffed a person. 
You mentioned — actually — 
Strike that. 
Let's go back a little bit so we can get 
it all in context again. When you arrived at the 
scene, what did you observe. 
A. There was a female that was in handcuffs 
and a male and the third person was either being 
removed from the vehicle or was outside of the 
vehicle. 
Q. Okay. You described three persons? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Who else was at the stop, if 
anyone? 
A. The other officer, Officer Greenwell and 
Captain Larsen, of the Sanpete County Sheriff's 
Office. 
Q. Okay. Anyone else? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. You see a female handcuffed? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Did you recognize the female? 
! A. I didn't at the t ime. I didn't know who 
> it was at the t ime. 
Q. Okay. The other occupants, did you 
! recognize them? 
i A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Okay. And what sort of vehicle had they 
! arrived at the scene in? 
I A. I don't -- I don't even remember other 
I than it was a station wagon-type vehicle. 
Q. Okay. What did you do after that? 
! A. Assisted with the handcuffing of the third 
I individual and after they had been transported, 
I. assisted Captain Larsen with the inventory of the 
I vehicle. 
I Q. Okay. And everything you've testified to 
did occur in Sanpete County, Sheriff? 
I A. Yes, sir. 
I MR. KEISEL: Okay. That's all I have 
I right now, Judge. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
! MR. SCARTH: May have a moment, 
Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Sure. 



















































THE COURT: Certainly. 
MR. KEISEL: The other question I had, 
Sheriff: When — when, if ever, did you learn that 
the vehicle you'd been watching was suspected of a 
burglary? 
A. When the reporting party had notified us 
that the parties - - or the vehicle had left the scene 
of the burglary in Aspen Hills and was traveling 
south. 
Q. And when did that happen, Sheriff? 
A. Approximately 3:00 o'clock in the morning. 
Q. Okay. Who was the reporting party? 
A. Alphonse Polumbo (Phonetic), I believe, 
was his name. 
Q. And how did you have contact with 
Mr. Polumbo? 
A. Through cellphone communication. 
Q. All right. Did you call him? 
A. He'd called the dispatch. 
Q. Okay. How did you end up talking to him? 
A. I got the number from dispatch and called 
him. 
Q. All right. And when you spoke with 
Mr. Polumbo, what did you learn? 
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A. He indicated that the place that they had 
been at, there was a large number of tools that had 
been there, because he knew the individual that owned 
that , and that there was possibly tools taken from 
that dwell ing. 
Q. Okay. Did he say that he had observed 
anything else? 
A. He had — he had indicated that he had 
heard someone as if they were stuck and then got out; 
the vehicle had been stuck and they had gotten out of 
the snow. There was snow at the t ime. And that he 
said he had heard,,you know, people moving around, 
banging around, moving things and then he lost 
communication wi th me because his battery went dead on 
his cellphone. 
Q. Okay. What did you do with that 
information? 
A. Relayed it to the other officers. 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. 
Now I think I'm finished, Judge. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
MR. SCARTH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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2 BY MR. SCARTH: 
3 Q. Sheriff Larsen, what time did you get the 
4 call at your home? 
5 A. A little before 3:00 o'clock, I would 
6 assume. 
7 Q. Would you estimate, five, ten, twenty 
8 minutes before 3:00 a.m.? 
9 A. I wouldn't have any recollection at all, 
0 sir. 
1 Q. Who did you get the call from? 
2 A. Sanpete County dispatch. 
3 Q. Okay. And what did dispatch tell you at 
4 the time? 
5 A. That there was a burglary in progress at 
6 Aspen Hills. 
7 Q. Anything else? 
8 A. Not that I recall. 
9 Q. Did the dispatcher mention that a vehicle 
0 was involved? 
1 A. Not that I recall. 
2 Q. Did the — well, then — 
3 Strike that. 
4 How long did that call last between you 
5 and the dispatcher? 
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1 A. Long enough for them to give me the 
2 information and me hanging up and getting ready to 
3 leave my home. 
* Q. Did you have to get dressed? 
5 A. Yes, sir. 
3 Q. Okay. The dispatcher didn't tell you at 
7 that time which home or cabin had been burglarized? 
5 A. No, sir. 
J Q. And, as you said, didn't give you a 
) description of the vehicle? 
I A. No, sir. 
I Q. And is it your best estimate that you 
\ arrived at the first gate just a few minutes after 
I 3:00 a.m.? 
I A. Yes. 
> Q. If the dispatcher hadn't told you that the 
' suspects were in the vehicle, why were you looking for 
i a vehicle? 
A. Because in the interim Mr. Polumbo had 
told me that the vehicle had left the residence of the 
burglary. 
Q. By way of his cellphone? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And did he give you a description of the 
vehicle? 
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2 Q. Did he tell you what time the vehicle had 
3 left the area that he suspected was burglarized? 
4 A. Not to my recollection, no. 
5 Q. Okay. So at that point in time you didn't 
6 know if it had been a half hour before or five minutes 
7 before you got the call at your home? 
8 A. No, sir, I did not. 
9 Q. Okay. Did you know the name of 
10 Mr. Polumbo at the time you first talked with him by 
11 cellphone, his cellphone? 
12 A. I 'm not sure whether dispatch had relayed 
13 that to me or if he had mentioned it or if it was even 
14 mentioned. 
15 Q. All right. And you say you got 
16 Mr. Polumbo's cellphone number from dispatch, is that 
17 right? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. How long were you at that first gate? 
20 A. Long enough to find out that it was locked 
21 and then relayed to the Officer Greenwell, asked him 
22 to stay there, and then returned to -- or leave there 
23 and traveled to Parley's Lane. 
24 Q. Well, by the time you left, it sounds like 
25 you were only at that gate for approximately three or 
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1 four minutes, is that right? 
2 A. Yes, sir. 
3 Q. Okay. While you were there up in the 
4 direction of Aspen Hills, did you see any other 
5 headlights? 
6 A. No, sir, I did not. 
7 Q. And when you testified that you saw a 
8 vehicle up there, were you intending to indicate that 
9 you saw headlights of a vehicle? 
10 A. Yes, sir. 
11 Q. It was dark at this time, right? 
12 A. Yes, sir, it was. 
13 Q. Okay. And while you were there at that 
14 first gate, did you lose sight of those headlights or 
15 were they still — 
16 A. Yes, sir, I did. 
17 Q. Okay. Now, between the Aspen Hills tennis 
18 court area and the place where the suspect vehicle was 
19 finally stopped, are there other roads that come into 
20 the road that leads to the place of the stop? I'll 
21 show you on your drawing. 
22 A. Okay. 
23 Q. I assume the tennis court area is 
24 somewhere in here, right? 
25 A. Yes, sir. 
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here at 50 North — you've got — 
A. 900 — 200 -- 200 North is the road that 
goes into the Round Hills Road. I t 's on 900 East and 
50 North. 
Q. All right. Between the tennis court area 
and 900 East 50 North, are there other roads that one 
could take that would feed into this eastern from --
is this south? 
A. That's the west side. 
Q. Eastern from the west? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Okay. But are there only these three 
roads that you've indicated on your drawing? 
A. As far as I know there are. 
Q. Okay. And just for the record, your 
drawing is Exhibit Number 1, okay. 
So just three roads? 
A. To the best of my knowledge, yes, sir. 
Q. However, one could arrive at the point of 
the stop by coming from Mount Pleasant, and by coming 
from the west, is that right? 
A. Could have, yes, sir. 
Q. On 200 North? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Because the junction of 200 North and 900 
East is prior to the point of the stop of the vehicle? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. During this entire encounter until you 
arrived at the scene of the stopped vehicle, did you 
see other headlights, any other headlights? 
A. I don't recall seeing any others. 
Q. Okay. Not even those of patrol cars, 
police cars, sheriff cars? 
A. Well, Officer Greenwell's. 
Q. Now, where were you when you called 
dispatch and told dispatch to call Jeff Greenwell and 
tell him that you had lost sight of the headlights? 
A. Up Parley's Way. 
Q. Okay. Is there a Gravel Pit Road that 
comes in between the point where you stopped at the 
first gate and the point of the stop of the suspect 
vehicle? 
A. Gravel Pit Road comes from the west and is 
in the same vicinity as the Aspen Hills Road. 
Q. Okay. But could one get to the point of 
the stop of the suspect vehicle by taking the Gravel 
Pit Road? 
A. Yes, sir. 




















































A. Officer Greenwell and Captain Larsen. 
Q. Just the two? 
A. Yes. 
Q. While you were there processing the scene, 
did other officers arrive? 
A. They did. 
Q. How many? 
A. Officer — or, excuse me. Chief Wiiberg 
(Phonetic) arrived to help with transportation of the 
prisoners to jai l , and later an Officer Kenny Kirkham 
(Phonetic) of the Sanpete County Sheriff's Department 
assisted with inventory. 
Q. And did he assist you with that inventory? 
A. Myself and Captain Larsen. 
Q. Okay. Any other officers around? 
A. Not to the best of my recollection. 
Q. When you first arrived at the scene of the 
stopped vehicle, you testified that my client was — 
or the female at least, was in handcuffs. Where was 
she positioned in relationship to the suspect vehicle? 
A. To the side of it. 
Q. Okay. Was she sitting on the curb? 
A. I f memory serves me correctly she was 
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sitting on the ground. There is no curb there. 
Q. On the ground. How far from the suspect 
vehicle? 
A. I don't know. I truly don't know. 
Q. Okay. And would it be safe to say no more 
than ten feet? 
A. I think she was probably further than 
that. I think she was on the other side of the 
roadway, on the east side of the roadway, if memory 
serves me correctly, but I'm not positive. 
Q. That would be approximately how many feet? 
A. Probably 30 feet. 
Q. From the vehicle, okay. 
Where were the two male suspects? 
A. I'm not sure whether the other one was in 
cuffs. I think he was sitting on the ground also, and 
they were just in the process of bringing the third 
individual out of the vehicle. And as I indicated 
earlier, we used my handcuffs to handcuff him. 
Q. The male in cuffs and on the ground, was 
he sitting by Ms. Prows? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. You indicated that after all three 
suspects were transported from the scene of the stop 
that you assisted Captain Larsen in an inventory; is 
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2 A. Yes, sir. 
3 Q. Inventory of what, please? 
4 A. The inventory of the contents of the 
5 vehicle. 
6 Q. Okay. And what part did you take in the 
7 inventory; did you do the searching or write down the 
8 items seized, what did you do? 
9 A. I think probably a little of both. 
0 Q. Okay. And how many participated in that 
1 inventory? 
2 A. I think there was three of us, myself 
3 Captain Larsen and Deputy Kirkham. 
4 Q. What was the deputy's last name? 
5 A. Kirkham. K- i - r -k-h-a-m. 
6 Q. What was retrieved from that car? 
7 A. Hand tools, power tools. 
8 Q. Anything else? 
9 A. There were drug paraphernalia. 
0 Q. Where was the drug paraphernalia found? 
1 A. I n the console in between the two front 
2 seats. 
3 Q. Where were the hand tools found? 
4 A. I n the rear part of the vehicle. 
5 Q. You mean in the trunk or — 
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1 A. I t was a station wagon, SUV-type vehicle. 
2 Q. Would they have been behind the second 
3 seat? The rear seat? 
X A. There were part of them that were in the 
5 second seat and behind the second seat. 
3 Q. Okay. Where were the power tools found? 
7 A. I n all areas of the — 
5 Q. Okay. Would you describe those power 
) tools? 
) A. I don't have the inventory wi th me but if 
I I -
l Q. In general? 
\ A. Just hand tools, saws, drills. 
I Q. Okay. And do you know how many or 
I approximately how many? 
i A. I don't without the inventory sheet. 
Q. How many power tools were seized from 
> their car? 
A. I don't — couldn't tell you that without 
the inventory sheet. 
Q. Can you give a description of the type of 
power tools? 
A. Some were cordless, some were cord-type 
power tools. 
Q. Drills, anything else? 
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2 saws, drills. 
3 Q. Now, you indicated that — 
4 MR. SCARTH: May I have a moment, 
5 Your Honor? 
6 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
7 MR. SCARTH: Oh, did you participate in 
8 the arrest of Ms. Prows? 
9 A. She was in custody when I arrived. 
10 Q. You didn't hear any officer tell her that 
11 she was under arrest? 
12 A. No, sir, I did not. 
13 Q. Okay. Now, by the time Mr. Polumbo quit 
14 talking to you because of the failure of his battery 
15 to his phone, had he given you a description of the 
16 suspect vehicle? 
17 A. I am not sure. I 'm not sure I remember if 
18 he did or not. 
19 Q. Dispatch never gave you such a 
20 description, is that right? 
21 A. No, sir. 
22 Q. Okay. Now, did Mr. PolumbOr-that night 
23 before you arrived at the scene of the stop, had he 
24 ever told you the name of the owner of the place that 
25 he thought was burglarized? 
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1 A. I believe he did. 
2 Q. Okay. What name did he give you? 
3 A. May I look at my — 
4 Q. Sure. 
5 A. Of a Kurt (Phonetic) Parry. P-a-r-r-y. 
6 Q. Now, you said you believed that Mr. 
7 Polumbo gave you the name of Kurt Parry, can you be 
8 sure of that? 
9 A. I can read from the report, if you would 
10 like, what I — 
11 Q. The Court will let you read it silently 
12 and refresh your memory and then you can tell me. 
13 A. Mr. Polumbo relayed by cellphone that it 
14 was Kurt Parry's residence. 
15 Q. At that time are you familiar with the 
16 location of Mr. Parry's residence? 
17 A. No, sir. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 MR. SCARTH: No other questions, 
20 Your Honor. 
21 THE COURT: Mr. Keisel? 
22 MR. KEISEL: Nothing further of this 
23 witness, Judge. 
24 THE COURT: Does he want to be excused? 
25 MR. KEISEL: If he could, that would be 
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MR. SCARTH: No objection, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thanks a lot, Sheriff. I f you 
want to leave, you are free to go. 
Who's next, Mr. Keisel? 
MR. KEISEL: The State calls Albert 
Polumbo. 
THE COURT: Mr. Polumbo, are you here? 
Hello. 
Maybe he's not. I thought it was this 
gentleman in the front. 
Somebody else is coming in. 
Good afternoon. Are you Albert Polumbo? 
MR. POLUMBO: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Come up this way, would you 
please. Go right there, raise your right hand and 
listen to the clerk. 
ALBERT POLUMBO, 
called as a witness by the State, having 
been duly sworn, was examined and 
testified as follows: 
THE COURT: Mr. Polumbo, will you come and 
sit in this chair right here please? 
I t probably would be helpful for you to 
sit on the edge of the chair and keep your elbows on 
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the table and then pull that microphone down there a 
little bit. I want to make sure we get your name 
spelled right. Is it A-I-b-e-r-t? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: And how do you spell your last 
name? 
THE WITNESS: P like Peter, o- l -u-m-b-o. 
THE COURT: P-o-l-u-m-b-o. What city do 
you live in? 
THE WITNESS: I live up on the side of the 
mountain just above Aspen Hills Subdivision, east of 
Mount Pleasant. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
Mr. Keisel, go ahead. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KEISEL: 
Q. How long have you lived in the Aspen Hills 
Subdivision? 
A. This wil l be my fifth winter . 
MR. KEISEL: One moment , Judge. 
THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
MR. KEISEL: I'm trying to find a document 
here. 
How familiar are you with the subdivision? 



















































Q. Do you know someone named Kurt Parry? 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does he own property in the Aspen 
Hills Subdivision? 
A. Yes, he owns a Sot ~ we l l , several lots 
right next to the tennis courts. j 
Q. Okay. And where is your residence or lot 
from Mr. Parry's? 
A. I 've been living in the campground jus t to 
the east — or west , northwest of the tennis courts, 
about 6 0 0 - - we l l , 6 0 0 yards away from his cabin. | 
Q. Six hundred yards from Mr. Parry's cabin? 
A. Yeah . 
Q. Okay. And as of December of 2003, did you 
have an agreement with the Aspen Hills Subdivision 
Homeowner's Association to provide any security for 
them? 
A. No, I had an agreement wi th the people who 
owned the roads and the property in and around Aspen 
Hills not owned by the lot owners. 
Q. So, there's not an association, but just a 
group of people? 
A. We l l , no, there is an association but I 
work for the people that actually owned other parts of 
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the mountain including the roads and the easements and 
ail of tha t wi th in the subdivision. 
Q. Okay. And what were the general 
descriptions of your duties in that position? 
A. I was to observe and report unsafe and 
illegal activit ies on the mountains, in the mountain 
area up there , both on the Aspen hillside and on the 
Skyline Height (Phonet ic) when construction and work 
took me to tha t side of the mountain as wel l . 
Q. Okay. And are you a police officer? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Do you carry a weapon in that 
position as a security officer? 
A. No . 
Q. I want to take you back to December 3rd, 
2003. Do you remember that night? 
A. W h a t was the date again? 
Q. December 3rd, 2003? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Specifically at about 2:30 a.m.; do 
you remember about that time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where were you at that time? 
A. I was sitt ing in my trai ler watching the 
late news. 
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2 A. Yes, it's in the campground. 
3 Q. Okay. 
4 A. Right next to the tennis courts. 
5 Q. Was there anyone else with you? 
6 A. Just my dogs. 
7 Q. Okay. And at about 2:30 o'clock In the 
8 morning, did anything unusual occur? 
9 A. I heard what sounded like a truck and a 
0 couple of ATV's got stuck in the snow. 
1 Q. Okay. Where did it sound like they were 
2 stuck in? 
3 A. Over by the tennis courts. I t was kind of 
4 loud to be over by the top of the ski lift, so it was 
5 closer than that, so I put them between the ski lift 
6 and the tennis courts. 
7 Q. What did you do? 
B A. Got dressed, went out to see if I could 
3 help. When I got to the edge of the tennis courts 
) there's an entrance road that leads in from Laurel 
1 Wood Drive. And I stood there at the entrance to that 
2 road and I heard some commotion over by Kurt Parry's 
3 cabin and I noticed that there weren't any lights on 
X over there, and usually the first thing he does when 
5 he comes up to his cabin is turn on his lights and, 
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I you know, gets settled in for whatever. He's been 
I working on his cabin for a couple of years up there. 
J Q. So you considered that unusual? 
I A. For 2:30 in the morning for somebody to 
> get stuck up there, yeah, that was non-typical. 
> Q. What did you do next? 
' A. I heard what I thought was three distinct 
\ voices, some cursing, so I knew it wasn't Kurt and the 
> lights weren't on and that indicated that it wasn't 
i him. So I called 9 1 1 and told the Sheriffs 
Department that I thought that a burglary might have 
been in progress at my neighbor's cabin. 
Q. Okay. When you called the Sheriff's 
Department, where were you? 
A. Standing right beside the tennis courts. 
Q. Okay. And how far are the tennis courts 
from Mr. Parry's cabin? 
A. About 250 yards. 
Q. Okay. And, obviously, it was dark? 
A. Yeah, it was — but there's still a lot of 
reflective light off of the snow up there in the 
winter. 
Q. Okay. And what could you see at that 
time? 
A. Shadows, you know, you couldn't really 
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2 distance. My agreement stipulated that I couldn't put 
3 myself or anyone else at risk in performing my job. I 
4 was just there to observe and report. 
5 Q. Were you able to see any vehicles in the 
6 area? 
7 A. No, not from where I was, but what it 
8 sounded like and what prompted me to call the Sheriff 
9 was it sounded like somebody was loading items in the 
10 back of a pickup. 
11 Q. Okay. But you weren't able to see, as you 
12 describe, a pickup? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. What happened next? 
15 A. I called back the Sheriff's Office again. 
16 I think they gave me — if I remember right they gave 
17 me a cellphone number and I called him back and they 
18 had said that they had closed off the two gates and 
19 were getting ready to send someone up. And at that 
20 point the truck had started to pull out from — or the 
21 vehicle had started pulling out from Kurt Parry's 
22 cabin, so I informed the Sheriff what road they were 
23 taking and how they were coming down from my area down 
24 to the lower part of the mountain. 
25 Q. Mr. Polumbo, we haven't covered time at 
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1 all. You testified that around 2:30 in the morning is 
2 when you initially heard the sounds? 
3 A. (No audible response.) 
4 Q. Okay. And you testified that you went 
5 over by the tennis courts? 
6 A. Yes, it's just a short walk. 
7 Q. Okay. What time was it that you heard 
8 sounds of things being loaded up? 
9 A. Pretty much right when I got to the 
10 entrance. I stopped there for just a few minutes and 
11 listened to see if I could tell whether it was Kurt or 
12 not, and I didn't hear anything that was recognizable, 
13 you know, normal sounds that I heard when he came up 
14 to his cabin. 
15 Q. Five minutes after you left your trailer? 
16 A. About that. Give or take a minute or two, 
17 yeah. 
18 Q. And you left your trailer at 2:30. What 
19 time do you estimate that you called dispatch? 
20 A. I t was pretty close to, you know — I got 
21 up there and it wasn't but a couple of minutes, it 
22 sounded like. And 2:30 is kind of an approximate 
23 because I really didn't look at my clock before I 
24 walked out of the door. 
25 Q. Could have been 3:00? 
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44 sheets 
Q. Okay. All right, Now, I want to direct 
your attention to what has been marked as Exhibit 
Number 1. It's just to your left there. And a 
witness has drawn what he described as the area 
surrounding Aspen Hills. Do you — as you look at 
that — and would you do so — do you recognize what 
that exhibit purports to show? 
A. I recognize Parleyfs Lane where it goes 
up. I assume the "X" is marking the south gate to 
Aspen Hills Subdivision. 
Q. Okay. And then there's another line 
that's to my left in the middle of three lines. Do 
you recognize that line? 
A. That may indicate one of the — one of the 
exit points. There's a break in the fence where 
there's kind of a haphazard gate where it doesn't go 
all the way down to the south gate. They — sometimes 
people exit and enter across the field there. There's 
like a big, open field area. 
Q. What about the third line, do you 
recognize that line as being indicative of something? 
A. (No audible response.) 
MR. KEISEL: May I approach, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Sure. 
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2 entrances, kind of, you know, illegal entrances, or 
3 whatever, that people can get through farther up 
4 Parley's Lane past the south gate. 
5 Q. You saw the vehicle, said you -- when you 
6 heard the vehicle leave Mr. Parry's cabin, is that a 
7 fair statement? 
8 A. Yeah. 
9 Q. Did the vehicle have its lights on? 
10 A. Yes, when it went up Lodge Drive around 
11 toward the top of the tennis courts, I could tell that 
12 it was either a small pickup or, you know, something 
13 along that lines. I t wasn't a car because it didn't 
14 sound to be like an automobile. I t sounded to be a 
15 truck but not a big one. 
16 Q. Where did the vehicle go next, in your 
17 observations? 
18 A. I t went over the road to the — to the top 
19 of the ski lift, kind of curves around and then you 
20 can see the flat spot on the top by the pool and old 
21 club house that they had up there. And that's kind of 
22 an open, flat area where I saw the taillights go down 
23 Lodge Drive toward the airport. 
24 Q. When you see the — 
25 A. Or the air strip. 
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MR. POLUMBO: If this was supposed to 
represent Aspen Hills, I assume the road to the most 
north there would be the Aspen Hills Road entrance, 
but there is a north gate there, yeah. 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. And Aspen Hills Road 
written on here, north gate, Parley's Lane and then 
and "X" and then Aspen Hills is located up on this 
area (Indicating)? 
A. Yeah, up above the south gate. 
Q. Have you examined that exhibit? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does it look like a fair and accurate 
representation, at least a rough representation of the 
Aspen Hills area? 
A. It's a representation of the — the three 
of the lower access points to it. 
Q. Okay. 
A. But not of Aspen Hills. 
Q. Correct. Are you familiar with any other 
access points to Aspen Hills? 
A. There's another road that comes up through 
Willow Glen, which is a gated community just to the 




1 Q. When you see the vehicle going down Lodge 
2 Drive towards the air strip, which direction would the 
3 vehicle be traveling? 
4 A. South, southwest. 
5 Q. South, southwest, okay. And did it 
6 continue in that direction? 
7 A. Yeah, I listened — you can hear — sound 
8 carries really well up there especially in the winter 
9 and I listened to it drive on farther down and that's 
10 when I called back the Sheriff and let him know that 
11 they were already on their way down. 
12 Q. You mentioned other access points at Aspen 
13 Hills. Did that vehicle travel down one of those 
14 other accesses that you mentioned? 
15 A. No, it just — all I saw was it pulled out 
16 of the area by Kurt Parry's cabin and go down Lodge 
17 Drive. 
18 Q. Okay. Do you know which road it continued 
19 on to exit the Aspen Hill area completely? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Okay. All right, you observed these 
22 happenings. What did you do with that information? 
23 A. Reported it to the Sheriff's Department. 
24 Q. Okay. And that was — we've discussed 














































Q. Did you speak with anyone else that 
evening? 
A. No. Later on in the morning I called Kurt 
Parry and told him what had happened and then he 
instructed me — or he asked me if I could re-secure 
his cabin, which I did, after the Sheriff came up and 
d i d -
Q. I'm sorry to interrupt you like that. 
Did you speak to Sheriff Larsen that night? 
A. I don't know whether it was Sheriff — I 
don't know whether it was Sheriff Larsen who I talked 
to. I talked to one of the people that — while it 
was still dark, but it was just a phone conversation 
and I am not familiar with their voices. 
Q. Did he call you? 
A. I believe someone did at one point and 
told me that they had stopped them down by the south 
end of the complex. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And that I should wait up there until 
first light and they'd be up to photograph and do what 
they did. 
Q. Okay. 
MR. KEISEL: One moment, Judge? 
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THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. KEISEL: I think that's all. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, over to you. 
MR. SCARTH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SCARTH: 
Q. Do you think it was — well, what time do 
you think it was that you first called dispatch? 
A. I t was approximately 2:30 in the morning. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Maybe 2:15, maybe 3:00 o'clock. I t was, 
you know. 
Q. Okay. What did you tell the dispatcher 
when you made that call? 
A. I told him that someone was breaking into 
Kurt Parry's cabin and it wasn't Kurt Parry. 
Q. Did you tell that dispatcher anything 
else? 
A. I believe I might have mentioned that it 
sounded like there was at least two, possibly three 
people there. 
Q. Okay. Did you give the dispatcher a 
description of the vehicle? 
A. No, because I couldn't — I couldn't tell 



















































marking lights on it, it looked like a small pickup. 
Q. Okay. Did you tell the dispatcher it 
looked like a small pickup? 
A. Small pickup, Jeep, maybe like one of 
those Laredo Jeeps with the — it is little bit longer 
than a normal Jeep but not a big pickup. 
Q. I'm after what you told the dispatcher 
rather than what you might have learned later? 
A. I 'm pretty sure I told them that I thought 
it was a small pickup or a mid-sized vehicle. 
Q. Did you tell the dispatcher the color of 
the vehicle? 
A. Couldn't tell the color. 
Q. Okay. Couldn't tell whether it was light 
or dark? 
A. I believe -- I believe I noted that it was 
a lighter color because of the reflection from the 
light in the snow and stuff as it was driving off. I t 
wasn't like just a black spot driving down the road. 
Q. Did you tell the dispatcher you thought it 
was a lighter color? 
A. I might have. 
Q. You are not sure? 
A. I don't remember exactly what. 
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Q. Okay. 
A. Whether I did that or not. 
Q. Did you tell the dispatcher what road that 
vehicle was traveling? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what road was that? 
A. Lodge Drive at the — above the air strip, 
traveling down toward the southern part of the 
subdivision. 
Q. Okay. Thank you. How much later did you 
call the Sheriff? 
A. How much later than what? 
Q. From the time you talked with dispatch? 
A. I 'm not sure. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I 'm not sure about that. 
Q. Did you give the Sheriff a description of 
the vehicle? 
A. Not any more than I had told the dispatch, 
I don't believe. 
Q. Okay. Did you give any other officer a 
description of that vehicle that night before the 
vehicle was stopped by the police? 
A. No. 
MR. SCARTH: May I approach, Your Honor? 
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MR. SCARTH: That road that you referred 
to, was that called Lodge Drive? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
MR. SCARTH: Your Honor, with the 
Prosecutors's permission and with another color, I 
would ask the witness to mark Lodge Drive on the 
Exhibit 1. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel? 
MR. SCARTH: Handing him a blue pen, a 
blue marker. 
MR. KEISEL: Would it be okay to put it on 
a separate sheet? 
MR. SCARTH: Yeah, just consume a lot more 
time, that's all. 
THE COURT: You want him to redraw the 
entire map, Mr. Keisel? 
MR. KEISEL: No, no -
THE WITNESS: The section that he's asking 
is not even on this map. 
MR. SCARTH: Okay. Then we'll use another 
sheet. 
MR. KEISEL: That's what I was wondering 
about. 
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MR. SCARTH: You'll need to draw the 
general area of the Aspen Hills Subdivision keeping in 
mind that later place, the location of Lodge Drive. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, he's going to be 
off the record if he speaks from that point. 
MR. SCARTH: I'll have him over here when 
he's ready to talk, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
Come up, Mr. Keisel, so you can see what 
he's doing. 
MR. SCARTH: Okay. If you'll resume the 
witness chair, and maybe you should take that blue 
marker in hand. 
Would you draw an arrow pointing north and 
put an "N" by it? 
Q. Okay. Is this the arrow head? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Would you put another side to it 
just because I'm old fashioned. 
Mr. Polumbo, you've drawn something in 
blue marker on a white sheet of paper. Will you tell 
the Court what you've drawn? 
A. This is about as close a representation as 
I can get to the cabin, tennis courts, campground and 
the top of the area at Aspen Hills. 
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around the whole Aspen Hills Subdivision. If you - - 1 
just want to get an idea of where the subdivision is? 
A. I t 's way out that way, down this way, down 
here and then out this way a little bit. 
Q. So, you are indicating to the east, south 
and west of the paper you've drawn this chart on. 
Right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. All right. And when you've marked 
the box and you've written into it "tennis court" on 
this piece of paper, what are you indicating? 
A. That's the concrete slab that's fenced in, 
that is the tennis court. 
Q. Right. And you have drawn another 
rectangle and put the word "cabin" in it; what does 
that indicate? 
A. Kurt Parry's cabin. 
Q. Would you write "Parry" above cabin on 
that white piece of paper. 
All right. Thank you. He's done so, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. SCARTH: Now, on the right side of the 
white sheet of paper in blue pen ink, you've written 
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"Lodge Drive". Will you indicate where ~ did you put 
that there to indicate the location of Lodge Drive in 
relationship to the Parry cabin? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Will you put an "X" with the red 
marker where you first saw a vehicle that night? 
A. I t was — it would be right — right about 
here. 
Q. And you've drawn a red "X" on the white 
sheet? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Thank you. At the that point in time, you 
had not gone into Mr. Parry's cabin; is that right? 
A. Yes, I had not gone in there. 
Q. Okay. And you've written "Silver Creek" 
beside a line pointing kind of south. What does 
Silver Creek mean? 
A. Silver Creek — oh, I should have put 
"Drive" by that. That's the main drive up from the 
back gate. 
Q. All right? 
A. I t runs down and hits Lake Fork Drive 
which runs to the south gate. 
Q. All right. And that's another exit from 



















































2 goes into Parley's Lane. 
3 Q. Okay. So now you've written "Drive" under 
4 Silver Creek on the white piece of paper? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. All right. Now, you've drawn an arrow up 
7 from Park Wood Drive on the white sheet of paper. 
8 What does that indicate? 
9 A. That indicates Aspen Loop Drive, a road 
3 that goes up above the tennis courts. 
1 Q. Okay. Will that take one out of the 
2 subdivision? Meaning Aspen Hills? 
I A. Park Wood is the upper line to the 
I subdivision so everything above Park Wood is outside 
> of Aspen Hills. 
> Q. Okay. So is that a road that would take 
7
 one from Park Wood out of Aspen Hills Subdivision? 
\ A. Yes, up towards Skyline Mountain Drive. 
) Q. Okay. And Skyline Mountain Drive, does 
I that lead to any city? 
A. That's just the road that runs the 
! backbone of the Manti-La Salle. 
. Q. Okay. But if you followed that backbone 
• road, could you eventually get to some town or city in 
> either direction? 
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A. I think Fairview to the north. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Manti to the south, I think, Is where it 
comes out, or below Manti somewhere down there. I 
have never been up on that road. 
Q. You have drawn another line going in the 
northern direction on the white paper. And you've 
marked by it "Willow Glen Road." Is that another road 
that exits the Aspen Hills Subdivision? 
A. That — it's not really Willow Glen Road. 
It 's just a road that leads to Willow Glen 
Subdivision. Yeah, it goes down into Birch Creek 
Canyon down there. 
Q. Okay. 
A. There's a gated community below Aspen 
Hills on that side of the ridge. 
Q. And then - and that's Willow Glen 
Subdivision? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And from there can one take a road to a 
main highway? 
A. Only if you have keys or a bus through one 
of the fire gates. 
Q. All right. The Sheriff, when he drew 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 1, indicated a third road leading 
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2 Are you familiar with that road coming out of the 
3 Aspen Hills Subdivision? 
4 A. ( Inaudible.) 
5 Q. Going west? 
6 THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, you said, "Parley 
7 Hill Road". You might have meant Round Hill Road. 
8 MR. SCARTH: Yeah, Round Hill Road. 
9 A. I 'm familiar with this end of it up here 
10 where you leave out of Aspen — leave off of Lake Fork 
11 Drive above the south gate to the entrance to Aspen 
12 Hills. There's a fence that runs across here that 
13 they stage their sheep at and stuff and there's a road 
14 that runs like kind of a trailer — 
15 Q. You are pointing on the dotted line on 
16 Exhibit 1? 
17 A. Yeah, that runs down across that big field 
18 there. 
19 Q. And can you get onto Round Hill Road from 
20 — by taking that road out of the Aspen Hills? 
21 A. As far as I know, yeah. 
22 Q. Okay. 
23 A. A lot of people come up and down through 
24 there. 
25 Q. Have you ever traveled it? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. Not all the way down. I've traveled some 
4 of it. 
5 MR. SCARTH: Your Honor, I'll have the 
6 Clerk mark the white sheet of paper with all blue 
7 writing and lines on it except one red "X" as an 
8 exhibit. What number would the Court prefer, 
9 Defendant's 2? 
10 THE COURT: I t will be Number 2. 
11 MR. SCARTH: Okay. Thank you, Your Honor. 
12 And I offer it. 
13 THE COURT: Mr. Keisel? 
14 MR. KEISEL: No objection. 
15 THE COURT: Two is received. 
16 (Defendant's Exhibit No. 2 admitted.) 
17 MR. SCARTH: Now, Mr. Polumbo, before you 
18 called dispatch to report a suspected burglary, you 
19 had not been on the property of Mr. Parry, is that 
20 right? 
21 A. That is right. I came out of the my 
22 trailer and walked up to the entrance to the tennis 
23 courts. 
24 Q. So, what made you suspect that a burglary 
25 had taken place? 
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44 sheets 
on at the cabin, no lights, swear ing , people throwing 
stuff into the back of a pickup truck, several , 
numerous items, is wha t it sounded like banging in the 
back of the truck. 
Q. And nothing that you saw, jus t what you 
heard? 
A. Pretty much, yes. 
Q. Okay. Now, I believe, when you were 
answering questions of the other attorney, that you 
indicated that you could hear three distinct voices, 
is tha t right? 
A. Yes, there was three dif ferent voices. I 
couldn't tell whether they w e r e male of female , just 
tha t there was three different people. 
Q. Could you make out any of the words? 
A. Some of the cuss words because they were 
kind of loud, but — 
Q. Any^other words? 
A. A lot of it was mumbled. I was a good 
distance away. 
Q. Could you make out any of the words that 
were not curse words? 
A. I heard "help" a couple t imes , " load". 
Somebody dropped something heavy and said "shit" a 
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couple of t imes. 
Q. Now, during the entire t ime from when you 
f irst became suspicious until — well, let me ask you 
this: Were you ever told by a police officer that 
night that they had people in custody? 
A. I had called after they had gone, 
probably, maybe a half hour, 45 minutes. I had called 
to see if they had got whoever was coming down the 
mountain. I f he had stopped whoever was coming down 
the mountain at ei ther one of the gates and the 
Sheriff — or whoever — I say Sheriff, I mean one of 
the deputies or it could have been the Sheriff, had 
told me that they did stop a vehicle down there and it 
had a bunch of tools in the back, and I told him that 
Kurt Parry had a lot of DeWal t tools which w e r e yel low 
tools. And at tha t point he said, "Wel l , these must 
be the tools out of his cabin because they w e r e all 
yel low." 
Q. Now, had you told dispatch, when you first 
called dispatch, that you suspected that tools had 
been taken from the cabin? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I just knew that something was being taken 
out of there. 
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2 dispatch? 
3 A. N o / n o t until af ter I had called a little 
4 whi le af ter they had left the top of the mountain. 
5 Q. In fact, when you made that call to 
6 dispatch, you had no idea that a burglary had even 
7 taken place, is that right? 
8 A. I would say I had a pretty good idea tha t 
9 something shady was going on. 
10 Q. Maybe I should have worded that different. 
11 You had no idea when you called dispatch that anything 
12 had been taken f rom the Parry cabin, is that right? 
13 A. I had a pretty good idea that they w e r e 
14 loading something up from tha t location and wi th no 
15 lights on and w i th w h a t I heard, it indicated to me 
16 that something had been taken f rom the cabin, yes. 
17 Q. Okay. When you were hearing those sounds, 
18 could you hear a vehicle engine running? 
19 A. I bel ieve the engine was off, as wel l as 
20 the t w o ATV's tha t I had also heard, had stopped. 
21 Q. When you first called dispatch, you were 
22 not able to report that any specific item had been 
23 stolen from that Parry cabin, right? 
24 A. No, I j us t knew tha t he had stuff in his 
25 cabin and it sounded like somebody was loading it up 
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1 f rom his cabin. 
2 Q. Did you talk to Sheriff Larsen on your 
3 cellphone that night? 
4 A. Could have been Sheriff Larsen, might have 
5 been one of the other deputies. I wasn' t sure. 
6 Q. Did your cellphone battery run out and cut 
7 you off? 
8 A. No, I don' t believe so. 
9 Q. All r ight. Did you use any other 
10 telephone to communicate with police that night? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Just your cellphone? 
13 A. That 's all I had. 
14 Q. All r ight. And you believe you got the 
15 Sherif fs phone number from the dispatch, is that 
16 right? 
17 A. Wel l , they — either it was — either the 
18 dispatch had given it to me or I had it w h e n they 
19 called me back af ter I called dispatch. I don't 
20 remember w h e t h e r they had given it to me or w h e t h e r I 
21 had just pushed the redial on the last number tha t 
22 called me. 
23 Q. So someone called you on your cellphone. 
24 Do you know who it was? 























Q. Did you initiate that call? 
A. I initiated a couple of t h e m . I 'm not 
sure whether I called them to make sure that they knew 
which route they were coming down, or whether they had 
called me back and asked me — I believe I called 
t h e m . I believe I called them. 
MR. SCARTH: May I have a moment, Your 
Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
(Discussion off the Record.) 
MR. SCARTH: I have no other questions, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel, back to you. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KEISEL: 
Q. On December 3rd, did -- were you asked to 
write a statement? 
A. I believe so, yeah, I believe I filled out 
a ~ 
Q. Did you do so? 
A. — a police report, yes. 
(Discussion off the Record.) 
MR. KEISEL: May I approach the witness, 
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Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. KEISEL: Handing you what's been 
marked Exhibit Number 3. 
Do you recognize that document? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is it? 
A. I t 's the statement that I fi l led out on 
the morning that the break-in took place at Kurt 
Parry's cabin. 
- Q. Would you say that your recollection of 
events would have been more fresh on that morning than 
it is today? 
A. Oh, absolutely, it's been a long t ime. 
Q. Does that document look like it's been 
altered or changed in any way? 
A. No, it doesn't look like it's been changed 
at al l . 
Q. You'd say then that it's a fair and 
accurate depiction of the statement you made that 
night? 
A. I wrote it, signed it and it is the 
statement I made that night, or a copy of it. 
Q. Okay. 



















































THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
MR. SCARTH: May I have a moment, Your 
Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. SCARTH: May I voir dire the witness? 
I object to — 
THE COURT: Do you have more questions 
now, Mr. Keisel? 
MR. KEISEL: No, he may voir dire. 
THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Scarth. 
VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SCARTH: 
Q. In your handwritten statement to the 
police, dated the 3rd of December, 2003, which has 
been marked as Exhibit — what number? As Exhibit 3, 
you've written in here: You heard someone shout, 
"Open the garage door," and you testified just now 
that you couldn't make out the specific words other 
than curse words. So did you in fact that night hear 
someone shout, "Open the garage door"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. I just — you know, as far as distinct 
conversations, there was just bits and pieces that 
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were - - there was — 
Q. Could you tell where that voice came from? 
A. I t came directly f rom the north side of 
Kurt Parry's cabin. 
Q. How far from the cabin? 
A. Right at — just right about at the end of 
the driveway. 
Q. Okay. And since you couldn't see the 
people or the vehicle, you've determined that distance 
by hearing only; is that right? 
A. Just a — just as far as location from 
where I was standing, yes. 
Q. And how far were you from the Parry cabin 
when you heard those voices? 
A. About 200 - - 250 feet from the cabin. 
Q. All right. 
A. Or 200 — 250 yards, excuse me, right 
about there. 
Q. All right, 250 yards -- all right. 
During — 
Oh, I have — I'll withdraw my objection, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
Other questions for the witness? 
MR. KEISEL: First, Your Honor, the State 
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THE COURT: Three is received. 
(State's Exhibit No. 3 Admitted) 
MR. KEISEL: Thank you. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION (resumed) 
BY MR. KEISEL: 
Q. Mr. Polumbo, do you recall telling Sheriff 
Larsen about there being tools in the Parry cabin? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Was that prior to learning the 
vehicle had been stopped? 
A. No, that was after learning that the 
vehicle had been stopped, and I told him what I knew 
about what was in Kurt's cabin, not knowing anything 
about what was in the back of the truck, just knowing 
what I knew what was in Kurt's cabin and the type of 
the equipment he had there. 
Q. On that December 3rd, did you witness any 
other vehicle in the Aspen Hills Area? 
A. No, didn't hear anything, didn't see any 
other vehicles up and clown the road except after first 
light, that's when the Sheriff and his deputy came up. 
Q. And off which side of the mountain did you 
observe the vehicle to travel? 
A. Down the south. I t would be south, 
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2 them or whether — because I didn't have anything to 
3 write it down. I assume that I pushed the redial 
4 after I was called back because I did give them my 
5 telephone number. 
6 Q. Oh, so when you spoke to dispatch, you 
7 gave them your telephone number? 
8 A. Yes. So that whoever was coming up could 
9 get back in touch with me up on the mountain? 
10 Q. So then that telephone call ended and some 
11 time passed and then your phone rang? 
12 A. Actually, I stayed on the phone for a 
13 little while and told them what I was hearing and 
14 everything, you know, and then they said they'd send 
15 somebody up and I disconnected at that point. 
16 Q. Sometimes people say "they" when they mean 
17 just one person. Were you always talking to the same 
18 person on the other end of the phone? 
19 A. I couldn't be sure. 
20 Q. Male or female voice? 
21 A. I couldn't be sure whether it was the 
22 dispatchers or one of the deputies or — I 'm not good 
23 with -- you know... 
24 Q. I suppose at some point you ended that 
25 telephone conversation? 
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southwest edge. 
Q. Would that be towards Sanpete County? 
A. I t would be down toward Mount Pleasant, 
yes. 
MR. KEISEL: Thank you. 
Nothing else. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
MR. SCARTH: No questions, Your Honor. 
EXAMINATION 
BY THE COURT: 
Q. Mr. Polumbo, I wanted to make myself clear 
on the sequence of events: You are in your trailer, 
the TV is on, you hear a noise, you get up and walk 
outside; so far so good? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You've got your cellphone with you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You walk some distance, and then dial a 
number on the cellphone. What number did you dial? 
A. 9 1 1 . 
Q. And during — you spoke with a live person 
then? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you receive another telephone number 



























A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then did your phone ring after that? 
A. I believe there was — I made several 
other calls, too. 
Q. When you made those calls, what number 
did you dial? 
A. I believe I pushed redial. I t might have 
been 9 1 1 . The first couple of calls might have been 
911 until I was — until I got called back by the 
Sheriff. After they left they told me that they had 
stopped somebody down there. 
Q. Did you ever recognize by name the voice 
on the other end of the line that you were talking to? 
A. I didn't think about it. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel, other questions 
based on what I've asked? 
MR. KEISEL: No. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
MR. SCARTH: No, Your Honor. No, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: Does he want to be excused, 
Mr. Keisel? 
MR. KEISEL: He probably does. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 



















































much. You are free to go. You can leave the building 
if you'd like to. It's also a public courtroom, you 
can stay and watch if you'd like to. 
Mr. Keisel, who's next? 
MR. KEISEL: Officer Jeff Greenwell. 
THE COURT: Just leave that right there. 
Officer Greenwell, is that you? 
Raise your right hand and listen to the 
Clerk. 
JEFF GREENWELL, 
called as a witness by the State, having 
been duly sworn, was examined and 
testified as follows: 
THE COURT: Sit down, please. I want to 
make sure I get your name. What's your first name? 
THE WITNESS: Jeff. 
THE COURT: And it's G-r-e-e-n-w-e-l-l? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: You just put something up on 
my bench here. What is that? 
THE WITNESS: It's t h e -
THE COURT: Oh, the exhibit that was 
there. 
What city do you live in. 
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THE WITNESS: Mount Pleasant. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel, you've got the 
floor. 
MR. KEISEL: Thanks, Judge. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KEISEL: 
Q. Are you employed? 
A. I am. 
Q. Where at? 
A. Mount Pleasant Police Department. 
Q. How long have you been so employed? 
A. About three and a half years. 
Q. What are your general duties? 
A. Patrol police work throughout the city of 
Mount Pleasant. 
Q. I take you back in time, Officer 
Greenwell, do you recall if you worked on December 
3rd, 2003? 
A. I did. 
Q. And where were you — let's go back at 
approximately 2:30 in the morning? 
A. Okay. I can't be exact on where I was. I 
was on patrol somewhere in the city. 
Q. Okay. Some time that night, did you 






























































Okay. Did you do so? 
I did. 
What time do you believe that was at? 
Around 3:00 o'clock a-rn. 
Okay. Do you know where you were when you 
:all? 
In Mount Pleasant. I can't be exactly 
ere I was. 
Okay. And how did you get to your 









200 North up to Mountainville Road, 
und out toward Round Hill. 
So you went up 200 North? 
Uh-huh. 
Okay, to where? 
To Mountainville Road. 
Okay. 
Where it intersects with 900 East, 
northbound on Mountainville Road. 
Q. 
A. 
You went northbound on Mountainville Road. 
Okay. Where did you go next? 
Sheriff Larsen asked me to meet him at the 





Okay. Did you do so? 
I did. 
And what time do you estimate it was that 








Just shortly after 3:00. 
Okay. Who else was with you. 
Myself. 
All right. And the Sheriff arrived? 
Yes. 
Okay. What happened next? 
We checked the gate, it was locked, he 





— he said he was going over to the south 
Okay. What did you do? 
Backed off the edge of the road where I 





somebody come down. 
Okay. And what were you looking for? 
Any vehicles coming out of the area. 
And how many vehicles did you witness come 




Down that road, zero. 
And how long did you sit there and observe 
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Q. All right. What happened after that? 
A. Sheriff Larsen called — or called me on 
my cellphone, told me that the vehicle was seen 
leaving the area and asked me to head back towards 
Mount Pleasant to see if I could intercept them. 
Q. What did you do next? 
A. Went down to Mountainville Road, proceeded 
south, observed a set of taillights southbound, caught 
up to them. I paced them and locked radar at 65 mile 
an hours. 
Q. What do you mean paced them? 
A. Matched their speed with my vehicle, 
verified it with my speedometer and the radar. 
Q. Okay. And what's the speed limit for that 
stretch of road? 
A. Forty-five. 
Q. How many other vehicles were on the road 
at that time? 
A. Zero. 
Q. All right. And it's dark? 
A. Dark. 
Q. How's visibility? 
A. Visibility was good, clear night. 
Q. Okay. What did you do next? 
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A. I initiated a traffic stop at 
approximately 200 North where it intersects with Ninth 
East and the stop was made at 50 North 900 East. 
Q. How did you initiate that stop? 
A. Overhead lights. 
Q. And how long did it take the vehicle to 
stop? 
A. About a block and a half. 
Q. All right. So you — you stopped the 
vehicle. What did you do next? 
A. I acted — pursued it as a felony stop, 
ordered the driver out of the vehicle, had the driver 
step back a ways. I approached the driver, did a — 
Q. One step at a time: You said you treated 
it as a felony stop. Why did you do that? 
A. With the report of a possible burglary in 
progress, no other vehicles in the area. I would have 
stopped any vehicle the same way. 
Q. Any vehicle? 
A. Any vehicle. 
Q. Okay. How do you describe the vehicle 
that you stopped? 
A. I t was a dark-colored Toyota 4Runner. 


























































Ordered the driver back, patted the driver 
So the driver exited the vehicle? 
The driver exited the vehicle. 
Uh-huh? 
I can't remember if I placed her in 
handcuffs then or not, but I patted her down and had 
















You said, "her"? 
Yes. 
The driver was female? 
Yes. 
At that point did you recognize the 
I did. 
And who did you recognize the driver to 
Taecia Prows. 
If you ever see Taecia again, would you be 
identify her? 
Yes. 
Do you see her in the courtroom today? 
She is. She is at Defendant's table. 
MR. KEISEL: Your Honor, let the record 
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reflect that the witness has identified Taecia Prows, 





THE COURT: He identified the female 
seated next to Mr. Scarth. 
MR. KEISEL: Correct, as Taecia Prows? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. KEISEL: Thank you, Judge. 
What did you do next? 
At that time Captain Larsen arrived. 
I want to go back a little bit. We are 
3 just a little too quick. You get, who you 
identified as Ms. Prows, out of the vehicle, and how 
would you describe her appearance at that time? 
A. She's dressed in winter clothes; nothing 
out of the ordinary that I remember. 
Q. 
A. 
Smell any alcohol? 




Okay. You said you went back to the 
So, you get Ms. Prows out. Let's continue 




At that time Captain Larsen arrived. 
Okay. 
We approached the vehicle again. We had 





















alcohol in the vehicle. 
Q. How did you know there was a passenger? 
A. I could see the heads with my lights and 
my flashlight. 
Q. Okay. Now at that time, had you — had 
you approached the vehicle? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Well, when Captain Larsen got there. 
Q. When Captain Larsen shows up, how far away 
from the suspect vehicle are you? 
A. My vehicle? I was back about a hundred 
feet. 
Q. Okay. And how far were you personally? 
A. I was back at — in front of my car. 
Q. Okay. So Captain Larsen shows up, then 
what did you do? 
A. I walked up to the driver's side of the 
vehicle, Captain Larsen walked up the passenger side 
of the vehicle and ordered the passenger out. 
Q. All right. Who ordered the passenger out? 
A. Captain Larsen did. 
Q. Okay. And how many passengers were there? 
A. One other, two total. 
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Q. Two total? 
Okay. And as you approached the vehicle, 
what, if anything, did you observe? 
A. With my flashlight, I could see the back, 
the very back and the seat, the second seat had a lot 
of tools and — power tools in it, hand tools and 
power tools. 
Q. Okay. And did you consider that out of 
the ordinary? 
A. The way they were stacked in there was out 
of the ordinary. 
Q. How were they stacked? 
A. Piled up, just thrown in. I t looked like 
they were was just thrown in. 
Q. How many tools would you estimate? 
A. I don't know. There was quite a few. 
Q. Okay. And so you testified that Captain 
Larsen ordered a passenger out of the vehicle? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then what happened next? 
A. Walked him back, handcuffed him, sat him 
down in front of my car, and we had the other 
passenger step out of the vehicle. 




















































Q. Okay. And who walked that first 
passenger? 
A. Captain Larsen did. 
Q. Okay. You said, "we". Are you just 
talking about what you observed? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. What did you do next? 
A. I stayed by the vehicle and then Captain 
Larsen ordered the other passenger out and walked hirr 
back towards his vehicle and I believe he got Sheriff 
Larsen's handcuffs and put him in his vehicle. 
Q. You bring up a good point because at that 
time, in my mind, only you and Captain Larsen were 
there. Who else was there? 
A. Sheriff Larsen pulled up as we were taking 
the third person out of the vehicle. 
Q. Okay. Anyone else? 
A. No. 
Q. So there's three officers on the scene? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Okay. While this is going on where's 
Ms. Prows? 
A. She's on the ground, sitting on the ground 
on the opposite side of the road about 30 feet from 
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the vehicle. 
Q. Okay. So the vehicle stopped — the 
vehicle had been traveling what direction? 
A. South. 
Q. South? 
So the vehicle pulled over on the shoulder 
of the southbound lane? 
A. Right. 
Q. Okay. So then Ms. Prows would be across 
the highway? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On the other side? 
Okay. And where did Captain Larsen pull 
his vehicle? 
A. Behind mine. 
Q. Behind yours, so there's yours and Captain 
Larsen's and then where did the Sheriff pull his 
vehicle? 
A. That, I can't remember. I believe he was 
behind Captain Larsen. 
Q. Okay. All right. And what time do you 
think it was that you got the second passenger out of 
the car? 
A. Probably around 3:20. 
Q. Okay. All right, we've got two persons 
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car. 
A. We took the third person out. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And he was taken back to Captain Larsen's 
Q. Okay. 
A. And -- yeah, then Sheriff Larsen pulled 
up. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And Captain Larsen determined who the 
owner of the vehicle was and asked permission to 
search the vehicle. 
Q. Okay. Who was the owner of the vehicle? 
A. I don't recall which one of the two male 
drivers it was. 
Q. The first one or the — well, — 
Strike that. 
Let's go back. You said which one of the 
male drivers? 
A. The male passengers. 
Q. Male passengers. Okay. 
A. I believe it was the passenger in the 
front seat. 
Q. The first passenger? 
A. The first one that was taken out. 
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2 was? 
3 A. That he said, "Yes, go ahead." 
4 Q. Okay. And was it before or after the 
5 consent was given that you entered the vehicle? 
6 A. After. 
7 Q. Okay. What did you locate when you looked 
8 inside the vehicle? 
9 A. In the glove box, a pipe with what 
10 appeared to be fresh burnt marijuana in it. 
11 Q. Okay. 
12 A. I gave the pipe to Captain Larsen. There 
13 was a knife found under the passenger seat. 
14 Q. What kind of knife? 
15 A. I believe it was a large, fixed-blade 
16 knife. 
17 Q. Okay. What else did you see in the 
18 vehicle? 
19 A. There was the tools in the back. Power 
20 tools, saws, drills, that — I can't remember much 
21 more about what was in the back. 
22 Q. What else did you see in the front of the 
23 vehicle? 
24 A. I believe — there was an open beer can 
25 that was found in the front. 
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Q. Okay. So I'm hearing you say that there's 
two — the two passengers taken back by your car and 
Ms. Prows is across the road, correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. What happened next? 
A. I was on the driver's side, Captain Larsen 
— no, Captain Larsen was on the driver's side. I was 
on the passenger side. He started looking through --
doing a search on the driver's side of the vehicle. I 
was looking for the registration, opened the glove box 
and that's where I found the pipe with the residue in 
it. 
Q. Okay. At that time did you — was anyone 
under arrest? 
A. No. 
Q. Was anyone free to go? 
A. No. I t was an investigation going on. 
Q. Okay. Do you know if anyone had inquired 
about the location of the registration? 
A. I can't — I can't remember if I asked him 
where the registration was or not. 
Q. Okay. Do you know if anyone had asked for 
any consent or authority to look inside the vehicle? 
A. Captain Larsen had asked the owner of the 
vehicle for consent. 
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1 Q. A what? 
2 A. Open can of beer. 
3 Q. Okay. How did the vehicle smell? 
4 A. Of alcohol. Strong odor of alcohol. 
5 Q. Okay. Anything else? 
6 A. No, not that I remember. 
7 Q. What did you do after that? 
8 A. Captain Larsen went back and talked to one 
9 of the males, the drivers. I stood Ms. Prows up, we 
10 walked to the front of the vehicle, I read her Miranda 
11 and asked her what was going on that night, asked her 
12 to tell me what was going on. 
13 Q. And what did she say? 
14 A. She told me that they had gone for a ride 
15 and gotten got stuck in the mountains and she had 
16 fallen asleep in the truck. And when she woke up, the 
17 other guys was back with a bunch of tools and two 
18 four-wheelers. 
19 Q. And who had been driving? 
20 A. She had. 
21 Q. And at that time, how would you — you 
22 were speaking with her, how would you describe her 
23 demeanor? 
24 A. Her eyes with a little glassy, her speech 












































Q. Okay. And anything else that you observed 
about her? 
A. Had a smell of alcohol on her. When I was 
ta lk ing to her. 
Q. At the t ime you were able to — 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Okay. And what did you do next? 
A. I asked her to go back to my car and wr i te 
a s ta tement as to w h a t she had just told me. And I 
took her to my car, placed her in the backseat, gave 
her a statement form which she filled out . 
Q. Okay. What happened after that? 
A. Chief Wi lberg was called to assist. W e 
took the vehicle over to Mount Pleasant Public Works 
Yard to do the inventory. I t was left there . I 
t ransported Taecia down to County. 
Chief Wi lberg took over on it f rom there 
af ter I t ransported her down. 
Q. Okay. Officer, I want to fill in — 
A. Okay. 
Q. — some facts that I think are out there. 
You smelled alcohol, did you ever conduct 
any Field Sobriety Tests? 
A. Chief Wi lberg did the Field Sobriety. 
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Q. Where was that done at? 
. A. I believe it was done here at Sanpete 
County Sher i f fs Office. 
Q. Okay. What about the status of the other 
two passengers, what was their status while you were 
dealing with Ms. Prows? 
A. Captain Larsen was talking to one and I 
can't be sure where — who was talking to the other 
one, whether Captain Larsen ~ Sheriff Larsen was or 
who . 
Q. Okay. Do you know if Captain Larsen 
learned anything while he was talking to the 
passenger? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. You testif ied that you took the 
vehicle to the Mount Pleasant Public Works Yard? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. What was the purpose of doing that? 
A. I t was less than half a block away and it 
would give us a controlled area to do the inventory on 
wi thout having it out in the middle of the road. 
Q. Okay. Why do an inventory? 
A. Incident impound. 




















































ongoing investigation for the possible burglary. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Let me correct that : Police hold, not an 
inventory — not an impound. 
Q. Okay. The vehicle was impounded. Where 
are you when the vehicle is being processed? 
A. I was at the end of my shift. I 
t ransported Ms. Prows down to Sanpete County Sheriff1! 
Office and then I w e n t back home. 
Q. Okay. Did everything you testified to 
occur in Sanpete County? 
A. Excuse me. 
Q. Did everything you testified to occur in 
Sanpete? 
A. Yes. 
MR. KEISEL: That's all I have right now, 
Judge. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, over to you. 
MR. SCARTH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SCARTH: 
Q. Officer Greenwell, did you see some 
headlights coming from the Aspen Hills Subdivision? 
A. No. 
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Q. Where did you first see a vehicle 
traveling on any street or road? 
A. Approximately a mile south of the Aspen 
Hills Road. On Mountainvi l le. 
Q. Mr. Polumbo drew a chart here. Would you 
look at it for a minute? I'm going to hand it to you. 
I'm going to hand you a black Magic Marker. This 
chart of Mr. Polumbo's is marked as Defendant's 
Exhibit Number 2. Where were you located? Mark it 
wi th your black pen if you can do a symbol for a 
vehicle? 
A. We' l l have to go back to the first page. 
I personally have never been in this area. 
Q. All r ight, thank you. 
I show you what's been marked as 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 1. I don't want you to mark on it 
until perhaps I get Counsel's permission. But jus t 
tell me by pointing and speaking, where did you first 
— where was your vehicle positioned when you first 
saw the moving vehicle? 
A. I was southbound on Mountainville Road. 
Q. Okay. 
MR. SCARTH: Is it all right for him to 
mark the location of his vehicle on Exhibit 1 in 
black? 
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MR. SCARTH: Okay. 
THE WITNESS: I would have intercepted 
that vehicle somewhere just north of Parley's Lane. 
MR. SCARTH: And you've put a black "X" on 
a line that's a red line? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why don't you put an arrow to it and write 
"intercepted"? 
A. (Marking) 
Q. And you've done so. 
Now, where were you located when you first 
saw that vehicle? 
A. I was southbound. 
Q. Okay. But where? Can you mark it in 
black on Exhibit 1? 
A. I was probably right here. (Marking) 
Q. Okay. You made kind of an asterisk. 
Would you put a circle around that asterisk? And you 
have done that in black. 
Okay. And — so then you pursued that 
vehicle, clocked it and radared it both; is that 
right? 
A. Yes. 




Q. Not Parley but — 
A. Mountainville Road. Round Hills Road. 
Q. What's the name of the road? 
A. Round Hills Road. 




MR. SCARTH: I have some more questions, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
MR. SCARTH: I hope that stays there. 
Now, before you made the stop on that 
vehicle, had dispatch given you any information. 
A. I had the same information that Sheriff 
Larsen had. 
Q. Okay. And what was that; what had 
dispatch told you? 
A. That there was possibly a burglary in 
progress in the Aspen Hills Area. 
Q. Okay. Anything else? 
A. Sheriff Larsen had called me. We had met 



















































Q. Okay. Did the dispatcher tell you a 
description of the vehicle that you should look out 
for? 
A. I cannot remember. 
Q. Okay. Did Sheriff Larsen tell you any 
description of any vehicle to look for? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Did you know the color of the 
suspect vehicle before you spotted the vehicle you 
eventually stopped? 
A. No. 
Q. Would you have stopped any vehicle on that 
road that night at that time that you saw? 
A. Yes, I would have. 
Q. Okay. Wouldn't matter whether they were 
speeding or not; is that correct? 
A. Well , depend on where the vehicle came 
from, or the vehicle. 
Q. Right. 
A. Had it been a small, passenger car, I 
wouldn't have stopped it because it couldn't have got 
up there. 
Q. Let me rephrase: Any vehicle traveling — 
what's the name of the road again? 
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A. Mount — it's on there as Round Hills 
Road. 
Q. Round Hills? Traveling Round Hills Road 
in the same direction as the vehicle you stopped, at 
the same time and in the same location, any other 
vehicle you would have stopped it, is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. It wouldn't matter what color it 
was? 
A. No. 
Q. Wouldn't matter what manufacturer's make 
it was? 
A. Had it been a small, passenger car, no, I 
wouldn't have stopped it. They couldn't have got up 
there. 
Q. All right. So you must have had some 
information as to the type of vehicle before you made 
the stop? 
A. Like I said, I can't be sure. 
Q. Uh-huh? 
A. I can't remember exactly if we were told 
it was a small SUV or a small truck, I can't be sure 
of that. 
Q. Okay. All right. Was there anything 
about the vehicle you did stop, that just moments 
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2 you suspicious that it was involved in a burglary at 
3 Aspen Hills Subdivision? 
4 A. From where I was sitting at the north 
5 gate, I could see that there were no other cars that 
6 were southbound on Mountainville Road. 
7 Q. Right, and you had never been to the Aspen 
8 Hills Subdivision? 
9 A. I have never been all the way up there. 
0 I 've been to the gates. 
1 Q. All right. So you wouldn't know if there 
2 were other roads that one could take to exit the Aspen 
3 Hills Subdivision? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Okay. And you say the vehicle that you 
6 did stop was registered to one of the male vehicles 
7 (sic), is that right? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Now, once you had that vehicle stopped, 
D was it you that got Ms. Prows out of the vehicle? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And did you ask her for a driver's license 
3 and registration before you did that? 
X A. No. 
5 Q. Did you ask her any questions relative to 
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1 her driving over the speed limit? 
2 A. Not at that t ime. 
5 Q. Okay. At any time? 
X A. I can't be sure. 
3 Q. Okay. Did you ask her for proof of 
> insurance before you had her get out of the car? 
r A. No. 
) Q. Okay. And when you got her out of the car 
) and set her on the side of the road, had you already 
) placed her under arrest? 
I A. No. 
\ Q. Okay. At what point after that did you 
\ place her under arrest? 
!• A. I can't be sure. 
I Q. Okay. Do you know if you, in fact, were 
' the person who placed here under arrest? 
A. I know later I arrested her for DUI . 
Q. Okay. And how much later after you got 
her out of the vehicle? 
A. That afternoon. 
Q. Pardon? 
A. That afternoon. 
Q. Oh, meaning some several hours later? 
A. . Yes. 
Q. / And probably at the jail? 
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2 Q. Okay. But other than that, you never 
3 mentioned the word arrest to her? 
4 A. I didn't, no. 
5 Q. Okay. And you didn't smell alcohol on the 
6 person of Taecia Prows when you first approached her, 
7 did you? 
8 A. No, we were outside, there was a slight 
9 breeze. 
10 Q. Okay. And, in fact, you didn't smell the 
11 odor of alcohol from that vehicle -- well, when did 
12 you first smell the odor of alcohol from that vehicle? 
13 A. When I approached the vehicle the second 
14 t ime with Captain Larsen. 
15 Q. And that was — your approach was on the 
16 passenger side? 
17 A. I was on the driver's side. 
18 Q. Okay. And were the windows rolled down? 
19 A. The driver's side was. 
20 Q. Okay. Was the driver's door open at that 
21 time? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Okay. When did you retrieve the open beer 
24 can from the vehicle in the sequence of events? 
25 A. During — during the first part of the 
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1 search. 
2 Q. Okay. At the scene? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And had the three occupants of the vehicle 
5 been transported away from the scene by that time? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. How long after you made the stop did you 
8 retrieve the beer can, how many minutes? 
9 A. Probably 20 , 25 minutes. 
10 Q. All right. And was it, at the time that 
11 you retrieved the beer can, was that the same time 
12 that you looked in the glove compartment? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. Now you've testified that the owner 
15 of the vehicle — and that's probably one of the male 
16 passengers — gave consent to Captain Larsen to search 
17 the vehicle; did you overhear that conversation? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Okay. That's not in your report, is it? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. It 's not in Captain Larsen's report, is 
22 it? 
23 A. I don't know. I haven't read Captain 
24 Larsen's report. 
25 Q. All right. So why do you think that the 
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search? 
A. Captain Larsen told me that. 
Q. Okay. Did Captain Larsen tell you at what 
point in the sequence of events that male passenger 
gave him consent to search his vehicle? 
A. No. 
Q. So it could have been after he was back at 
the jail? 
A. No, it would have been after he was walked 
back to Captain Larsen's car. 
Q. Okay. At the scene of the stop? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How do you know that? 
A. Because it was right after that that we 
started the search of the vehicle. They were still 
there. 
Q. All right. So it wasn't at the jail that 
Captain Larsen told you that he got consent to search 
the vehicle? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Where was it? 
A. I t was at the scene. 
Q. Okay. And how many minutes after the stop 
was made did he tell you that? 
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A. I t was just prior to when I went to get 
the registration and the — 
Q. Well --
A. — out of the glove box. 
Q. Had the vehicle been stopped there for, 
say, 15 minutes by that time? 
A. Possibly. 
Q. Longer? 
A. 15 to 20 at the most. 
Q. Okay. Had any officer been in that 
vehicle, meaning the subject vehicle, prior to you 
with the assistance of others beginning to search the 
vehicle? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Because Sheriff Larsen's report 
reads as if shortly after he arrived, that he observed 
officers enter the subject vehicle. If that's a wrong 
reading — tell me if that's a correct or wrong 
reading? 
A. Oh, it was shortly after, I mean — 
Q. Uh-huh? 
A. I can't remember exactly how long before 
Sheriff Larsen got down there. 
Q. Right. He testified that he arrived just 




















































Q. Okay. Who else was present when Captain 
Larsen told you that the owner had consented to the 
search of the vehicle? 
A. Him and myself. 
Q. Okay. Where were the other officers in 
relationship to you at that time? 
A. The only other one that was there at that 
time was Sheriff Larsen and I can't be sure where he 
was exactly. 
Q. Have you read Sheriff Larsen's report? i 
A. No, I haven't. 
Q. Then you wouldn't know that he omitted any 
consent to search from his report? 
MR. KEISEL: Objection, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: The word "omitted" is a word i 
that infers intent. Is that what your objection is 
to? 
MR. KEISEL: Yeah. 
MR. SCARTH: Well, I'll rephrase. 
MR. KEISEL: That, Your Honor, and how's { 
— well — 
MR. SCARTH: I'll just rephrase. 
THE COURT: Okay. Go ahead. 
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MR. SCARTH: Then you wouldn't know that | 
Sheriff Larsen made no mention in his report on this 
case that anyone had given any officer consent to 
search the subject vehicle? 
A. I have never read his report. 
Q. Okay. All right. Now, at some point in 1 
time, you questioned Ms. Prows at the scene of the 
stop, is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And before you asked her questions, did 
you read her her right to remain silent, the Miranda 
warning? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Okay. And after you finished reading that 
to her what did she say? 
A. She told me that she had — they had gone 
for a ride up on the mountain and got stuck. 
Q. Okay. Yeah, I'm aware of that but if my 
memory is fairly accurate, I think, the last part on 
the Miranda warning card says something to the effect 
of, quote, "Having had your rights read to you, are 
you willing to talk with us now?" What did she say at 
that point? 
A. She agreed. 
Q. What did she say? 
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Q. Okay. Was she free to leave your presence 
at that time? 
I. A. No, she wasn't. 
• Q. Okay. Now, where was any drug 
paraphernalia found in that vehicle? 
A. The only one that I can be sure — that 
1 can testify to is the pipe I found in the glove box. 
1 Q. Okay. Will you describe that pipe? 
1 A. My recollection it was a small pipe two or 
three inches long. I believe it had a brass bowl. 
! Q. Did it appear homemade or ~ 
A. No. 
1. Q. Okay. Did you send that — or did anybody 
J send that off to the laboratory for testing? 
> A. I don't know I gave it to Deputy — 
r
 Captain Larsen. 
\ Q. All right. Did any Officer retrieve 
) anything suspected to be marijuana from the subject 
1 vehicle? 
1 A. Yes, there was a cigarette t in. 
! Q. Where was that found? 
\ A. May I refer to my ( Inaudible) . 
[ Q. Sure. Yes. 
1 A. I don't remember where the can was found. 
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Q. Okay. 
! A. Whether it was in the glove box or 
wherever, I — it's in there that I found it and I 
gave it to Captain Larsen. 
Q. So it was you that found it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. You don't know if that's been 
tested by the laboratory? 
A. I don't. 
Q. Was it ~ now, that was at the scene of 
the stop that those items were found, right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And later at another location there was an 
inventory of that vehicle, was anything found during 
the inventory? 
A. I don't know. I wasn't there. 
Q. You didn't participate? 
A. No. 
MR. SCARTH: No other questions, 
Your Honor. 



















































BY MR. KEISEL: 
Q. Officer Greenwell, would you again remind 
us when you initially saw the items in the back of the 
SUV? 
A. On my second approach to the vehicle. 
Actually on my first approach. I did not approach the 
vehicle on the initial part of the stop when I removed 
the driver. 
Q. And why was that? 
A. Officer safety. 
Q. Okay. And on your second time you saw the 
actual — 
A. After Captain Larsen arrived. 
Q. Okay. 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. That's all. 
MR. SCARTH: Nothing, Your Honor. 
EXAMINATION 
BY THE COURT: 
Q. So, Officer Greenwell, when the vehicle is 
stopped and you treat it as a felony stop, how did you 
get Ms. Prows out of the vehicle? Did you touch her? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you speak to her? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. What did you say? 
A. I opened my door. I cannot remember if I 
had my gun drawn or not. 
Q. So you are back at your vehicle? 
A. I 'm back at my vehicle. 
Q. Is your voice loud enough to carry to her 
vehicle? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you say? 
A. I ordered the driver out of the vehicle. ' 
Q. Did you say, "I order the driver"? Did 
you say — 
A. "Police Department, driver step out of the , 
vehicle." 
Q. Then what happened? 
A. She opened the door, stepped out. I
 { 
ordered her to place her hands in the air, had her 
turn around. I had the spotlight on her looking for 
any weapons. 
Q. Then what happened? 
A. Then I approached her. I cannot remember 
if I handcuffed her or I if just patted her down and i 
checked for weapons, and then I stepped her off the 
side of the road and had her sit down. 





Round Hills Road and Mountainville 
are the same road. 
Q. 
A. 
The same road? 
Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel, any other 
questions? 
BY MR. J 
Q. 
MR. KEISEL: One moment. No nothing 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth. 
MR. SCARTH: Yes, briefly, Your Honor. 
RECROSS EXAMINATION 
5CARTH: 
Officer Greenwell, did you ever issue a 















I believe it was part of the DUI citation. 
And that would have been many hours 
Yes, sir. 
-- in the jail? 
(No audible response.) 
MR. SCARTH: No other questions, Your 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel? 
MR. KEISEL: No. 
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THE COURT: Could be excused? 
MR. KEISEL: He can if he wants. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, can he be excused? 
MR. SCARTH: I have no objection. 
THE COURT: You can leave if you want to 
don't have to. You are welcome to stay ir 
m. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
THE COURT: Let's take a short break fo 
okay? 
MR. SCARTH: Okay. 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. 
THE COURT: Five minutes. 
The court's in recess. 
(Recess.) 
THE COURT: Back on the record, 3:25. 
Parties are present with counsel. 
Mr. Keisel, next witness? 
MR. KEISEL: The State calls Captain 
THE COURT: Mr. Larsen, if you'd come 






















































called as a witness by the State, having 
been duly sworn, was examined and 
testified as follows: 
THE COURT: Please. 
Go ahead, Mr. Keisel. 
MR. KEISEL: Thank you, Judge. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 







So you are a law enforcement officer? 
I a m . 
Who are you employed with? | 
With Sanpete County Sheri f fs Office. 
How long have you worked with that agency? 
I 'm not sure how long I 've been in the 
Sheri f fs Office. I have been in law enforcement 17 














THE COURT: You haven't had the witness 
name. 
MR. KEISEL: Sorry, Judge. 
Will you tell the Court who are? 
Gary Larsen. 
MR. SCARTH: First name, I didn't hear. 
THE WITNESS: Gary. 
MR. KEISEL: And what is your current 
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with the Sheriffs Office? 
Captain. 
Okay. And what are your general duties as 
Investigations, administrative police 
Take you back to December 3rd, 2003. Do 
II that day? 
I do. 
Do you recall if you worked that day? 
I 'm not sure if I worked day shift or not. 














What t ime were you called out, about? 
Oh, probably about, I would say, 3:10, 
the morning. 
Okay. And where were you at that time? 
Home in bed. 
And where do you mean? 
Fountain Green. 
And who called you out? 
Dispatch. 
And what was the nature of the call? 
Burglary in progress in Aspen Hills. 
All right. What did you do after you got 
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2 Hills Area. 
3 Q. Specifically, how did you proceed towards 
4 Aspen Hills? 
5 A. My patrol vehicle. 
6 Q. Did you go on Highway 89? 
7 A. I did. Well, I go down 132 down to 
8 (Inaudible) and I go across 116 to Mount Pleasant. 
9 Q. Okay. 
0 A. I got to 200 North, just turned east on 
1 200 North, and Mount Pleasant when I heard Officer 
2 Greenwell go 1060 on the suspect vehicle. 
3 Q. What does it mean to go 1060? 
4 A. Traffic stop. 
5 Q. Okay. About what time was that? 
6 A. I think it was probably about 3:40, 3:42. 
7 Q. Okay. What did you do next? 
8 A. I went to his location to back him up. 
9 Q. Where was that at? 
0 A. That would be about 50 North 900 East in 
1 Mount Pleasant? 
2 Q. When you arrived, what did you observe? 
3 A. When I arrived I observed Officer 
4 Greenwell outside of his vehicle. I observed 
5 Ms. Prows outside of the suspect vehicle. 
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1 Q. Let me ask it a little bit different then: 
2 How many vehicles did you observe? 
3 A. There were two there, another police 
4 vehicle --
5 Q. Okay? 
6 A. — and then a Toyota 4Runner. 
7 Q. Okay. And you testified that you saw 
8 Officer Greenwell? 
9 A. Yes. 
0 Q. Where was he at in relationship to the 
1 cars? 
2 A. He was by his police vehicle. 
3 Q. You also mentioned Ms. Prows, where was 
4 she? 
5 A. She was sitting outside of the suspect 
6 vehicle on the driver's side. 
7 Q. Okay. What did you observe next? 
8 A. Officer Greenwell told me there were two 
9 other suspects in the vehicle. 
D Q. Okay. Let's go back a little bit then. I 
1 guess I should have asked: What did you do after you 
I arrived at the scene? 
3 A. Talked with Officer Greenwell. He said 
X there were two other suspects in the vehicle. 
5 Q. Okay. 
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2 I'll get the passenger, front passenger, out; front 
3 passenger, on the passenger side." 
4 Q. Okay. What did you to next? 
5 A. Proceeded up to that area on the suspect 
6 vehicle. 
7 Q. How did you approach the vehicle? 
8 A. I had my firearm out. 
9 Q. Okay. 
10 A. And I walked up there. 
11 Q. Why did you have yjoiir firearm out? 
12 A. Felony stop. 
13 Q. Okay. What happened next? 
14 A. I had the front seat passenger step out of 
15 his vehicle. I ordered him out of the vehicle. 
16 Q. Okay. How would you describe that person? 
17 A. Oh, he's tall, slender. 
18 Q. Okay. What did you observe about him, if 
1 9 v anything? 
20 A. As he stepped out of the vehicle, on the 
21 floorboard area of the vehicle, I could see a bfack-
22 handled knife protruding out from underneath the seat 
23 I t was a fairly large knife. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. I could see beer cans on the floorboard 
1j5 
1 and I could see what appeared, at that time, to be 
2 shell casings, empty shell casing. 
3 THE COURT: (Inaudible) saw. 
4 THE WITNESS: Excuse me? 
5 THE COURT: I missed the words that you 
6 said. 
7 MR. KEISEL: "Shell casings." 
8 THE WITNESS: "Shell casings," uh-huh. 
9 Shell casings, and there was a strong odor of alcohol 
10 that come from the inside of the vehicle. 
11 MR. KEISEL: Anything else? 
12 A. I think that's all I seen in the vehicle. 
13 Q. Okay. What did you do next? 
14 A. As he got out, I searched him and I 
15 handcuffed him. I had him come around — on the front 
16 fender of the vehicle around the door. 
17 Q. So the passenger's — 
18 A. Because I knew there was one other person 
19 in there and I wanted some protection. 
20 Q. Front passenger side? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. All right? 
23 A. Yeah, I had him get out and I placed him 
24 in handcuffs. 
25 Q. Yes? 
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I 'd seen the knife, I asked him if there was any other 
weapons in the vehicle. He said, "No." I said, " I ' m 
going to look, is that okay?" And he says, "Okay." 
Q. Okay, what happened after that? 
A. Had him standi off the side there for just 
a minute. And then took him back and set him down in 
front of Officer GreenweN's passenger's front of his 
police vehicle. 
Q. Okay. Where was Ms. Prows during that 
time? 
A. The last I seen her she was on the 
driver's side of the suspect vehicle. I 'm on the 
passenger side now. I couldn't see her. 
Q. Did she cross the street? 
A. Not at that t ime. She was moved over 
across the street shortly thereafter . 
Q. Okay. Captain, where did you pull your 
car in relation to Officer GreenweN's? 
A. I would have been behind Officer 
GreenweN's vehicle. 
Q. Okay. So you got the first passenger out? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Came back, set him down. What did you do 
next? 
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A. Went to the driver's side of the vehicle 
and I think this is where Officer Greenwell had 
Ms. Prows go to the other side of the road. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Came around and myself and Officer 
Greenwell was going to get the backseat passenger out 
on the driver's side, and that 's when the Sheriff came 
over and we got him out and w e handcuffed him. When 
the Sheriff got there, he told me that there's a high 
probability of tools that had been taken from the 
cabin up in Aspen Hills. He received that information 
from the witness up on the mountain. 
Q. Okay. Jumping back just a little bit, 
Captain: When you initially arrived and approached 
the suspect vehicle, were you able to see inside the 
vehicle at all? 
A. On the first passenger I had get out? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes, I could see in the front part of the 
vehicle. 
Q. Okay. And were you able to see anything 
that looked as tools? 
A. Not at that times, no. 
Q. Okay. When, if ever, did you? 
A. Upon getting the backseat passenger out on 
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2 Q. Okay. Let's go there. When you get the 
3 backseat passenger out, what did you observe in that 
4 area of the vehicle? 
5 A. Wel l , there was — at that t ime all it 
6 looked like was a wood platform and there was tools 
7 there that was protruding out f rom underneath a blue 
8 tarp enough that I could tell that there was tools. 
9 Q. What led you to that conclusion? 
10 A. Just could see the tools, some tools. I 
11 didn't know that whole thing was loaded wi th tools, 
12 but I could see wha t appeared to be a couple of tools 
13 because the tarp was back just a little bit. I t 
14 wasn' t covering it. 
15 Q. Was it a wrench? 
16 A. No, it looked more like power tools. I 
17 don't know if it was a saw or dril l , but you could 
18 tell it was tools. 
19 Q. Small or larger? 
20 A. Larger. 
21 Q. Okay. What did you do after that? 
22 A. Placed — it would be Mr. Wendler 
23 (Phonetic) in handcuffs. I f I 'm not mistaken w e used 
24 the Sheriff's handcuffs, and then I took him and put 
25 him back by the other passenger, which would have been 
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1 Travis Wil l iams, put him at the front of Officer 
2 Greenwell 's patrol vehicle, had them sit on the 
3 ground. 
4 Q. What happened next? 
5 A. At that point, because the Sheriff had 
6 said tools had been possibly taken and I got consent 
7 from Travis Wil l iams, the front seat passenger to look 
8 for weapons, we started to look in the vehicle and 
9 while looking in the vehicle for the registration and 
10 doing the search incident to arrest, that 's when 
11 Officer Greenwell found a mari juana pipe. I would 
12 have been on the driver's side, front and he have been 
13 on the passenger's side, front. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. At that t ime. 
16 Q. And what else was located, if anything, 
17 during the search? 
18 A. Wel l , after he found the marijuana pipe he 
19 told me about it. And then w e searched the rest of 
20 the vehicle. 
21 Q. Okay. What happened after that? 
22 A. There was a — I believe it was a black 
23 and red — kind of like a tote bag that had two pipes 
24 in it, one of them was broken. I t was a glass pipe, I 






































A. I n the back seat area. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And then there was a — oh, some type of a 
t in , I don't know how to describe it. I t had w h a t 
appeared to be marijuana in it, a substance that was 
consistent with mari juana. 
Q. Where was it located? 
A. I n that black bag also. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Black and red bag. 
Q. What happened — 
A. Huh? 
Q. What happened after that? 
A. Oh, after that I w e n t back to my patrol 
vehicle and I got Mr. Wendler in my patrol vehicle and 
interviewed him. 
Q. Did you give him Miranda? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And what did you learn? 
A. I read it f rom my card. 
Q. What did you learn? 
A. I learned that they had been up on the 
mountain, up in Aspen Hills and tha t they had taken — 
they had got stuck and they had gotten into a cabin 
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and entered a garage and got two four-wheelers and 
also a tow strap from that garage, w e n t back to where 
the vehicle was at, worked at it, got tha t pulled out. 
After they got that pulled out, they — the two males, 
Travis and Mr. Wendler, they drove the four-wheelers 
back to the cabin and Ms. Prows drove the truck back 
to the cabin. 
Q. Okay. What did they do at the cabin? 
A. After they got back to the cabin they 
backed the truck down, opened up the garage. I 
believe it was Mr. Wendler that had w e n t through some 
— there was a window, basement window that had been 
boarded up. And Mr. Wendler kicked the boards off of 
tha t and entered into that and w e n t into the garage 
and opened it back up, because when they had left the 
first t ime when they w e n t to get the four-wheelers , 
they had closed the garage door back down and they had 
locked them out. So Mr. Wendler w e n t back in to open 
tha t back up and the truck was back down there and the 
tools was loaded up from the garage. 
Q. Did he say who assisted in loading up the 
tools? 
A. Mr. Wendler. I said to h im, I says, "Did 




















































had loaded tools, when I interviewed him in my patrol 
car. 
Q. At that point would you say all three 
suspects were under arrest? 
A. At which point? 
Q. After you had — well — 
Strike that, Your Honor. 
When were the suspects under arrest, in 
your view? 
A. They was being detained and in my opinion 
they was not free to go. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And I actually told Mr. Wendler and 
Mr. Wil l iams in my patrol car ~ they asked w h a t w a s 
going to happen and I told them they'd be taken to 
ja i l . And there was still some investigation needed 
to be done, and then I also told Mr. Will iams that w e 
would be taking his vehicle and retrieving the stolen 
tools out of his vehicle and he said that that was 
okay. 
Q. When did you learn it was Mr. Williams' 
vehicle? 
A. I 'm not positive. Some time at the scene. 
Q. Okay. During your occasion to be at the 
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scene, what was your involvement with Ms. Prows? 
A. I didn't deal w i t h Ms. Prows. 
Q. At all? 
A. No, Officer Greenwel l dealt wi th 
Ms. Prows. 
Q. Did you pass the information that you had 
learned from Williams and Wendler on to the other 
officers? 
A. W e talked for just a second, yes, before 
they were transported to Mant i . 
Q. Okay. So, when would the other officers, 
in your view, have known that Ms. Prows was involved 
in the admitted burglary? 
A. Oh, I would think as soon as the Sheriff 
got there and said there's a high probability that 
there was tools that was taken from the cabin. I 
think that 's the t ime that they would have known tha t 
the tools were probably stolen. 
Q. Okay. What did you do next? 
A. Officer Greenwell transported Taecia to 
the County Jail. Just prior to that w e had contacted 
Chief Wilberg at his home. He was home in bed, had 
him come out to assist w i th the transport, and if I 
remember correctly he transported Mr. Wil l iams and 
Mr. Wendler to the County Jail. Just prior to him 
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I Mr. Wil l iams' truck — wel l , 4Runner, up to the city 
l shop and locked it in the city shop. 
!• Q. Okay. Was it impounded? 
> A. I t was being held for basically evidence 
> a t that t ime. 
r
 Q. Okay. Everything you testified to occur 
\ in Sanpete County? 
) A. Correct. 
) MR. KEISEL: Okay. That's all, 
I Your Honor. 
\ THE COURT: Mr. Scarth. 
I MR. SCARTH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
[ CROSS-EXAMINATION 
> BY MR. SCARTH: 
> Q. Captain Larsen, what did dispatch tell you 
f
 when they called you at your home? 
I A. That there was a burglary in progress up 
I in Aspen Hills and that Sheriff Larsen had already 
) been called out and Officer Greenwell , and that 
I Sheriff Larsen had requested me to come to Mount 
\ Pleasant and assist. 
I Q. You got that call at your home at about 
\ between 3:10 and 3:15 a.m.? 
> A. There's a guesstimate, yes. 
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I Q. Okay. And so I — it was approximately 20 
\ minutes later that Officer Greenwell went 1060 and 
\ made the stop on the vehicle? 
\ A. I n that area. Yes. 
> Q. Okay. On the conversation, I guess it was 
> with Mr. Wendler — that you had that led to him 
' saying that you could look through the car, what was 
\ it you asked him — I think you said, " I 'm going to 
> look for", and then I didn't hear it. 
I A. I t wasn't Mr. Wendler. 
Q. Who was it? 
! A. I t was Mr. Wil l iams, 
\ Q. Mr. Williams? 
r A. That's correct,, Travis Wil l iams. 
• Q. What did you say? I think it was 
• something like: "I 'm going to look for" blank. "Is 
that okay?" 
A. " I 'm going to go look for weapons; is that 
okay?" And he says, "Okay." 
Q. And so you got in the car and looked for 
weapons, is that right? 
A. Not at that point. 
Q. Yeah, but at some point? 
A. At some point. 
Q. How much later? How many minutes passed? 
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2 Mr. Will iams back in front of the vehicle sitting 
3 down, and then w e went through getting Mr. Wendler out 
4 of the backseat and handcuffed and searched and put 
5 back at the front of the vehicle. I 'm not — I don't 
6 know. 
7 Q. Would you say five or twenty minutes or 
8 best guess? 
9 A. I would say within — I would say within 
10 about five minutes, but that 's a guess. 
11 Q. So were all three of these occupants of 
12 the vehicle handcuffed before you first entered their 
13 view? 
14 A. I 'm not sure on Ms. Prows. 
15 Q. But the two gentlemen were, is that 
16 correct? 
17 A. Correct. 
18 Q. Going back in t ime about the call you got 
19 at home from dispatch, the dispatcher didn't give you 
20 a description of a vehicle you were to look for, is 
21 that right? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. And no officer did prior to the stop made 
24 by Officer Greenwell? 
25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. And dispatch nor any officer had told you 
2 prior to that stop what they thought might have been 
3 stolen in an alleged burglary? 
4 A. Prior to the stop? 
5 Q. Yeah. 
6 A. No, not prior to the stop. 
7 Q. Okay. Now, when you said to Mr. Williams, 
8 " I 'm going to look for weapons, is that okay;" did you 
9 at that point in t ime already know who the registered 
10 owner of the vehicle was? 
11 A. I don't believe so. 
12 Q. Did it turn out that it was the other 
13 gentleman that was the registered owner? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Okay. I t was Williams? 
16 A. Yes, it was his vehicle. 
17 Q. Okay. Did you verify that by some check 
18 at some point? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Okay. When did you confirm that it was 
21 registered to him? 
22 A. Permission to look at my report? 
23 Q. Sure. 
24 A. I would guess it was during the 
25 conversation in my car because I made the comment to 
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2 to jail and your vehicle will be impounded and we will 
3 need to get the tools out." I says, "Your vehicle." 
4 Q. Okay. So, how long was that after you 
5 first entered his car? 
6 A. Say that again, sir? 
7 Q. When you confirmed with, I guess, 
8 Mr. Williams that it was his vehicle, and that was in 
9 your vehicle, how long was that after you had first 
D entered the Williams' vehicle? 
1 A. I don't know. 
2 Q. Do you have a best estimate? 
3 A. Huh? 
\ Q. Do you have a best estimate? 
5 A. Well, I don't know which part of the 
5 conversation in my vehicle it would have come out in. 
7 I would say within — this is a guesstimate, let's say 
3 seven, eight, maybe nine minutes. I don't know ~ 
3 Q. Okay. 
3 A. — after. 
1 Q. Did you ever ask the driver of that 
2 vehicle for driver's license and registration? 
3 A. As I said, I didn't deal with Ms. Prows. 
X Q. And you only know she was driving from 
5 what other officers told you, is that right? 
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I A.r Yeah. 
I Q. Okay. Did you ever place any of the three 
J of these people under arrest? 
\ A. I told both Wendler and Williams back in 
> my vehicle what the charges would be against them. 
) Q. All right. But you never said, "You are 
r
 under arrest"? 
I A. Did I come right out and say, "You are 
> under arrest"? 
I Q. Yeah. 
A. No. 
! Q. Okay. Do you know of any admissions made 
» by Ms. Prows, admissions against her own interest? 
A. Clarify. 
i Q. Well, did she say, "I was involved in a 
burglary in Aspen Hills," or anything similar to that? 
A. She dealt with Officer Greenwell. 
Q. Okay. But you may have talked with other 
officers or read their reports? 
A. I can read what's on Officer Greenwell's 
reports or her statement. 
Q. And in a hearing like this, we need to 
have brought out all of the admissions made by the 
accused so the Judge can evaluate that. 
A. Right. 
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2 she is alleged to have made? 
3 A. Other than she admitted to being the 
4 driver of the vehicle that went up to Aspen Hills and 
5 the driver that came out of the Aspen Hills. 
6 Q. In that admission, did she say she got 
7 stuck or do you know? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Okay. Do you know who she made that 
10 admission to? 
11 A. It was in her statement to Officer 
12 Greenwell. 
13 Q. All right. Did you know Ms. Prows before 
14 this incident? 
15 A. I 'm familiar with her. I do not know her. 
16 Q. Okay. Now, when did Mr. Wendler make the 
17 admission that he — that they got stuck and that he 
18 kicked in the boards of the cabin? 
19 A. He never did admit it. 
20 Q. He didn't give a written statement to that 
21 effect? 
22 A. He never did admit to kicking in the 
23 boards. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. He says, "Travis did it," Travis said, 
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1 "He did it." 
2 Q. Oh, they accused each other? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And they made written statements to that 
5 effect? 
6 A. I t was in their interview. 
7 Q. Okay. Now, after the vehicle — subject 
8 vehicle was removed from the scene of the stop, it was 
9 taken to some yard and earlier testimony indicated 
10 that it was inventoried at that time. Do you know if 
11 any evidence was obtained during that inventory? 
12 A. There was a lot of tools that was seized. 
13 Q. Anything else like drugs, drug 
14 paraphernalia? 
15 A. The drugs and drug paraphernalia had 
16 already been taken out at the scene. 
17 Q. Seized at the scene? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Okay. Did you that night ever talk to 
20 Mr. Polumbo by phone or in person or --
21 A. When we went up to the scene to do the 
22 investigation at the scene, yes. 
23 Q. Okay. But that was after these folks had 
24 been processed and were in jail, is that right? 
25 A. I didn't come right down to the jai l . We 
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! shop up there, up on the mountain, to investigate that 
\ crime that had happened. 
Q. I'm just trying to pin it down: I t was 
I after those three suspects had been transported from 
> the scene, the stop that you went up to talk with 
Polumbo for the first time? 
A. Me, yes. 
Q. Okay. 
MR. SCARTH; No other questions, 
Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel? 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KEISEL: 
Q. Just one question: Was the victim or the 
owner of those tools ever contacted? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was he able to identify the tools? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Whose tools were they? 
A. Kurt Parry's. 
MR. KEISEL: That's all, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth? 
MR. SCARTH: No questions, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Larsen. You 
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can go back to your seat. Who's next, Mr. Keisel? 
MR. KEISEL: I want to visit with 
Mr. Larsen for one moment. The State may be done, 
Judge. 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
(Discussion off the Record.) 
MR. KEISEL: No, Your Honor. The State 
rests. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, over to you? 
MR. SCARTH: Defense rests, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, I was just 
thinking about if the decision goes your way, is it 
necessary to know what was seized so that there can be 
an order as to what is suppressed; is that going to be 
important? 
MR. SCARTH: I think it is. Perhaps 
Counsel will stipulate to having a copy of the Police 
Inventory marked as an exhibit (Inaudible). That 
would help the Court, is that right? 
THE COURT: What about the inventory, is 
it written down, Mr. KeiseP 
MR. KEISEL: It is, Judge. 
THE COURT: Could it be marked as an 
exhibit. I think Mr. Scarth would probably stipulate 
to it? 
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2 (Discussion off the Record.) 
3 MR. KEISEL: It's taking quite a search 
4 here. 
5 THE COURT: Well, let's leave that for 
6 later. You can look for that later. But it looks 
7 like there's a situation where you can show it to Mr. 
8 Scarth before it's submitted into evidence. 
9 MR. SCARTH: I think it is important, and 
10 I hope we remember to do that before we close today. 
11 THE COURT: Okay. 
12 Mr. Scarth, do you want to argue or 
13 comment on the evidence now? Do you want to write 
14 about it later? 
15 MR. SCARTH: I do. The Court may be aware 
16 that I filed a Motion to Suppress and a supplement to 
17 the Motion to Suppress which contained internal 
18 memorandum. But having heard the testimony today I 
19 would like to make comments now. 
20 THE COURT: How much time do you need to 
21 prepare that? 
22 MR. SCARTH: No, I mean I'd like to make 
23 argument now. 
24 THE COURT: Now? Okay. It's your motion, 
25 so I think you ought to go first. 
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1 MR. SCARTH: All right. Thank you, 
2 Your Honor. 
3 THE COURT: So you take the opportunity. 
4 MR. SCARTH: Your Honor, this stop of the 
5 suspect vehicle was made on either one of two grounds: 
6 Either, one, it was based on a report from the citizen 
7 by the name of Mr. Polumbo to police dispatch that he 
8 suspected that a burglary was in progress — 
9 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
10 MR. SCARTH: - in Aspen Hills. Or it was 
11 made because Officer Greenwell clocked and radared a 
12 vehicle that was doing, I think, 20 miles over the 
13 speed limit. 
14 So, I'd like to address them separately. 
15 As to the report of a burglary in progress from Mr. 
16 Polumbo, when Mr. Polumbo called dispatch he didn't 
17 know that a burglary had taken place. He had 
18 suspicions from noises and from voices but he didn't 
19 know that. And he didn't advise the police — or the 
20 dispatcher of any details relating to a suspect 
21 vehicle, it's description or direction of travel or, 
22 for that matter, the location according to the 
23 testimony here today. 
24 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
25 MR. SCARTH: And Kaysviile City v. Mulcahy 
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2 set out three factors to consider when a citizen 
3 informs police and it leads to a stop as to whether 
4 that information is sufficient to lead to a stop of a 
5 vehicle. 
6 In the second factor that the Court 
7 addressed is whether or not the informant provides 
8 enough detail about the criminal activity; in this 
9 case the alleged burglary. See, at the point 
0 Mr. Polumbo called dispatch he didn't know that a door 
1 had been kicked in, he didn't know — he didn't know 
2 anything about entry, any illegal entry into the cabin 
3 or any theft for that matter. So back to the Mulcahy 
4 Case, the informant would need to provide enough 
5 detail about the criminal activity, what he observed, 
6 description of the vehicle and perhaps license number 
7 and location to support reasonable suspicion for a 
8 stop. None of that occurred in this case. And the 
9 third factor that the Kaysville opinion talks about is 
0 whether the investigating officer is able to verify 
1 the information provided by the informant. And I'll 
2 admit that that opinion does not require much 
3 verification by the officers. In that case, I think 
X it was a DUI, and the Court gave an example, they 
5 said: "This does not require the officer to observe 
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1 the reported behavior, e.g., indications of driving 
I drunk. I t is enough that the officer verified the 
J car's description and location within a few minutes." 
I Keep in mind that based on testimony here today, and I 
5 believe it's quite accurate in this regard, the 
> officer that made the stop had no idea of the 
r
 description of the vehicle. He had no idea that it 
\ would be in that particular location where he made the 
) stop. In other words, Mr. Polumbo had not provided 
I sufficient detail. 
Now, if the stop was made because of 
\ speeding, you would think that the officer would have 
i investigated that speeding stop. The officer himself, 
Officer Greenwell, testified that he never asked for 
driver's license, registration, proof of insurance. 
He didn't even do the first step in a speeding 
violation investigation. He did issue a speeding 
citation many hours later at the jai l . He testified 
that he would have stopped any vehicle except a very 
small one at that location at that t ime on that date. 
So what does that tell us? That tells us he stopped 
it based on the call to dispatch from Mr. Polumbo and 
dispatch's report to Officer Greenwell. I t was not a 
stop based on excessive speed. I t was a stop pursuant 
to a report of a suspected burglary. And at that 
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2 burglary had occurred, no one. 
3 Now, once Officer Greenwell got the 
4 vehicle stopped and other officers were there, there 
5 was a search of that vehicle. Captain Gary Larsen 
6 testifies that he got consent from the registered 
7 owner. But what did he get consent to do? He got 
8 consent to search for other weapons in the vehicle. 
9 And Captain Gary Larsen testified that it was some 
10 several minutes after he got that consent that he 
11 searched the vehicle for weapons. 
12 Now, the reason — the justification for 
13 searching a stopped vehicle for weapons is for officer 
14 safety. I submit that Captain Gary Larsen had no 
15 concern about officer safety, or otherwise the moment 
16 he got consent he would have searched for the weapons. 
17 On the probable cause to search, one must look what 
18 was observed by the officers. Well, they observed 
19 tools in the vehicle. They didn't know that tools had 
20 been stolen at the point the vehicle was stopped. 
21 Tools are something that many vehicles have in them 
22 and to possess tools in a vehicle is perfectly 
23 consistent with legal activity. 
24 Now, I don't believe that any officers 
25 testified that they observed an open container of 
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1 alcohol before the search. But I'm not clear on that 
2 as to what I heard and didn't hear today. 
3 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
4 MR. SCARTH: I did hear that at some point 
5 in t ime one of the officers retrieved an open beer can 
6 but I didn't hear whether or not it had any liquid in 
7 it. So, without that , there would be no justification 
8 to search the vehicle for alcohol — open alcohol 
9 containers. 
10 One of the officers said that early on he 
11 saw a rather large knife in the vehicle. It's legal 
12 for me to carry a knife in my vehicle or anyone else. 
13 So what I'm saying, Your Honor, is that 
14 there is no evidence before this Court that the 
15 officers had any probable cause to enter that vehicle 
16 and search it. I also need to touch on the unlawful 
17 detention of these three suspects. Of course, I only 
18 represent Ms. Prows. Her unlawful detention. 
19 It 's pretty clear from the testimony that 
20 she was not immediately arrested. She was immediately 
21 ordered out of the car. And right soon thereafter 
22 handcuffed and taken. I can't remember whether it was 
23 30 feet or 30 yards from the vehicle. And placed on 
24 the ground. And one of the other males shortly 

















! and not under arrest that the vehicle is searched. 
\ And the evidence seized from the vehicle. So, if the 
!• purpose of the stop was to investigate speed, the 
\ detention was unlawfully extended beyond the scope of 
I the purpose of that investigation. And I can't even 
' argue that the stop could have been justifiably made 
! because of a report of a possible burglary because 
> it's clear to me that no one but the burglars knew 
I that one had occurred. But if I were in that 
position, well, I can't argue something that doesn't 
! exist. 
> In State versus Robinson (Phonetic) found 
i at 797 P.2d 431, a 1990 Utah Court of Appeals case 
I they say, quote — or wrote, quote, "Once the driver 
> has produced a valid driver's license and evidence of 
' entitlement to use the vehicle, he must be allowed to 
I proceed on his way without being the subject to 
I further delay by police for additional questioning," 
) closed quote. 
And then in the United States versus 
! Guzman (Phonetic) at 864 Fed 2d 1512 Tenth Circuit 
\ 1988, the Circuit that has jurisdiction over Utah, 
I. they found that any further questioning or detention 
\ on the part of the police officers, absent an 
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I articulable suspicion of another criminal activity is 
\ illegal. So I tried to pin down the timeline so we'd 
I know how much time passed from each occurrence to each 
I. occurrence, and I wasn't very successful except I 
i think Captain Gary Larsen assisted the Court with 
> that. He probably got his call, based on his 
' testimony, at home from dispatch between 9:10 and 
I 9:15. By 3:15 I should have said. By 3:42 a.m., he 
I hears Officer Greenwell on the radio go "1060", make a 
I traffic stop. Thereafter, I don't have any specific 
times but we have him testifying that five to ten 
\ minutes took place between various occurrences. It 
I shouldn't take even five minutes to process a speeding 
!• stop unless the person couldn't produce a driver's 
I license and registration, which was never asked for, 
\ or proof of insurance. So what probable cause arose 
' after the, quote, "Speeding stop" to allow the 
! officers to even ask for consent. You noticed that 
i those cases on unlawful detention say they can't even 
• ask. Like in Robinson, the quote that I gave you: He 
must be allowed to proceed on his way without being 
subject to further delay by police for additional 
questioning. Okay? 
So what probable cause arose after the 
stop for the officers to process this scene by asking 
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2 what even gave them cause to ask questions not related 
3 to speeding, about the tools, about weapons or 
4 anything. And why were these occupants almost 
5 immediately occupied and removed some distance from 
6 the vehicle if it was a speeding investigation? 
7 A good citizen named Alberto -- I think 
8 it's Alberto — Polumbo reported suspicious activity 
9 and that does call for a police investigation, no 
10 question. But you'd think the first thing the police 
11 would do and they could do it simultaneously, they 
12 could try to apprehend anybody fleeing but they should 
13 also at the same time go to the scene of the alleged 
14 burglary and see if one occurred. I submit that by 
15 the time these people were transported from the scene 
16 of the stop, meaning the suspects, that no one at that 
17 point in time even knew that a burglary had occurred. 
18 So what arose after the stop to give them 
19 cause to investigate, to even ask the registered owner 
20 of the vehicle if he could enter the vehicle to search 
21 for weapons, what arose to do that? Maybe, if I 
22 didn't hear something in the testimony and I admit I 
23 may not, they might have been allowed to enter the 
24 vehicle to seize an open container of alcohol, but it 
25 wouldn't give them cause to search the entire vehicle 
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1 or seize other items from the vehicle. Maybe even for 
2 officer safety they could seize that knife, but they 
3 could see that in plain view outside of the vehicle. 
4 That wouldn't give them any probable cause to search 
5 the vehicle for evidence of a burglary. There was 
6 nothing. Keep in mind there was nothing when this 
7 vehicle was stopped to tie this vehicle or these — 
8 the occupants of it to any burglary or any felony 
9 crime. 
10 THE COURT: How about the arrival of the 
11 Sheriff who comes having had a conversation with Mr. 
12 Polumbo and says to the officers: "There's going to 
13 be a lot of tools here and some of them are going to 
14 be yellow and they are going to be power tools because 
15 they are a certain kind"? 
16 MR. SCARTH: Okay. But I asked Mr. 
17 Polumbo on cross-examination if he told them about 
18 that make of tools, I think it was DeWalt, the Sheriff 
19 testified. 
20 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
21 MR. SCARTH: He didn't know. I asked him 
22 if he told him about any yellow-handled tools and he 
23 said, "No." I asked him if he told dispatch or the 
24 Sheriff about any tools being taken from the cabin, he 
25 said, "No." He couldn't have told them, he hadn't 
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2 entertaining to me but I'm searching in my mind for 
3 factors of probable cause after the stop was made that 
4 would allow them to investigate these folks in this 
5 vehicle for a burglary. 
6 THE COURT: Well, how does the Sheriff 
7 show up armed with that information if he didn't get 
8 it from Polumbo? There would be no other source for 
9 him to get it from. 
0 MR. SCARTH: Well, you have some 
1 inconsistency in somebody's testimony, don't you? 
2 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
3 MR. SCARTH: And Mr. Polumbo is the one 
I who made the report to dispatch. 
3 THE COURT: But after he made the report 
> to dispatch he had a conversation with the Sheriff. 
t MR. SCARTH: Oh, yes, he did. But he 
) hadn't been in the cabin yet. He didn't know what had 
) been taken from the cabin. 
I THE COURT: Yeah, I think the explanation 
I for that is that he says, " I know the cabin. I know 
! Parry. I know what kind of tools he has because I've 
» been in there before. And that's probably what they 
• took." 
i MR. SCARTH: Right, and in this type of 
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hearing the burden is on the prosecutor to put on that 
type of evidence and he didn't. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
MR. SCARTH: So I'm not being ornery when 
I say this, but the Court is engaging in speculation, 
when you speculate about what could have occurred. 
THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
MR. SCARTH: All I know is - I'm not even 
sure that Sheriff Larsen — it seemed to me that on my 
cross-examination he admitted that he hadn't been 
told, by the time the stop was made, that tools had 
been taken from the cabin. And I can't be absolutely 
sure of that. 
THE COURT: I don't remember either. 
MR. SCARTH: Yeah. Anyway, no reasonable 
suspicion to stop, lack of probable cause to detain 
these people for anything other than a speeding 
violation. And, see, that may be the key that would 
make your question moot if the stop was for speeding, 
then why detain them for the burglary investigation? 
THE COURT: Yeah. 
MR. SCARTH: But I'll go back and say, and 
I'm repeating myself, but one more t ime: From the 
testimony that was heard here today, when that stop 
was made, no one knew that a burglary had taken place. 
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2 place. By the time Sheriff Larsen arrived at the 
3 scene of the stop, no one knew that a burglary had 
4 taken place; at least there's no testimony before this 
5 Court that anyone knew. Thank you, Your Honor. 
6 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. 
7 Mr. Keisel, over to you. 
8 MR. KEISEL: Thanks, Judge. Before I even 
9 comment, Judge, I will present the evidence received, 
10 property reports to the — 
11 MR. SCARTH: May I have just a look at it? 
12 MR. KEISEL: You bet. 
13 THE COURT: I t looks like there's several 
14 pages there, Mr. Keisel. Do you propose to have those 
15 all marked with one exhibit number? 
16 MR. KEISEL: I do, Judge. They are all a 
17 list of the evidence that was seized as a result of 
18 the stop. 
19 MR. SCARTH: While he's having that 
20 marked, Your Honor, I should comment on the — what 
21 couldn't possibly be considered an admission made by 
22 my client. 
23 THE COURT: Mr. Keisel, hand those to the 
24 Clerk, and let me just say to the Clerk: I don't want 
25 you to put the exhibit tag so that it covers up any 
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1 writing or printing. If the documents are completely 
2 filled with writing or printing, then take the 
3 documents and put them inside of a plastic container 
4 and mark the container so we don't have to cover up 
5 any writing or printing of any kind. 
6 Mr. Scarth, back to you. 
7 MR. SCARTH: All right, thank you, Your 
8 Honor. You know, this may be a little technical but I 
9 think maybe we should know how many pages are in that 
10 exhibit and its number. 
11 THE COURT: What number is it going to 
12 have? 
13 THE CLERK: Four. 
14 THE COURT: Four and she'll report on the 
15 number of pages momentarily. 
16 THE CLERK: Twelve. 
17 MR. SCARTH: Thank you. 
18 THE COURT: Did you say five? 
19 THE CLERK: Twelve. 
20 THE COURT: Twelve. 
21 MR. SCARTH: Just very briefly. 
22 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
23 MR. SCARTH: The statement made by my 
24 client to one of the officers that she got stuck, went 
25 to sleep and I can't remember it all, but that 
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THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
MR. SCARTH: I t should be suppressed 
because of my other argument. She wouldn't have been 
in detention and subject to questioning by the police 
if my other arguments prevail. Thank you. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
Mr. Keisel, over to you. 
MR. KEISEL: Judge, I just don't think 
this case is nearly as complicated as Mr. Scarth wants 
it to be. I think it's very straightforward. You 
: know, in addressing the actual Motion to Suppress, 
. Your Honor: Number one, Mr. Scarth points out that he 
r believes that the stop was a pretext stop, never 
I should have occurred and even in the Defense's own 
\ motion he cites State of Utah v. J. Lopez, Gerard 
' Gutierrez (Phonetic), J. Lopez (Phonetic), April 25th, 
I 1994, case. Judge, in that case it specifically 
) addresses the pretext stop doctrine in the Fourth 
) Amendment. I'm sure Your Honor is familiar with it. 
I THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
> MR. KEISEL: Some of - I've highlighted 
\ some of the issues. I'm not going to rehash all of 
I it, but I think some of it is determinative on some 
5 points. Under the subtit le: The pretext stop 
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1 document is unnecessary to protect citizens from 
2 unlawful searches and seizures. We read from the 
3 Supreme Court: And officer who observes a traffic 
X violation has probable cause to stop the driver. 
5 Likewise, specific articulable facts may give an 
5 officer reasonable suspicion to believe that a driver 
7 is committ ing a traffic offense and in either case 
B stopping the driver is constitutionally justi f ied. 
9 This is so — this is the important part: This is so 
0 despite the officer's motivations or suspicions that 
1 are unrelated to the traffic offense. 
2 So Officer Greenwell may have sat up there 
3 off the side of the road and thought, "Boy, I've got a 
4 person that's going to drive along here and they are 
5 going to be our burglar." Second, that the 
6 Defendants' vehicle drove past them and violated a 
7 traffic law, as the Court points out here, he has 
8 probable cause to stop that vehicle. 
9 Unsupported by further probable cause or 
0 reasonable suspicion, inquiries by the officer to 
1 investigate suspicions unrelated to the traffic 
2 offense unconstitutionally extend the detention beyond 
3 the scope of the circumstances that rendered it 
4 permissible. That's another point that Mr. Scarth 
5 brings up. I think at this point the Court has to 
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2 Officer Greenwell said, "Well, I treated the stop that 
3 — even though I had the probable cause to stop the 
4 car, I treated it as a felony stop." Why does he do 
5 that? Because there's been testimony that there had 
6 been somebody that entered a cabin, or at least that 
7 what the officers viewed, Mr. Polumbo viewed, as some 
8 unlawful activity going on. There's suspicious 
9 activity going on at Kurt Parry's cabin. There's 
10 testimony from a couple of witnesses that only one 
11 vehicle was noted on that mountain. And it's also 
12 important for the Court to remember that at that t ime 
13 of the year, December 3rd, there's testimony about 
14 there being snow up on the mountain. It's not like 
15 Aspen Hills is in the middle of the valley where 
16 everyone can access it very easily. The only vehicle 
17 that's up there is one and that vehicle, as Polumbo 
18 testified to, came off the south side of the mountain 
19 west of the south side and heads towards the 
20 Mount Pleasant, Sanpete County area. We never heard 
21 — we heard testimony about there being other exit 
22 points from Aspen Hills but those were going in other 
23 directions toward Sanpete, only the three that the 
24 Sheriff testified to. 
25 The vehicle was watched. The Sheriff 
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1 admits, " I lost sight of it for a moment, some period 
2 of t ime, a little bit of t ime, but never did see any 
3 other vehicles." Then he directs Officer Greenwell 
4 that they are going down somewhere in between them. 
5 That's his thought. So, Mr. Greenwell leaves, travels 
6 down to — what did we name the road? Round Hills 
7 Road, and sure enough sees a vehicle take off on the 
8 road and paces it, radars it, locks it (Inaudible) and 
9 makes the stop. Keep in mind that there's then 
10 testimony of a potential burglary. Now, we — he 
11 doesn't know what he's dealing with at the t ime. He 
12 doesn't know if they are armed, he doesn't know if 
13 they are dangerous. He just knows that he's got some 
14 unknown person stopped. What does he do? He 
15 approaches the car. He does tell the driver, "Get out 
16 of the vehicle. Police department, step out to the 
17 side." At that t ime, based on officer safety, he has 
18 that right. He calls — or I think backup had already 
19 been called. Captain Larsen was on his way. The 
20 Sheriff was on his way, and because we — he testified 
21 that there were other occupants in the vehicle, based 
22 again on officer safety, Officer Greenwell had a right 
23 to get the other passengers out. He testified that on 
24 the second trip up to the vehicle, at that point he 
25 could smell the alcohol. And at that time he could 
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2 Captain Larsen testified the same. When 
3 he came — when he arrived on the scene and he 
4 approached the vehicle to take out the first 
5 passenger, gets him out, he can smell a strong odor of 
6 alcohol. It's this point, Judge, those two issues 
7 there where I say that there was further probable 
B cause that had been established. Not only on those 
9 points but also having the Sheriff pull up and say, 
[) "Guys, I just got off the phone with a witness whose 
1 name is Mr. Polumbo and he says that he is familiar 
2 with the Kurt Parry cabin and that he heard a bunch of 
3 things going on there, things being loaded up, 
I cussing, swear words that led him to believe that 
3 there could likely be a burglar." 
5 We'll point out in contravention of 
r Mr. Scarth's assertion that the State didn't prove its 
5 point on the issue of whether he knew about there 
) being tools in the cabin. Even in the exhibit that 
) Your Honor has, he states that, " I had found a point 
I of entering and told them what I knew about Kurt's 
\ possessions." So right there is where the Court has 
\ the information that Mr. Polumbo knew that there were 
!• tools inside. He knew what was inside of the cabin. 
I He knows Kurt, knows his habits, knows when he shows 
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up he turns the lights on in the cabin. I t is not 
! like this is a strange person to him. So he tells the 
'. Sheriff there's tools, "You are going to find tools in 
this vehicle." Sheriff arrives and lo and behold in 
the back of this 4Runner there are a whole bunch of 
tools. I don't mean five or six tools but a whole 
bunch of tools, that we heard testimony on a couple of 
occasions, in the back of the 4Runner. So what do we 
have? Alcohol, we see a knife protruding out from the 
bottom of the seat, we see what was described as an 
open container. Specifically there wasn't testimony 
that there was actual alcohol in it, but the testimony 
was, " I viewed an open container in the vehicle." We 
see the knife and we see a couple of passengers 
inside. They take them out. The next thing that 
happens is that Captain Larsen again, based on officer 
safety, knowing — and this is important — knowing 
that there's another person still in the car and 
there's a knife that he sees, so he turns to the 
gentleman and say's, " I 'm going to search. I'm going 
to see if there are any other weapons. Is that okay?" 
He says, "Yeah, that's okay." Weapons can be found in 
the glove compartment; it's not unreasonable to look 
there. Weapons can be found in the center console. 
He has a right to look in the vehicle at that t ime. 
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2 testimony, you know, they've located a lot of tools. 
3 We also heard from Captain Larsen ~ this 
4 goes more to his second point that both of the other 
5 male passengers were interviewed under Miranda, Judge. 
6 And they both admitted that they, the two males and 
7 the Defendant Ms. Prows had been up to the cabin, that 
8 they had opened the door or they had broke — went 
9 into a window, they made their way around to the 
10 garage, the door had been opened up, and they loaded a 
11 whole bunch of tools into the truck. Was Ms. Prows 
12 involved? Yeah. I think there is no question, Judge, 
13 at that t ime when all that information came out and I 
14 can even go back before that. We can talk about 
15 finding paraphernalia, finding all the tools in the 
16 back of the vehicle, there's no question that none of 
17 the three were free to go but especially when the 
18 questioning of those other two males was done, there's 
19 no question that all three were not free to go. 
20 Whether they gave the magic words "you are under 
21 arrest" or not is irrelevant. The test isn't that 
22 it's whether they were free to go or not, or whether a 
23 reasonable person would believe they were free to go. 
24 They were not. And so based on that, you have three 
25 persons, none of them are free to go, and you have the 
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1 inevitable discovery document kicks in, Judge. 
2 There's not a driver of the car. Nobody can take that 
3 vehicle away. The officers made the right move in 
4 taking the vehicle, transporting it to Mount Pleasant. 
5 They referred to detaining the vehicle at the time to 
6 see what else came about. But in the end there's no 
7 question that that outfit is going to be impounded and 
8 searched. It 's Mr. Williams' vehicle and the State 
9 locates ail the tools. Captain Larsen testified that 
10 they were all identified by the victim and that's 
11 where we are at. The test on that, of course the 
12 Judge is familiar with it is under Amerkizey 
13 (Phonetic) September 23rd, 2004, Court of Appeals 
14 case. That Court lays out an I'll just go straight to 
15 the conclusion. 
16 THE COURT: Okay. 
17 MR. KEISEL: That the inevitable discovery 
18 document provides for the admission of evidence 
19 otherwise inadmissible under the exclusionary rule if 
20 the prosecution can establish by a preponderance of 
21 the evidence that the evidence ultimately or 
22 inevitably would be discovered by lawful means. Then 
23 it kicks in. 
24 As noted earlier there's question 
25 (Inaudible) facts of that case, but that gets really 
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4 4 <;hppt-c 
especially after what was located in the vehicle and 
especially after the admissions that all of the 
parties were under arrest, we would have found it 
anyway. But that, Judge, is not to concede the other 
points of the argument. I'm still firmly convinced 
that there was enough probable cause, reasonable 
suspicion to eventually look in the vehicle based on 
the consent, based on what all of the totality of the 
circumstances were and the State found the evidence. 
So that's really the State's position, Judge, and with 
that the State would ask that the Defendant's motion 
be denied. 
THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Scarth, back 
to you. 
MR. SCARTH: Thank you, Your Honor. 
Counsel is correct that the Lopez Case did away with 
the pretext stop doctrine. But they did so saying 
that they are doing it because there's another way to 
protect persons, citizens, and that is the 
Enunciated — the Unlawful Lengthy Detention Doctrine, 
which I argued here earlier, a few minutes ago. 
Basically they were saying, "Look, if an accused feels 
that he was profiled or stopped on some pretext, he 
can address that because the officers should address 
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the purpose of the stop promptly, process that and let 
them go unless other probable cause arises." And so I 
» didn't mean to argue something that I know has been 
• replaced. I know it's been replaced. But keep in 
' mind what replaced it. 
As to other roads exiting Aspen Hills, 
Counsel argues, "Well, there were none that came into 
i this county." Well, a burglar doesn't care about 
» which county he enters to escape from the scene of a 
i crime. 
My point being is you couldn't — the 
! officers couldn't assume that the only vehicle they 
> saw down, practically within the town of 
Mount Pleasant, could be the one that Mr. Polumbo had 
! reported. Keep in mind he said that he thought it was 
i a light-colored vehicle and they stopped a 
dark-colored vehicle. 
And as to that odor of alcohol, where's 
the testimony about a DUI investigation? None here 
today. None whatsoever. 
THE COURT: Uh-huh. 
MR. SCARTH: As justification for arrest 
and search. 
And in the written statement of Mr. 
Polumbo that's been received into evidence here today, 
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2 told the Sheriff or who he told. He said, " I told 
3 them that the tools were taken." But when did he tell 
4 them that? According to his testimony here today he 
5 didn't know the tools were taken until after these 
6 people were apprehended. The officers are probably — 
7 if it happened soon enough after the stop may well 
8 have been authorized to enter the vehicle to seize an 
9 open container of alcohol or even a knife. But not to 
10 open the console, not to open the glove box where the 
11 drug and paraphernalia evidence was found. 
12 Or to search the rear end of the vehicle 
13 and Counsel quotes Amerkizey Case, which I cited in my 
14 Supplemental Memorandum — or Motion. And that works 
15 to the benefit of Ms. Prows because it starts off with 
16 the premise that a search incident to arrest must be 
17 contemporaneous and what they really mean by that is 
18 that the flow of events must go logically forward and 
19 no unlawful conduct on the part of the officers can 
20 intervene. If — and they put down criteria. They 
21 can do that search incident to arrest if the arrest is 
22 lawful; two, if the search is of the area where the 
23 arrestees — within the arrestee's immediate control. 
24 She's 30 feet or 30 yards away. I can't remember 
25 whether it is feet or yards. And, three, the search 
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1 is conducted contemporaneous to the arrest. 
2 Well, all those factors work in the favor 
3 of my client. They restate those factors another way. 
4 They say, "One, it's whether or not the arrestee was 
5 placed in some form of restraints." She was. She 
6 couldn't lunge for a weapon is what I think that 
7 factor is about. Two, the position of the officers 
8 vis-a-vis the Defendant in relation to the place 
9 searched. Some many feet away. Three, the ease or 
10 difficulty of gaining access. And I assume they mean 
11 for the Defendant to gain access to the evidence or a 
12 weapon. She couldn't gain access, she was restrained 
13 in cuffs and some distance away. And, four, the 
14 number of officers present in relation to the number 
15 of arrestees or other persons. There were apparently 
16 more officers present at the time of the search of the 
17 vehicle than there were arrestees. And then Counsel 
18 cites the Amerkizey Case for the proposition of 
19 inevitable discovery. Inevitable discovery will only 
20 come if none of my other arguments prevail. Because 
21 like on the unlawful, lengthy detention if that 
22 argument prevails, then they had no right to search 
23 the vehicle or to even pursue the investigation any 
24 further and I'll submit it, Your Honor. 
25 THE COURT: Thank you. I think it's 
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2 what I think I've learned and invite the questions or 
3 comments if you think I've missed anything. At 3:00 
4 o'clock in the morning, December 3rd, 2003, Albert 
5 Polumbo dials 911 on his cellphone. He's at the — at 
6 his trailer which is parked in the campground at Aspen 
7 Hills Subdivision. The dispatcher at the Sanpete 
8 County Sheriff's Office answers the call and — maybe 
9 I should back up from that. At 2:30 in the morning 
0 Albert Polumbo is in his trailer in the campground at 
1 Aspen Hills Subdivision. He hears noises, he goes on 
2 and hears sounds that he associates with a vehicle 
3 being stuck and two four-wheelers being operated. He 
4 sees a vehicle moving toward the cabin of Rick (sic) 
5 Parry. I think I got to back up even more. Albert 
3 Polumbo is the person who lives at the Aspen Hills 
7 Subdivision. He lives there. This is his fifth 
I winter coming up and he's employed by a group of 
) property owners to be a security guard or watcher or 
) lookout. He was awake watching TV 2:30 in the morning 
I on December the 3rd, hears noises, sees a vehicle, 
! approached Parry's cabin, he knows Parry. Parry's 
J cabin is about 600 yards away from where his trailer 
is. He's watched Parry work on the cabin, he's 
watched Parry come and go, he knows Parry's habits 
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when he arrives, how he operates, turns on the lights 
and has been working on his cabin. He's been to see 
the cabin, he knows what kind of tools Parry has. So, 
after he hears the noises, he goes out. He hears the 
sound of the vehicle being stuck, the four-wheelers 
being operated. He watches — maybe he doesn't watch, 
maybe he hear's a vehicle approaching Parry's cabin. 
He hear's people talking. He can identify three 
voices. He hears some words, some he calls cuss, some 
that he identified by "help" or "load" or "open the 
garage door." He hears other noises that he 
associates with items of personal property being 
loaded into a truck. Dials 911 on his cellphone. 
Dispatch answers. He talks to the dispatcher. 
Dispatcher uses the radio, Greenwell, 
hears the radio, goes to the Aspen — goes toward the 
Aspen Hills Subdivision because he's in 
Mount Pleasant. Something else maybe I got to go back 
and explain, too, what's in my mind. Mount Pleasant 
is a city that's in the north end of Sanpete County. 
I t sits at the base of the mountains which are part of 
the Manti-La Salle National Forest. They are high 
mountains, the Skyline Drive is on the top and you 
could drive from Mount Pleasant to the Skyline Drive 
and it would probably take you 15 or 20 miles of dirt 
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2 Hills Subdivision is located at the base of those 
3 mountains. Let's see, where was I? Oh, the dispatch 
4 calls Greenwell who's a Mount Pleasant City Officer. 
5 He's on patrol. It 's about 3:00 o'clock in the 
6 morning. He goes towards the Aspen Hills Subdivision. 
7 The dispatcher calls the Sheriff on the 
8 telephone. He's awakened, he gets dressed, he goes 
9 towards the Aspen Hills Subdivision. He lives in 
10 Mount Pleasant. The Sheriff asks the dispatcher to 
11 call Gary Larsen. The dispatcher does, he's asleep at 
12 his home in Fountain Green. He gets up and gets 
13 dressed and gets in his car and goes toward the Aspen 
14 Hills Subdivision. 
15 The Sheriffs on the — goes to the Aspen 
16 Hills Subdivision, meets Greenwell at a place called 
17 the north gate which is locked. They have a short 
18 conversation. The Sheriff asks Greenwell to stay 
19 there. The Sheriff travels back south to another road 
20 called Parley's Lane, which he also calls the south 
21 entrance and he goes to a gate which he calls the 
22 south gate and waits. 
23 The Sheriff receives Polumbo's cellphone 
24 number, calls Polumbo, has a conversation with him. 
25 And Polumbo says, " I heard things being loaded. I 
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1 know Parry. I know his tools. He has DeWalt tools, 
2 they are yellow. I heard the words being spoken by 
3 three distinct voices." The Sheriff sees headlights 
4 moving towards the south on a road that would have 
5 been inside of the Aspen Hills Subdivision. And 
6 contemporaneously Polumbo speaks into his phone and 
7 says, " I can hear the vehicle and see the lights and 
8 it's moving south on a road in the subdivision." 
9 The lights disappear from the Sheriff's 
10 view, he calls Greenwell by the radio, says, "Go back 
11 to the Round Hills Road, go south towards 
12 Mount Pleasant, see if you see a vehicle." Greenwald 
13 does that, he goes south on the Round Hills Road, he 
14 sees taillights moving away from him, matches the 
15 speed, locks the radar, makes a stop and uses the 
16 phrase "to go 1060" which I interpret to mean he picks 
17 up the microphone on the radio in his police car and 
18 calls the dispatcher and says, "I 'm stopping a vehicle 
19 at a certain location." Police radios operate so that 
20 everybody else who has a police radio can hear what 
21 Greenwell says. So, Sheriff hears, Larsen hears, 
22 because they are in their cars with the police radios 
23 turned on. Greenwell gives his location. Sheriff 
24 goes there. Larsen goes there. Larsen arrives first, 
25 so when he arrives there is a Toyota 4Runner stopped 
A C A 
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GreenwelPs car is about a hundred feet behind that. 
Gary Larsen pulls up behind Greenwell. But before 
Larsen — Gary Larsen arrives, Greenwell standing 
behind the open door of his police cruiser speaks to 
the 4Runner and the driver's door opens and Ms. Prows 
gets out. He speaks again, she puts her hands up over 
i her head. He approaches her, handcuffs her, leads her 
i across the street on 90(3 East and has her sit down. 
i And it's now probably about 3:40 in the morning. 
Greenwell goes back to his car. Gary Larsen is there. 
! They have a conversation. Larsen goes to the 
I passenger side, speaks, the door opens, the person 
!• gets out, turns out to be Will iams, I think, is the 
> name. Larsen is standing very close to Will iams, can 
J see the interior of the vehicle, sees the handle of 
r
 the large, fixed-blade knife. Both Greenwell and 
) Larsen know that there's a third person in the vehicle 
) who's in the passenger seat on the driver's side. 
) Larsen speaks to Williams: " I 'm going to look for 
I weapons. Is that okay?" Will iams says, "Yes." 
I Larsen secures Williams with handcuffs, takes him back 
3 to the front of GreenwelPs car and has him sit on the 
X ground. 
5 Larsen and Greenwell go back to the rear 
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2 THE COURT: That's right. When Greenwell < 
3 and Larsen went up to the vehicle. This was after 
4 Ms. Prows was sitt ing on the side of road, they go to 
5 the vehicle and they smell alcohol. 
6 MR. KEISEL: You also missed the fact --
7 you indicated that consent had been given to search, < 
8 but what was located in that search? 
9 THE COURT: Oh, this is when Larsen says 
10 to Williams, " I 'm going to search for weapons, is that 
11 okay?" Williams says, "Yes." Somebody opens the — 
12 MR. KEISEL: Glove compartment. 
13 THE COURT: Console and the glove 
14 compartment. I think a pipe was located in one of 
15 those places. 
16 MR. KEISEL: Glove compartment. 
17 THE COURT: Say that again. 
18 MR. KEISEL: Glove compartment. 
19 THE COURT: Glove compartment. 
20 MR. KEISEL: A t in , type of t in can was 
21 located in the console. No, no, no, in the bag, the 
22 bag. 
23 THE COURT: That's true. 
24 MR. KEISEL: And then you've also 
25 neglected to talk about the interview that was done 
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1 door driver's side, they have Wendler get out, 
2 handcuffed, taken back to GreenwelPs car, they have 
3 him sit on the ground. In the process of opening the 
4 rear door, they see tools; there is a blue tarp and a 
5 — covering the tools and they see yellow tools. 
6 Now there's something else here, too, that 
7 I've missed. Before Greenwell and Larsen go to the 
8 rear driver's door, Sheriff Larsen arrives and speaks 
9 to Larsen and Greenwell and says, "I 've had a 
0 conversation with Polumbo. He says to look for tools 
1 that are yellow." From the moment that Greenwell 
2 arrives, none of these three people are free to go. 
3 No one ever says "you are under arrest" or words to 
4 that effect. But there's no requirement for officers 
5 to say any specific phrase. But none of the three are 
6 free to go. Eventually the three are transported 
7 away. The Toyota 4Runner is taken to a place in Mount 
8 Pleasant called the city -- or the public works area 
9 or yard which apparently is a secured area, so it's 
'0 driven there and searched and Exhibit 4 is the record 
!1 made when the vehicle was searched. Now, that's the 
2 sequence of events that I've got in mind. Have I 
!3 missed anything Mr. Keisel? 
A MR. KEISEL: Judge, you did miss the 
!5 information about the odor of alcohol coming from the 
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1 with Williams and Wendler. Information was gleaned 
2 from that. 
3 THE COURT: Let's see, that's r ight. The 
4 Sheriff arrives, he speaks with Larsen and Greenwell. 
5 Larsen takes Wendler in handcuffs, has him sit on the 
6 ground, and then within three to five minutes he has 
7 Williams and Wendler in his car asking them questions. 
8 And they are given Miranda and both of them accuse 
9 Ms. Prows of participating in removing things from 
10 Parry's cabin. At least that's what's in my mind. 
11 Mr. Scarth, f rom your point of view, what have I 
12 missed? 
13 MR. SCARTH: Mr. Polumbo testif ied that 
14 after hearing those noises, he saw a light-colored 
15 pickup or Jeep-type vehicle in the Aspen Hills 
16 Subdivision. I t was the only vehicle he saw. 
17 THE COURT: That's true. He did say that. 
18 And I think I should also find that there was snow on 
19 the ground and that when he identified the vehicle as 
20 being l ight-colored, it was — I don't remember his 
21 words but it wasn't a very positive identification but 
22 he did say "l ight-colored." I do remember that . 
23 MR. SCARTH: And the officers - or the 
24 officer that made the stop testified that the vehicle 






















MR. SCARTH: — 4Runner. And also a 
number of the witnesses testified that there are a 
number of roads that will take one out of the Aspen 
Hills Subdivision. Those two f indings, Your Honor, 
three findings. 
THE COURT: Yeah. Well, I heard them say 
that but my opinion — this is what I think that it 
means to me: I heard -- somebody say that you could 
drive north out of the Aspen Hills Subdivision but it 
would take you to another subdivision where there's a 
locked gate, or you could drive east and get to the 
Skyline Drive, which is a place that I've been so I 
know where the Skyline Drive is and it's 15 or 
20 miles east up the Mountain Road and it doesn't lead 
to any towns unless you go north or south along its 
length and then drop back down into either Carbon or 
Emery Counties or Sanpete County to get back to a 
town. 
MR. SCARTH: I think there was testimony 
about three other roads out. 
THE COURT: And then you could drive west 
on the Aspen Hills Road which led to the locked gate 
where Greenwell was. There's another road which is 
not named and which apparently is a very rough road 
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and it's marked on Exhibit 1 by a dotted line. And 
then there's another road heading south which is 
called Parley's. 
MR. KEISEL: Lane. 
THE COURT: Lane and that 's where Sheriff 
Larsen was. 
MR. SCARTH: Uh-huh. 
THE COURT: From all of that , I'm led to 
conclude that the Motion to Suppress ought to be 
denied. I think that the officers had a reasonable 
suspicion to stop this particular vehicle and I don't 
— I'm not particularly interested in making a 
distinction between a speeding stop or a stop because 
it was a suspect vehicle in a burglary. I think it 
was a suspect vehicle in the burglary because it's 
3:00 o'clock in the morning and the only light on the 
road and the Sheri f fs only seen one car moving and 
it's close in t ime to the lights that he saw and to 
what Polumbo reported and Greenwell sees the lights 
going south on the Round Hills Road which is road that 
you get to if you come west out of the Aspen Hills 
Subdivision. So that seems to be like a pretty easy 
conclusion. 
And once the officers stopped that 




















































So Mr. Keisel, I guess I need you to 
prepare an order. 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. 
THE COURT: And I've tried to be as 
detailed as I can in stating facts because I th ink 
facts are important in deciding these kinds of 
motions. So I'd like you to get a copy of the record 
of this hearing so that you can include those facts. 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. 
THE COURT: I'd appreciate that. 
MR. SCARTH: So he is to prepare Findings 
of Facts as well as an Order, correct, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: He is, that's right. 
MR. KEISEL: Do you want one document or 
two. 
THE COURT: One document is fine. 
MR. KEISEL: Very good. 
THE COURT: Called Findings of Fact and 
Order. 
MR. KEISEL: That's what I will do. 
THE COURT: I'd like you to follow, I 
think, Rule 12 of the Rules of Criminal Procedure has 
a provision similar to Rule 7, which means the 
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prevailing party prepares the order. They give it to 
the other side a certain number of days before it's 
delivered to me. So you have to certify that you've 
given it to Mr. Scarth before you give it to the clerk 
for me to sign. 
MR. KEISEL: Okay. I wi l l , Judge. 
THE COURT: And then he can object to it 
if he thinks your order doesn't say in wri t ten form 
what I said orally today. 
MR. KEISEL: Will do, Judge. 
THE COURT: Just to think about the future 
a little bit. 
MR. SCARTH: May I bring up a housekeeping 
matter first, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yeah. 
MR. SCARTH: I am not sure that anyone 
ever offered the inventory as an exhibit and I'm not i 
sure it was officially received. It should be offered 
and I'll offer it, if necessary, but I need the 
number. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel? 
MR. KEISEL: Yeah, I wouldn't object to 
it. I would offer it as Exhibit 4. 
THE COURT: Four is received. And the 

























(State's Exhibit No. 4 Admitted.) 
THE COURT: And what about the other 
exhibits, 1, 2 and 3, what do they show on your 
exhibit sheet; are they all received? 
THE CLERK: Yeah. 
THE COURT: 1 is a map, 2 is a map. What 
was 3? Oh, 3 is the statement. Okay. 
Any other housekeeping matters, 
Mr. Scarth. 
MR. SCARTH: No. You wanted to talk about 
the future, Your Honor, 





It is Judge. 
When is that. 
It's set November 28th and 
29th. At 9:00 a.m., Judge. 
THE COURT: Well, there's going to be 
plenty of time for the order to get prepared and so 
I'm not sure we ought to say anything more about the 
trial unless you want to say anything about the trial. 
MR. KEISEL: No, nothing. I - we're just 
set. I'll get the findings in order quickly. 
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THE COURT: Mr. Scarth, anything else you 
wanted to talk about today? 
MR. SCARTH: No, not today, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Keisel, I've got to ask 
you a question about another trial that's not related 
to this because I've got a scheduling conflict, so I 
want to — 
MR. SCARTH: May we be excused, Your 
Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes, thank you. 
MR. SCARTH: Thank you. 
THE COURT: This case is over, and the 
Court's in recess. 
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